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PUBLISHER'S NOTE

The English version of the Islahi Khutbat, has been
published by Darul Isha'at Pakistan. This is solely because
of the Favours of Allah on us and the prayers of our
mentors.

This is the translation of the reformative speeches of
Mufti Justice Mawlana Muhammad Taqi Usmani may
Allah prolong his benefits over us. He has been given
these lectures for about ten years every week at the Bait ul
Mukarram Masjid, Karachi. Those who attend these
lectures gain much knowledge theoretically and
practically. I, too, attend these lectures and have been
deriving much advantage. These lectures are being
recorded on audio cassettes and books are published
subsequently. These cassettes and books cater to those
who understand the Urdu language.

We at Darul Isha'at desired that an increased number

of people should benefit from these lectures. Allah helped
us get these books translated into English and publish
them and He also provided us the necessary means.
Al-Hamdu-lil-laah, after six years of continuous effort a
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complete set of these books is available to the readers. Let
our readers remember that these books have been

translated from oral lectures of the honourable Mufti

Justice Mawlana Muhammad Taqi Usmani and not from
his writings.

They may, therefore, find in them the style of the
spoken words that the translator may have retained here
and there.

We have endeavoured to match the get up of the
books with their invaluable content and have paid due care
in the use of paper, printing and binding. We hope that
this set of books will be very useful to our readers in
Europe and the United States. They will gain beneficial
knowledge from these books and be prompted to put their
knowledge into practice.

Insha Allah they will find a great change in their
everyday life.

We have published many books in English and
many more are under preparation. Do write to us for a full
list of these books.

Finally, I request my readers to remember me in
their prayers as also my parents and family members. May
Allah reward them.

KHALIL ASHRAF USMANI

S/0 MOHAMMAD RAZI USMANI
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FOREWORD

To The English Edition by
Justice Mufti Muhammad Taqi Usmani

In the name ofAllah, the Compassionate, the Merciful.

On the advice of some of my elders I hold a weekly
meeting in Jamia Masjid AlBaitul Mukaram attended by a
large number of Muslim brothers and sisters. Rather than
giving a formal lecture, my basic purpose intended to be
achieved through these meetings is that we get together for
some time to review -our ways of life in the light of Islamic
teachings and to deliberate what is going to happen to us after
we leave this mundane world. When the Muslims having true
Islamic orientation sit together for this purpose, each one of
them benefit from the other to create a genuine concern about
our coming life which is the real and eternal life as compared
to the present one which may come to an end any time.

I this mutual meeting which is meant for self-correction
I normally read a book of Hadith and explain it to the audience
in the light of what I have learned from my elders with special
reference to the current attitude prevailing in our society and
touching upon the relevant practical issues, social evils and the
major faults found in our practical life. My friend Maulana
Abdulla Memon who regularly attended these meetings
usually prepares the audio cassettes of these addresses which
are widely circulated in the country and abroad. He has also
transcribed some of these audio cassettes in an abridged form
and after their compilation he has published them in separate
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volumes under the title of "Islahi Khutbaat". Nine volumes of

this compilations have already come out in Urdu by the grace
of Allah which were widely circulated, read and benefited
from.

Since long some of my friends were suggesting that
these addresses be rendered into English as well so that they
may be useful for the English readership. I was reluctant to act
upon the suggestion because, as told earlier, these addresses
were not formal lectures on a particular subject. They were in
fact discussions, on different aspects of our lives, undertaken
with frankness rather than formalism. They some time lack the
sequence usually expected from a well considered writing.
Therefore, I do not know how far their translation will be as

meaningful and effective as it was proved to be in the original
Urdu language. However, my nephew, Mr. Khalil Ashraf
Usmani, the proprietor of Darul Ishaat, requested Mr. Iqbal
Ansari and Mr. Rafiq Abdur Rehman to translate these
Khutbaat into English. Both of these gentlemen undertook the
task and the outcome of their noble effort is appearing before
the readers. I had advised them not to be too strict in literal

translation and to render the basic idea in their own style. I had
no opportunity to go through the manuscript of their
translation but had an occasion to have a cursory look on some
passages. To the best of my assessment the translation I have
seen is correct and conveying. I hope that it will help readers
to understand the basic theme of these Khutbaat. May Allah
grant the best reward to the translators and publisher of this
book and make it beneficial for the readers. I would again
remind the readers that it is not a book properly authored by
me. It is the compilation of my extempore discussions
therefore, I extend my apology if some readers find the
sequence of thoughts somehow disturbed in some places.
However, the readers should concentrate on the message given
and not on the style adopted.

Muhammad Taqi Usmani
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MODESTY -

A MEANS TO RISE

TO HIGH RANKS

aJ d^-Stf dJb-j 4»t ^1 aJi *i 01 Jl^iJ j a) <^U ^ aJUUsj

4ttl LJ~j? aJ j-»>jj dJLP l*U^fc* U^Ij*j LwJ j UwLu*» j UJL^j iM.lfr*£Jj

- SjJ^Sj^ UJLJ ^JL»j iJjbj AA*w?ij AJt ^Js>j aJIp ^Uu

: JL»jaJIp Alii ^JLi ill Jj-»j J^ J^i !*bu W

All praise is for Allah. We praise Him and
seek His help and seek his forgiveness and
believe in Him and rely on Him. We seek
refuge with Him from the evils of our selves
and the vices of our deeds. There is none to

misguide him whom Allah guides and there is
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none to guide him whom Allah lets go astray.
I bear witness that there is no god except Allah
the One He has no partner. I also bear witness
that our sire, and our authority and our
Prophet and our Master, Muhammad 4& is His
servant and His Messenger. May Almighty
Allah have mercy on him, his household and
and on his Companions ^^t^ and bless
them and salute them all in great abundance.
The Holy Prophet # said:
"Allah raises him in rank who takes to

modesty for the sake ofAllah".
I have read to you at the moment a saying of the

Holy Prophet #. It means that Allah raises him in rank
who takes to modesty for the sake of Allah. Presently I
want to explain briefly the reality of modesty, its
importance, as implied in the Prophet's # saying, and
how to practise modesty. May Almighty Allah help me, by
His mercy, to tackle the topic rightly.

The Importance of Modesty
The importance ofModesty may be understood from

the fact that a man who is deprived of this quality become
Pharaoh and Namrood. This is because a heart vacant of

the quality of modesty falls a victim to the vice of pride
and self-esteem - vices which are the root of all spiritual
diseases.

The Foundation of the First sin of Disobedience

The first sin of disobedience was committed in this

universe by Iblis (Satan). It was he who sowed the first
seed of this sin. Before him there wao no concept of
disobedience. When Almighty Allah created Hazrat Adam
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r*-ji4j* and commanded all the angels to prostrate
themselves before him ^u*. Iblis refused to porstrate
himseffand said:

"I am better than he, because you have created
me from Fire and have created him from clay."
(38 : 76)

Iblis thought that Fire being superior to clay, he was
superior to Adam f*-ji a*. He could, therefore, not postrate
himself before Adam pu\ u*.Thus, this was, the first sin of
disobedience in the universe and this sprang from a feeiing
of pride and self-esteem. Allah, therefore, condemned him
till the Day of Judgment. This clearly shows that the root of
all vices is pride. A heart harbouring pride must also
harbour in it other vices.

Do not use your Intellect against Allah's Command
The reason for this pride was that Satan felt proud of

his intellect. He thought that he was offering an inllectual
proof which was, difficult to dismiss as, in his opinion,
fire was better than clay. Thus, he used his intellect
against Allah with the inevitable result that he was
condemned for ever and turned away. Dr. Iqbal has very
ably brought out this fine point:-

JJ f J J> u •<X ftii f J* X
That is: on the morning of eternity, Jibrael pu\ <4*

advised me not to accept that heart which is a slave to the
intellect.

See how Satan, becomng a slave to his intellect,
disowned slavery to Allah. He failed to understand the
truth that it was Allah Who created Adam (*-ji <> and the
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entire Universe. As such, it was his duty to bow down his
head before Allah. He disobeyed Allah's command and
was rightly condemned for ever.

Pride is the root of all sins

Anyway, pride is the root of all sins. Pride generates
anger, jealousy, malice etc. It is due to pride that sins of
injuring others feelings and backbiting are committed. It is
impossible to get rid of these vices unless modesty is
acquired and practised.

The Reality of Modesty
•• d*$ " is an Arabic word. It means that one should

consider oneself to be inferior. It is, however, not (modesty)
to claim it (modesty) only verbally. It has become a fashion
nowadays to call oneself meanest, worthless Guilty or
sinner. They are under the impression that by using these
words the quality of modesty is acquired. It should be noted
that it is not modesty to call oneself modest. The real
modesty is to feel and realize in the heart that one is modest.
One should feel that one has no importance and if one has
done anything good, it was due to Allah's help and mercy
without which one could do nothing. This is the reality of
modesty. If this true modesty has been attained it does not
matter whether or not one calls oneself mean, worthless or
good for nothing. Allah raises him in rank who acquires
modesty in the true sense as pointed out above.

Examples of Modesty practised by our saintly elders
There are respected saints and learned men f*om

whom we learn Deen (Faith) and virtuous acts. If we read
their biographies we will know that they considered
themselves the lowest of all. I have heard this statement of
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Maulana Ashraft Ali Thanawi a* a!h u^, from many of my
saintly elders :-

It is my behaviour that I regard every Muslim
superior to me, because he is a believer in his existing
state; and I regard every non-Muslim superior to me,
because there is always a possibility of his becoming by
the grace ofAllah, a beleiver any time in the future and he
may become a better Muslim than I.

Once Hazrat Maulana Khan Muhammad Sahib -onu^

aJp, a favourite Khalifah of Hazrat Thanawi up^^ said to
Hazrat Mufti Muhammad Hasan Sahib ^-im^j he felt that

he was inferior to all these present in the assembly of
Hazrat Thanawi ^Jbuu*,. Hearing this Hazrat Mufti Sahib
^Jiii^j said that he too had the same feeling about
himself. They both decided to submit this matter to Hazrat
Thanawi a* jitu^, to know whether this was a good or a
bad situation for them. Hearing this experience, Hazrat
Thanawi ^^u^, told them that there was nothing wrong
in it and said that when he sat in the assemblies he also

felt likewise that all the members present there were
suprior to him.

This is the reality of modesty. When this sense of
modesty overpowers a man he feels that he is inferior even
to animals, what to say ofmen.

The Modesty of the Holy Prophet &
Hazrat Anas **&**j has narrated in a Hadith that

when any man shook hands with the Holy Prophet 4fc on
meeting him #, he did not withdraw his hands until the
other person withdrew his hands. The Holy Prophet 4&
also did not turn his face until that person turned his face.
When the Holy Prophet 4fc was sitting in an assembly he
did not place his knees so as to project them before those
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of others. In other words he did not sit in a distinctive

pOSe. (Tirmizi,.... ch. No:46)

It occurs in certain narratives that in the beginning it
was the practice that the Holy Prophet # used to sitin
assemblies along with the people without any distinction,
but in this way new comers could not distinguish the
Prophet # from others. When the assembly was large it
sometimes became difficult for the people at the back to
meet him #. They, therefore, proposed that the Holy
Prophet 4& should take his seat at some raised place to
enable the audience to see and hear him # with

convenience. The Holy Prophet # accepted the proposal
and a wooden bench was provided for him to sit on and
talk to the people.

The style ofwalking of the Holy Prophet #
It appears from all this that man should not create

for himself a distinctive and prominent position. He
should pass his life among the common men like a
commoner. It is, however, allowed to adopt a distinctive
pose where it becomes unavoidable to do so There is a
Hadith which describes the style of the Prophet's #
walking:

The Holy Prophet # was never seen eating, while
supporting himself against a cushion, or walking followed
by a group ofmen. It is, therefore, not desirable that a man
should be walking with his disciples and pupils walking
behind him at his heels. On such occasion the human self

and Satan beguile him into the belief that such a large
crowd is following him only because there is some
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superiority and attraction in him. Man should avoid such a
situation as far as possible. Following the Prophet's style
man should try to walk either all alone or alongwith the
people and not as a leader walking in front of them.

Hazrat Thanawis Announcement

It is written in the notebook of Maulana Thanawi's
routine that he had made an announcement that nobody
should follow him from behind, nor walk side by side with
him. If he was walking alone he should be left alone. He
said that he did not like at all that he should walk like a

leader, two men walking on his right and another two men
on his left. Man should walk like an ordinary man.. Once
he announced that if he was going with something in his
hand, none should try to take that thing from his hand, but
he should be left to go undisturbed. This was to avoid
creating any distinction for himself.

Take to Humbleness and Self-dedication

My Sheikh, Hazrat Dr. Abdul Hai Sahib up^^ used
to say that what is needed is a matter of servitude,
dedication and obedience, a matter of humbleness and

submissiveness. The more man effaced his ego and the
more he displayed his quality of servitude, the more
acceptable he would become - God willing - in the sight of
Allah. The Sheikh would then recite this Persian couplet:

& J* > / J s* 7.
This means that one cannot find the straight path

leading to Allah by claiming wisdom and cleverness, the
King's (Allah's) mercy and favour overtake him who
displays his humbleness and obedience
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Expression of pomp and show and pride is nothing
but mere vanity. The occasion for feeling joy and pride is
that moment when at the time of departing from this world
Almighty Allah should say:

J Jr^ ±?S ^b yiAij J\ j?rj ^jJaJi ^h^ ifAjb

"O contended soul! Return to your Lord
satisfied and contented. Enter among My
servants and enter (as a result) My Paradise.(89:
27-30)

Look! The soul is being addressed to enter into the
group of Allah's servants. This shows that servitude (or
obedience) is the highest station ofman.

The way of the Holy Prophet #
to express humbleness
In every matter tjie Holy Prophet # preferred that mode of
life in which there was servitude, obedience and

humbleness. Almighty Allah once asked his Prophet #, if
he liked that the mount Uhud was turned into a mount of

gold to remove his hardships. In reply to this divine offer the
Holy Prophet # said: No, I preferthat I may remain hungry
one day and satisfy my hunger the other day (u^^u*^), so
that I may render thahks to You on the day I am well-fed
and have patience on the day I am hungry and have to beg
You to feed me. It occurs in a Hadith:

This means that when the Holy Prophet 4& had to
choose between two alternatives, he # always chose the
easier of the two. He # did so, because choosing the
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difficult alternative implies a claim to bravery and show of
ability. On the other hand, choosing the easier alternative
implies an admission of humbleness, submissiveness,
obedience, weakness and helplessness. The road to
success is, therefore, humbleness, obedience and
self-dedication. Dedication means that man should adopt
self-denial before Allah's pleasure and command. The
dedication guarantees all success and salvation.

The Time is not yet Ripe
Our Hazrat Dr. Abdul Hai Sahib u^u^ used to say

very useful and wonderful points of wisdom and
knowledge. One day he u* & u^, said: When "Polaw" (a
delicious dish of rice and meat) is cooked, the rice first
begins to boil with a boiling sound and it circulates in the
cooking pot. All this is a sign that the cooking is not
complete and the dish of "Polaw" is not yet ready to eat.
When the process of cooking nears completion, the rice
settles down in the pot: it has no noise, no movement and
no boiling. No sooner is the process of cooking complete,
than the rice begins to give out refreshing and appetizing
fragrance. Now it has become tasteful and palatable,
worthy ofbeing served and enjoyed.

tit * cl. cf*& ^a i? ^4
The couplet contains a reference to the story of

Prophet (Joseph) Yousuf r*-» u*. Here the sudden fragrance
emanating from the cooking pot has been compared to the
smell emanating from the garment ofProphet Yusuf?*-*\*j*.

Same is the example of a man. He is not ripe in his
conduct, character and piety, as long as he claims openly or
secretly that he has such and such qualities and
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accomplishments in him. On the other hand when he admits
before Allah his worthlessness and nothingness by
renouncing his high-sounding claims, he becomes a
favourite of Allah from whose personality rays of goodness
and piety radiate.

On such occasions Dr. Sahib used to recite this

beautiful couplet:

Ux l> *\f *js$ <JA lA
£- tL <L~X U0 3 ft 4- fa Jf1

This means: Almighty Allah has made me an
aimless wanderer in the desert of self-dedication and has

taught me the lesson of self-dedication. I have, thus, been
granted a world which has neither a name nor marks of
location. May Almighty Allah bestow this favour upon us
also - Aameen.

Hazrat Sayyid Sulaiman Nadwi u^u^,
and "Modesty"

Hazrat Sayyid Sulaiman Nadwi upaIjiiu^ was an
'Alim widely renowned and respected for his learning and
academic accomplishments. He has related his own story
as under:

"When I completed the Prophet's Biography in six
volumes, a question continuously arose in my heart: Is
there any reflection in my own life of the life of the sacred
person 4& whose biography I have compiled. If not, how
should this reflection be attracted. For this purpose he
thought of calling upon a man of God, a saint. He had
heard the name of Hazrat Maulana Ashraf Ali Thanawi

Sahib up 4iit u^, who was providing right guidance to the
people those days. He, therefore, went to. Thana Bhawan
(U.P. India) and called upon Maulana Thanawi a* <in u^>
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He stayed with Hazrat Thanawi upaju»;u^ for few days. At
the time ofhis departure Hazrat Nadwi requested Maulana
Thanawi up^^j to give him some advice. In such a
situation Hazrat Thanawi u* ^ ^ found himself in a fix

and prayed to Allah for help so that he could say
something which could prove beneficial to both.
Thereafter, Hazrat Thanawi u^^ addressed Sayyid
Sulaipian Nadwi <j*&m^> saying:

"Slef-effacement is the first and the final panacea in
our system of spiritual discipline."

Hazrat Sayyid Sulaiman Nadwi a*^;^ has said that
while uttering these words he took his hand to his chest
and brought it down with such a strong jerk that Hazrat
Nadwi felt something like a shock on his heart.

Dr. Abdul Hai Sahib -a* ^^ has reproted that after
this incident Hazrat Nadwi unitou^ totally effaced his self
that it is difficult to find another example. Dr. Sahib said
that one day he saw Hazrat Nadwi a* &\ ^ straightening
the shoes of the visitors to the assembly of Maulana
Thanawi dPAin^. Thus did Almighty Allah create this
modesty and self-dedication in him. What was the result?
Thereafter, emanated from him the fragrance of guidance
and Allah raised him to a height which none but Allah
alone Knows.

Expel the idol of Ego
It should be noted that as long as the idol of Ego is

present in the heart the personality is immature and
unripe. It will come to maturity like the boiling broth
when the idol of "ego" has been smashed to pieces; this is
the quality of self-dedication or self-effacement.
Dedication means that man should purge his living and all
his acts and movements from the vestiges of pride and
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arrogance and take to humbleness and modesty. The road
to success will-God willing - be opened for him the very
day he adopts humbleness. Pride is the greatest hurdle in
the way leading to the Truth. However great and dignified
does a proud man regard himself and however depressed
and disgraced does he regard the rest of humanity, in the
last resort Allah grants honour and dignity to the modest
and disgraces the proud and the haughty.

The Example of a Proud man
There is a very wise parable in the Arbaic language.

The example of a proud man is like one who is standing
on a mountain peak and thinks that those at the foot of the
mountain are small. In the same way those at the foot of
the mountain think that the man at the peak of the
mountain is small. This is an optical illusion, otherwise
they are all equal. In the same way the entire world regards
the proud man as mean and the proud man regards the
entire world as mean. The truth is that Almighty grants
honour to those who efface themselves before Allah.

May Allah inculcate in us also the quality of
modesty and humbleness. Aameen.

Hazrat Dr. Abdul Hai Sahib ^^i^ and Modesty
Hazrat Dr. Abdul Hai Sahib up^^j used to say that

sometimes he walked in his house barefooted. He did this

in compliance with a Sunnah of the Holy Prophet #. He
had read in some narrative that the Holy Prophet iona
certain occasion had walked barefooted.He said: While

walking barefooted I said to myself: Look here! your real
worth is that you have neither shoes for your feet, nor a
cap on your head nor clothes on your body. You are
ultimately going to return to the dust.
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Hazrat Mufti Muhammad Shafi Sahib up^ju^

and Modesty

Hazrat Dr. Abdul Hai Sahib aJp^u^ used to relate an

anecdote about Mufti Sahib up^^. He said that once he

was sitting in his clinic on Robinson Road, Karachi,
Hazrat Mufti Muhammad Shafi Sahib up^a^ was passing
in front of the clinic all alone with some pot in his hand.
Dr. Sahib asked those who were sitting with him if they
knew the man who was passing by. Then he himself told
them that he was the Grand Mufti of Pakistan who was

going with a pot in his hand. None could guess from his
clothes, style, and mode of walking that he was such a
great Allamah.

Hazrat Mufti Aziz-ur-Rahman Sahib u^^

and Modesty

Hazrat Mufti Aziz-ur-Rahman Sahib ^^u^, was one

of the teachers of my respected father and the grand Mufti
ofDarul-Uloom, Deoband (U.P. India). My respected father
a* 4ju> Ju^j told me that some widows also lived around Mufti

Sahib's house. It was his daily routine that when he set off
from his house for the Darul-Uloom, he would call upon
those widows and ask them if they wanted him to purchase
anyting for them from the market which he would bring for
them. The widows would, each, tell him their requirements
of their kitchen and households, e.g. spices vegetables, etc.
He would do their shopping and hand over their goods to
them. Sometimes the widows would complain about the
quantity, quality, or the very nature of their needs. Mufti
Sahib would again go to the market and bring back the
goods in the desired quantity and quality. After this
voluntary service Mufti Sahib would go to the Darul-Uloom
to write Fatawa (Rligious Rulings). My father a* ^ u^ said:
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The man who was walking about in the market for the sake
of the widows was the Grand Mufti, yet after seeing his
simplicity and humbleness none could say that he is a
mountain of learning and virtues. It is the outcome of his
modesty that so far his Fatawa have been published in
twelve volumes and work on this is still in progress, and the
entire world is receiving benefit from his work. It is so to
say:

Your fragrance has issued forth suddenly from your
garment.

He breathed his last while writing a Fatwa.

Hazrat Maulana Muhammad Qasim Sahib

Nanotawi & Jtou^ and Modesty
Hazrat Maulana Muhammad Qasim Sahib Nanotawi

upaIji^j is the founder of Darul Uloom, Deoband. It is
written about him that he always wore a long cloth and an
ordinary Kurta (Shirt). None could guess from his
appearance and clothes that he was such a great
personality. He was a successful debater. The greatest of
his competitors dared not stand for long before him. As
regards the state of his modesty, he used to sweep the
courtyard of the mosque clad in his long cloth and
ordinary Kurta (Shirt). He had taken part in the Jihad
against the British in India so as a warrant of arrest had
been issued against him and a man had come to arrest
him. Someone had spied that the Maulana resided in the
mosque of Chatta.When the man came to the mosque he
saw that a person wearing a vest and long-cloth was
sweeping the courtyard of the mosque. The warrant of
arrest bore the words, "Maulana Muhammad Qasim
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Nanotawi should be arrested." The man thought that the
Maulana must be an Allamah of imposing personality clad
in a long flowing robe who had headed such a tremendous
movement. He could never imagine that the person
sweeping the mosque was Maulana Qasim Nanotawi. He,
therefore, asked this person about the whereabouts of the
Maulana. In the meantime Hazrat Maulana's instuition

guided him that a warrant had been issued for his arrest.
The Maulana was now caught in a very confusing
situation. He had to conceal his identity and yet he could
not tell a lie. To get himself out of this awkward situation,
he stepped back from the place where he was standing and
said to the man. A little before the Maulana was here. The

man thought that a little before the Maulana was in the
mosque, but had left it and gone elsewhere.

Hazrat Sheikhul Hind u*^^j and Modesty
Hazrat Sheikh-ul-Hind Maulana Mahmoodul-Hasan is

the man who launched such a vigorous freedom movement
against the British Government of India as shook to the core
of the whole of India, Afghanistan and Turkey. My
respected father Maulana Mufti Muhammad Shafi Sahib ^
up jji related a story about him on the authority of Hazrat
Maulana Mughis Sahib u*^^ An 'Alim ofAjmer (India),
Maulana Mu'eenuddin Ajmeri u^u^, decided to go to
Deoband to pay a visit to the Sheikhul-Hind. Accordingly,
he reached Deoband and asked a Tonga driver to take him
to Maulana Sheikhul-Hind. In Deoband he was know as

Bare (big) Maulana Sahib. The Tonga-driver inquired: do
you want to go to Bare Maulawi Sahib? The reply being in
the affirmative, the Tonga-driver took him to the house of
Hazrat Sheikhul-Hind. It was summer time, when this

visitor knocked at the door, a man wearing a vest and a long
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cloth, came out of the house. The visitor told the man at the
door that he had come from Ajmer to meet Hazrat Maulana
Mahmoodul-Hasan Sahib u* ^ ^ and that his own name

was Mu eenuddin Ajmeri. He was let in and asked to take
his seat. The visitor repeated his desire to see the
Sheikhul-Hind. The man asked him to have patience. As the
season was hot he began to fan him. The visitor asked the
man with some irritation to inform the Maulana that a man

had come from Ajmer to see the Maulana. He went in came
out with food. The visitor told the man that he had not come

to take food; he wanted to see the Maulana. The man

requested the visitor to take the food and he would soon
meet the Maulana. The visitor took food and drank water.

Then the visitor complained with some irritation that the
man was not informing Sheikhul-Hind of his visit. The man
(who was Sheikhul-Hind himself) said to the visitor: Hazrat!
No Sheikhul-Hind resides here. Mahmoodul Hasan is

indeed the name of the man standing before you. This was
the character ofour elder saints. May Allah grant us some of
this colour: Aameen.

Hazrat Maulana Muzaffar Husain Sahib aj^^

and Modesty
Hazrat Maulana Muzaffar Husain Sahib Kandehlawi

*>&\ k^j was once returning from some place to Kandehla
by rail. When he got off the train at the station he saw that
an old man was going with a heavy bundle on his head.
He was walking with difficulty on account of the heav}
load. Feeling pity on the old man the Maulana asked his
permission to carry the load himself. The old man agreed
to this and thanked the stranger for the help. The Maulana
took up the bundle on his head and both set off on the
journey. On the way the following dialogue ensued
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between the two:

Maulana: Where are you going?
Old man: To Kandehla.

Maulana: Why are you going there?
Old man: I have heard that a great Maulawi Sahib

resides there. I am going tomeet him.
Maulana: Who is that great Maulawi?
Oldman: Maulana Muzaffar Husain Sahib

Kandehlawi. I have heard that he is a very
great Maulana and a big'Alim.

Maulana: Yes he can read Arabic.

While this dialogue was going on they reached
Kandehla. When the people saw Maulana carrying a load,
they rushed towards him to pay regard to, and take the
load from him. Seeing this the old man was very much
upset and shocked that he had burdened the Maulana with
such a heavy load. The Maulana solaced the oldman,
saying: Brother, there is nothing to worry. When I saw
that you are in trouble, Almighty Allah helped me to
render this service. Thanks to Allah.

Another event relating to
Hazrat Sheikhul-Hind up^u*^

It was a regular programme followed during
Ramazan at the place of Hazrat Sheikhul-Hind up^ju^
Maulana Mahmoodhul Hasan Sahib *4*&w^> that the

Taraweeh prayer was started after the 'isha prayer and
continued throughout the night till dawn. The Qur'an was
completed after* every three or four days. A Hafiz recited
the Qur'an and Sheikhul-Hind u*^^ listened to the
recitation standing behind the Hafiz. He himself was not a
Hafiz-e-Qur'an. At the end of the Taraweeh the Hafiz
Sahib used to lie down for a short nap near the
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Sheikhul-Hind. The Hafiz Sahib related that one night
when he opened his eyes he saw that someone was
massaging his legs. He thought that it might be some pupil
or student. When he looked up after sometime he found to
his great surprise that it was Hazrat Sheikhul-Hind himself
who was massaging his legs. The Hafiz Sahib at once got
up and asked what the Sheikh was doing. The
Sheikhul-Hind a*^^ replied: You remain standing
during Taraweeh the whole night. I am massaging your
legs that they may receive some comfort.

Maulana Muhammad Ya'qoob Sahib
Nanotawi u*^^ and Modesty

Hazrat Maulana Muhammad Ya'qoob Sahib
Nanotawi u^u^, was the principal of Darul-Uloom,
Deoband. He was a high-ranking 'Alim. Hazrat Thanawi ^
u*aUi has said that when anyone praised him in his presence,
he would keep quiet, instead of uttering some formal
common words like, "It is your good opinion about me,
otherwise I am nothing, etc.." Such formal words are uttered
with a concealed desire to hear more praise. This is false
and not real modesty. The man praising Maulana thought on
account ofhis silence that he was pleased with his praise.An
observer might have thought that the Maulana had no
modesty. Hazrat Thanawi u^^ said: These formalities do
not mean modesty. Modesty is a quality of the heart. True
modesty demands that a man should not consider any work,
however low, below his dignity.

Another event about him, demonstrating Modesty
There is another event relating to Maulana

Muahmmad Ya'qoob Sahib Nanotawi a* Jn ju^,. Someone
invited Maulana Sahib to a feast and he accepted it. The
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village of the host was at some distance, but he provided
no conveyance. Maulana Sahib ^ aIji u^j5 therefore, set off
for the place on foot. He did not at all mind the absence of
conveyance. He took food along with mangoes. The host
did not arrange conveyance even on Maulana's return
journey and what is more, handed over to him a heavy
load of mangoes to take home. Maulana accepted the gift
of mangoes and set-off homewards with this heavy load.
The load was too heavy for a man like Maulana Sahib
who had never in his life lifted such a heavy load. To carry
it he had to use both his hands alternately. When he
approached Deoband both his hands had become almost
paralysed. At long last he placed the load on his head, this
brought some relief to his hands. At this he regretted that
he did not place the load on his head in the very beginning
to avoid all that distress. Maulana arrived home at

Deoband with the load of mangoes on his head. He was
supporting the load with one hand and shaking hands with
the people who came to greet him with the other hand.
The grand Maulana never thought that the work of
carrying the load on his head was not worthy of his status.
It is a token of modesty that man should never consider
any work to be derogatory to his position.

An even Unique of its Kind
You might have heard the name of Hazrat Sayyid

Ahmad Kabir Rifa'i *j±&\^> who was among the most
dignified saitns of Allah. A unique event happened with
him which had happened to none else in the world. He had
a great longing in his heart to visit the Holy Shrine of the
Holy Prophet #. After long waiting and longing Allah at
last granted him an opportunity to perform the Hajj. After
Hajj he went to Madinah Munaw-warah. When he visited
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the Holy Shrine of the Holy Prophet #, he spontaneously
recited two couplets ofArabic poety:

I4JL.JI CuT ^jj A*J< AJl^ ^3

That is: O Messenger of Allah! when I was at a
distance from you I used to send my soul to kiss the earth
on my behalf and as my representative. Today when I am
present here in person, kindly; hold out to me your right
hand that my lips may enjoy by kisisng it.

As soon as these couplets were recited, the sacred
hand of the Holy Prophet # came out of his shrine and all
present there graced themselves with its sight and Hazrat
Sayyid Ahmad Kabir Rifa i a* &\ ^ kissed the Prophet's
hand. Thereafter the hand went back. This unique event is
recorded in history and the reality is known to Allah alone.

The Remedy to cure Pride
After the happening of this eventHazrat SayyidAhmad

Kabir Rifa'i u^u^, thought of the great honour which
Almighty Allah had conferred upon him which had not been
conferred upon any person before. He feared lest this should
create in his heart some vestigeof pride. To forestall this he lay
down at the gate of the Prophet's mosque and he requested the
public on solemn oath to go out of the mosque by crossing over
him, so as to remove all traces of pride and superiorityfrom his
heart. I have related this story only as an interlude, otherwise the
main event which I want to relate is as follows:
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The best Example of Public service
Once Hazrat Sayyid Ahmad Kabir Rifa'i -lu^iju^, was

going to the market when he saw on the way a weak and
sick dog suffering from scabies and unable to walk.

The righteous servants of Allah are always full of
love for Allah's creatures. This love and affection is a sign
to show that they maintain special relationship with Allah.
Sheikh Sa'di d*Ai^j the famous Persian Sufi poet of
Shiraz has expressed the same point in his persian couplet:

C^f \J3 3 Q)\f 3 QJ

^ J* ^*> £ ^l}
The way leading to Allah is nothing, but service to the

creatures of Allah. It does not consist in counting over the
rosary, the prayer carpet and the saint's long ragged robe.

My Sheikh Hazrat Dr. Abdul Hai Sahib u^u^, used
to say that when a servant of Allah loves Allah and Allah
also loves him, then Allah infuses into the heart of his

servant the love of creatures. As a result the hearts of men
of God become full to the brim of the love of

Allah's creatures. So deep is their love that it is beyond our
imagination.

When Hazrat Sayyid Ahmad Rifa'i up^^ saw this
dog in such a sad plight he felt pity on it, he brought the
dog with him, and provided for it medical treatment
bandaged its wounds, until the dog recovered from its
diseases. He looked after the dog with due care, being a
God's creature.

Dialogue with a Dog
After the event mentioned above one day Hazrat

Sayyid Ahmad Kabir Rifa'i aj^aIhu^j was going somewhere
and it was the rainy season. He was walking on the raised
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path separating one field from the other, each filled with
water and mire. Suddenly a dog appeared coming from the
other side. Both stopped seeing each other, as the path
was so narrow that both could not pass by each other. One
of them must get down into the mire to let the other pass
unsoiled. Hazrat Rifa'i upJji^j was in a fix what to do. It
is said that a dialogue took place between the saint and the
dog. Only Allah Knows how this dialogue became
possible. None knows if it was a miracle worked by Allah
or Hazrat Rifa'i a* <in ju^ conceived it mentally. However,
the dialogue runs thus:
Hazrat Rifa i: Get down from the path so that I may pass

on.

Dog: Why should I? You pose to be a great Wali
(friend of Allah). A true Wali makes
sacrifices for others. You are asking me to
get down but why do you not get down
yourself to let me pass on?

Hazrat Rifa'i: You and me. I am duty-bound and you are
free from all obligations. I have to be clean
to offer my prayers, but you are exempt
from prayer. If my clothes become polluted
by getting down the path I cannot pray in
this condition. That is why I am asking you
to get down the path to let me pass on.

Otherwise the heart will become polluted
Dog : Ha! what an excuse that your clothes will

become polluted! you can clean by washing
them with water. If I get down your heart
will beocme polluted you will think that
you are a man and far superior to a nasty
dog. It is, therefore, better for you to save
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your heart from pollution by getting down
instead ofsaving your clothes.

Hearing this reply of the dog Hazrat Rifa'i up jj» ju^j
accepted defeat and admitted the dog's logic that the
clothes could be cleaned by washing but the heart could
not be cleaned by washing. He, therefore, got down in the
mire and made way for the dog to pass on.

At the end of this dialogue an inspiration came to
Hazrat Rifa'i up &\ u^ in which Almighty Allah addressed
him thus:

"O Ahmad Kabir, today I have graced you with such
wealth of knowledge as has no equal. A few days ago you
had felt pity on a poor, sick dog by providing medical
treatment for it. As a reward for this I have granted you,
through the dog, peerless knowledge. "A man should not
consider himself to be superior even to a dog."

Hazrat Bayazeed Bustani u^u^,
Hazrat Bayazeed Bustani u*^^ has been a great

Muslim saint of international fame. It is related about him

that after his death someone saw him in a dream and asked

him how Almighty Allah dealt with him. The saint replied,
saying: Something very strange happened to me. When
Allah asked me about deeds I had taken with me there, I

replied that I had nothing with me, I have come empty
handed. I totally depend on Your mercy. Almighty Allah
said: Out of all the good deeds you did in the world I
appreciated very much one of them. When you got up one
night you saw that a kitten was shuddering with severe cold,
you felt pity on it and provided it cover under your quilt and
the kitten passed the night comfortably. This act of yours
was based on sincierity and you did it exclusively for the
sake of My pleasure. It pleased Me so much that I granted
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you forgiveness only on account ofthis deed.
Hazrat Bayazeed Bustani U* Jn u^ has said that the

learning and knowledge he had acquired in the world
proved futile. Only one deed was counted as worthy in the
sight of Allah. It was kindness to and nice behaviour with
the creatures ofAllah.

The gist of the discussion
Anyway, Hazrat Sayyid Ahmad Kabir Rifa'i ^^^

was instructed by means of this inspiration that the most
valuable of all the learning is man's admission that he is
"worthless" and that his own personality has no reality.
This is the essence of all knowledge and is called
"Modesty" - total freedom from Pride. All godly men take
care to safeguard themselves from the vice of Pride in
whatever form it may be.

The difference between "Modesty" and
"Inferiroity Complex"

Nowadays the science of psychology has become
very popular among the people. "Inferiority Complex" is a

- subject of this science which is regarded as something
^..verj* ufl^katbfeMedfeaHreatet&tf ispi^i^d€ora|^rs^r

rwh '̂fi^-a-Vtetkn to this mdady.rSoifas peaplia^^e that*
the mystic formula of "modesty" or "s^tfeffaGertteat" is only
creating the feeling of "Irfer^jtyiCom^Iex^ among the
people which is apparently not ^desirable ^adeiw:y.

It may be stated to clear that "Modesty" and
"Inferiority Cotiipelx" are two different traits of human
behaviour. Those who evolved the science of psychology
are totally ignorant ofDeen (Faith), Atlafrand His Prophet
4£. They invented the term "Inferiority Complex1^ even
though it has some good aspects as weft. There is in
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reality a difference between "Modesty" and "Inferiority
Complex".

"Inferiority Complex" a complaint against creation
"Inferiority Complex" consists accusation against

Allah's creation, A man suffering from this complex
thinks that he has been deprived of something which
should have been given to him and that he has been
pushed back. He has not been given his due share. He
was born ugly, poor, sick or crippled, etc. Such
complaints necessarily create irritation and, in turn,
jealousy. They create in him dependency and dejection.
At any rate, "Inferiority complex" is based on a
complaint against dispensation and ordinance ofAllah.

Modesty is the product of gratitude
As regards"Modesty", it cannot be acquired by

complaining against Allah's Decree. It is acquired through
rendering thanks to Allah for His grants and favours. The
man practising "Modesty" thinks that he did not deserve
any blessings, but Almighty Allah favoured him by His
mercy and grace.

• Now you can realize yourself th* difference between
"Inferiority Complex" and "Modesty". The qulaity of
"Modesty is highly desirable. TheHoly Frophet & has sakl
"Modesty" raises to^tiipmuvanddigpity whoso practises it".
As agatffst this, prtde ultimately brings disgrace and
humiliation. The irian practisMig "M#£i£sty" is ultimately
favoured with honour, prwided he is tme.and sincere in his
"Modesty".
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Show of "Modesty"
Sometimes we make a show of modesty by using

formal words like, "I am worthless, the lowest, sinful" etc.
This is no Modesty; it is only a show of modesty; it i§ an
illusion of "Modesty." Hazrat Maulana Ashraf Ali
Thanawi aJpAi^ has givern us a very effective formula to
test the modesty of anyone. When a person says that he is
worthless, wrongdoer, guilty and good for nothing, etc.,
confirm to him his statements, syaing, "yes, really you are
what you are telling about yourself." Now see his
reactions. If he does not take ill what you have confirmed
he is really sincere in his claim of modesty. On the other
hand, if he feels offended then be sure that he was making
only a show of "modesty". He was using words of
modesty with the intention that his listeners may
contradict him, saying "No sir, you are very honourable,
pious and modest, etc." This is not "Modesty, but a show
ofmodesty."

Modesty and Ingratitude
A man's life possesses many good aspects. Some

have been favoured with learning and knowledge, some
with health, some with wealth and still some with high
status. How can a man deny these blessings? If he denies
these blessings, it will be ingratitude on his part. To steer
clear of this situation the saints have suggested that
"Modesty" should not be strained so much as to touch the
boundary of ingratitude. Modesty and gratitude should go
together. The one should not repel the other.

This is not Modesty
Hazrat Maulana Thanawi u^iu^ has related an event

in one of his sermons. He has stated that once he was
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travelling by train and some passengers were sitting around
him. As they were talking to one another, he could not sleep
and came down from his berth. They sat down to take food
and invited the Maulana also to it, saying: Kindly come and
partake with us our poor and coarse food. Hazrat Thanawi
u*iji;u^, objected to this that they were calling the food
inferior which was Allah's gift. They replied that they called
the food poor and coarse by way ofmodesty. It would be an
act of pride to call the food to be of superior quality. The
food was a gift from Allah. It was not at all right to call it
poor and coarse. Likewise, if Allah has granted someone a
blessing, one should be thankful to Allah for the valuable
grant. The gift should not be taken lightly.

Refrain from Pride as well as ingratitude
On the one hand it is necessary for us to refrain from

pride and on the other hand from ingratitude. We must
refrain from both the vices. If there is man who offers

prayers, observes fasting and thinks that he is doing
something very praiseworthy, he is committing the sin of
pride. If the same man thinks that his acts of pryaing and
fasting are worthless and fruitless, this is an act of
ingratitude in the sight ofAllah.

How to combine Gratitude and Modesty
A question arises as to how to combine two virtues

apparently quite different from each other - gratitude and
pride at the same time. In other words, gratitude and
modesty should go together. It is very easy to combine the
two virtues. Man should think that he had no capacity at
all to do this work which he was able to do only with the
kind help of Almighty Allah. In this way both the virtues
get combined. When man thinks that he is quite incapable
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and good for nothing, he practises modesty. When he
thinks that he did something only with the help and mercy
of Allah, he is showing gratitude to Allah. A servant who
is grateful to Allah can never be proud, because gratitude
implies in its meaning admission of weakness and
inability. Ifhe has done anything or attained any success it
was through Allah's help and mercy. See how the Holy
Prophet # combined both the virtues in himself:

(T"\rr

I am the leader of Adam's son yet, I take no
pride in it. (Tirmizi ch. No: 3, Hadith No: 3632)
In this Hadith the Holy Prophet # has claimed that

he # is the leader of Adam's progeny. This implies
admission of superiority, yet it has been set off at the same
time by the denial of pride (j** *j). The Holy Prophet #
admittedly deny pride that his status of leadership is due
only to Allah's favour and mercy and not to any
qualification in his own self

An Example
Hazrat Maulana Thanawi ^ii^ has explained this

by an example. In the olden days there used to be a class
of slaves. They were owned by their masters like some
property. Their masters had full authority to sell them in
the market. A slave was solely bound to obey his master.
If the master asked him to become a ruler in his absence,
he had to assume that responsibility. Nothwithstanding
this, basically he remains a slave. He can never think that
the power he is holding is due to his own ability and
competence. He understands quite well that when the
master returns and asks him to clean the latrine he will

have to do that. Now it becomes clear that, although the
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sla^e is officiating as a ruler, yet he realizes his real worth
and position as a mere slave, having no authority,
whatsoever.

A "servant's" position is below that of a slave
The position of a "servant" (>*) is much lower and

inferior than a slave so when "Almighty Allah bestows
some position upon His servant, he should think that the
duty he is discharging is Allah's favour. He is a "servant"
of Allah far inferior to the slave whom his master has

authorized to work as a ruler. We know from the annals of

history how many slaves there have been who ruled over
countries, yet the spot of slavery remained sticking to
them till the last.

A story full of morals
There was a slave who rebelled against his master,

murdered him and took over the reins of the Kingdom. He
continued as a King for a long time and princes were born
to him. This slave King invited to his court Sheikh
Izzuddin bin Abdus-Salam who was a Wali (friend) of
Allah and a Mujaddid of his time. The slave King offered
to appoint him Qazi (Chief Justice). The Sheikh replied:
The right to appoint a Qazi vests in the rightful Caliph
which you are not. You are a slave and have seized power
by murdering your master. You have also seized much
landed property to which you, as a slave, have no right. A
slave cannot own any property. I shall, therefore, not
accept any post from you, unless you rectify your position.

In those days goodness prevailed. The slave King
had usurped power by murdering his master, yet he had
some fear of Allah. The saint's words had also impressed
him. He admitted the charges levied against him by the
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Sheikh that he was really a slave. He requested the Sheikh
to tell him how he could extricate himself from the bonds

of slavery. The Sheikh told him that there was only one
way: The King as well as his princes should all stand in
the market and offer themselves for sale. The sale money
should be distributed among the heirs of the deceased
master, i.e. the ousted King. Then the buyer should free
his purchased slaves. Then the slave King and the princes
would become free. How difficult a situation it was!

However, some fear of Allah and of the punishment of the
Hereafter, as the slave King had in his heart, he accepted
to go through this ordeal.

It is a unique event of history that the King and his
progeny taken to the market and offered for sale. They were
auctioned. A rich man purchased them then set them free in
return for an adequate compensation. Thus the Kingdom of
the King was regularised. We have in our history such evetns
the like of which will not be found elsewhere in any other
nation. The lesson to be learnt from this unique event is that
just as a slave King realizes that he is basically a slave, in the
same way if a man is holding some dignified pbst, he should
believe from the core of his heart that he is a slave of Allah.

If man realizes this truth, he can never do wrong to others,
while occupying his high and dignified post.

Modesty in Worship
Allah helps you, by His mercy, to become a Namazi

(worshipper), do not begin to tell others that you are a
Namazi, nor think, that you have become a very great saint
as says the Arabic proverb:

A weaver once offered two Rakats of prayer and
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began to wait for a revelation from above. He foolishly
thought that his act of praying was so sublime that he
should receive revelation from Allah. You should,
therefore, not regard your acts ofworship so great that you
should anticipate great results immediately, nor should
you consider your act so inferior that you may become
involved in ingratitude, by thinking that it is totally
worthless and condemnable.

It is dereogatory to the sanctity of your prayer to
utter derogatory words. You should be thankful to
Almighty Allah that with His help you could perform the
prayers whatever its worth and level.

You must do two things
Whenever Allah enables you to perform some

worship you have to do two acts. Firstly, render thanks to
Allah that He enabled you, by His mercy, to worship Him.
How many men there are who remain away from this
worship. Secondly, seek Allah's forgiveness for the faults
you may have committed, and the defects and
shortcomings that may have crept into your worship. It is
hoped that on account of these two acts Allah shall accept
your worship.

Ecstatic experiences and feelings are
not the objective

We always feel worried that we find no change in
ourselves, nor do we experience any spiritual elation,
although we have been offering prayers counting over the
beads, rememebring Allah's sacred names alongwith the
Tahajjud and Ishraq prayers. You must bear in mind that
these internal feelings of elation are not the objective. The
good deeds you are doing, including those mentioned
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above, are in themselves a great favour of Allah. The
anxiety about the acceptance or non-acceptance by Allah
of your good actions, remembrance, prayer, etc. is quite
appreciable, yet it should be realized and admitted that
they are not in themselves worthy of being offered to, and
accepted by Allah. Notwithstanding this you should also
hope that when Allah has helped you to do these acts He
will, by His mercy, accept them for reward.

A sign to indicate the acceptance of
worship by Allah

Haji Imdadullah Sahib u*^^ was a great Sheikh.
May Allah exalt his rank! A man who was a regular
Namazi asked him ifhis prayers were accepted by Allah or
not. The Sheikh replied, saying: If your first prayer had
not been accepted you would not have been allowed the
second, then the third then the fourth and so on so forth.

When you have done a good deed and Allah helps you to
do it again, then it is a clear indication that Allah has
accepted the first deed by His infinite mercy. One should,
therefore, never consider his praying and fasting to be
altogether inferior and insignificant.

An event that occurred with a saint

Maulana Rumi u*^^ has related in his'Masnawi the

story of a saint. He was a veiy religious and pious man who
had been offering prayers, observing fasts and remembering
Allah and in other forms of worship. One day it occurred to
him that he had devoted himself to Allah's worship for such
a long period, but he did not receive any response from
Allah so far about the acceptance or non-acceptance of his
devotion. He submitted this thought to his Sheikh. The
Sheikh reprimanded him and explained to him you have
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been continuously doing your deeds of righteousness and
devotion with Allah's help and this is a response from Allah
to you. If Allah had not accepted your devotion and
worship, He would not have extended His help to you to
continue your prayers and fastings, etc. It is not, therefore,
necessary to wait for a response which is already there.

£^s\, sJjy 3 3J3) JU ifJ

The idea contained in this persian couplet is that if a
man is rehearsing the names of Allah, then this rehearsal
of Allah's name is Allah's response that man is enabled to
rehearse the name ofAllah again and agian and repeatedly.

The best Example
Hazrat Dr. Abdul Hai Sahib u*&^ used to give a

very good example to illustrate how Allah accepts the
worship of his servants. Hazrat Dr.Sahib upA^ has
suggested, saying: Go to a man and speak well of him. Do
the same the second day and the third day.If he appreciates
this act of yours he shall listen to you and will not forbid
you to praise him. On the other hand, if he dislikes this act
ofyours he may tolerate you the first or the second day, but
will surely turn you out the third day and will not allow to
praise him. Just like this, when you praise Allah and He
allows you to continue this praise ofHim, this is a sure sign
that Allah appreciates your act, even the act may be of an
inferior standard. So, do not look down up this act as
worthless, but thank Allah's magnanimity for accepting
something which is in fact not worthy ofthis acceptance.
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The gist of the entire discussion
Our respected Dr. Sahib u*^^ used to advise us to

continue working in the path of Deen according to the
Sunnah of the Holy Prophet Ufa. In addition, we must
render thanks to Allah that He who enabled us to do

something good and right, as without His help we could
do nothing. Then when we rememebr our fautls, sins and
shortcomings we should seek Allah's forgiveness. If we
follow this advice, we will be able to do justice to
"Modesty" in our conduct, and offer gratitude to Allah and
as a result we will be saved from prirle.

How to acquirethe quality of "Modesty"
In order to acquire the quality of "Modesty" you

should regard yourself to be a servant of Allah and think
that you are bound to do whatever Allah entrusts to you. If
He appoints you to some high post resolve that you shall
discharge the duties attached to that post honestly,
because you are a slave of Allah and have no discretion of
your own in the matter. You must admit that whatever you
have been granted is Allah's gift and favour. Such trend of
thought will ensure for you the quality of gratitude as well
as ofmodesty.

The respected Sufis (mystics) say that the krif
(knower of the ways ofAllah) has the ability of combining
opposites which are apparently contradictory to each
other. On the one hand you should not look down upon
your good deeds and on the other hand you should not
pride yourself upon them. You should think that, in so far
as your acts are concerned, they are worthless, but in so
far as Allah's attribute of acceptance is concerned, they are
indeed valuable. By adopting such trend of thought you
shall attain Modesty as well as the qulaity ofgratitude.
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Practise gratitude to the best of your ability
Our Dr. Abdul Hai Sahib ^ &\ a^ laid great stress on

the virtue of rendering thanks to Allah. The more one
renders thanks to Allah, the more easily and quickly he
will be cured ofhis inner and spiritual diseases. Previously
we could not grasp the secret of these poitns. Now we
have come to know that this virtue of thanks giving is a
very effective remedy to cure the inner diseases of our
hearts. He up^iu^, used to say that people now-a-days are
too weak in body and soul to go through the ordeals of
those spiritual exercises and disciplines which the students
of spiritual training used to perform in the past under the
direct supervision of their Sheikh and underwent great
hardships in this path. We have neither time nor strength
for this tiring ordeals. Only one way is open for you and
that is the way of rendering thanks to Allah as much as
possible. This will create in us the virtue of "Modesty"
and expel from our hearts the vice of pride. This will also
lead us to the path of total cure from the inner diseases.

The meaning of Gratitude
When "thanksgiving" is so important we must

understand the meaning of "thanks". Thanksgiving or
gratitude is a belief that we are indeed not deserving of
anything. Whatever we receive or attain comes to us only
through Allah's grant or favour. This is what we call
"Modesty". There is neither modesty nor gratitude in the
belief that you deserved the success or the grant by dint of
your own efforts and labour. Take an example. A debtor
pays back his loan to the creditor. The creditor is not
bound to thank the debtor for this payment, because the
amount was legally and morally due to the creditor. By
paying back his debt the debtor did not oblige the creditor
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with any favour. Thanks become due where a man
receives some benefit or favour which he does not deserve

or to which he has no title. At the time of rendering thanks
to Allah for a favour you must realize that you did not
deserve the favour; it was only Allah's favour and grant.
By following such a trend of thought you shall attain the
virtue of "Modesty". The Holy Prophet # has made a
promise to a man who practises "Modesty" in the
following words:

Allah raises him to honour and dignity who
practises Modesty for the sake ofAllah.

Summary
It should be borne in mind that "Modesty" is a

quality of the heart. A man should think in his heart that
he is worthless and good for nothing. To be able to
preserve this trend in the heart, in actual practice one
should think that it is modestythat one should be ready to
do anything and should not consider any job below his
status and dignity. He should be ready to handle any duty,
however, lowly it may be. There should be no vestiges of
pride ancforrogance in man's sitting, standing, walking, in
fact, in any of his movements. His conduct should always
reflect modesty and humbleness. This is not total
Modesty, yet this too is a means to attain totalmodesty. In
short, a man should take to modesty even in his apparent
acts and movements, which in turn will sow the seeds of
gratitude and modesty in the heart.

May Almighty Allah create the virtue ofModesty in
our hearts-Aameen.
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JEALOUSY -

A FATAL DISEASE

J dbytiV «a^j &\ V» aJi V 01 A^JtJ j a! <^U *As AJUUb

:Jtf ^L-j Up iit JU? ^1 d\ «lp JU? ibl ^j ijiy* ^\jp

^t^rr ^ £*>>*• <jl~*Ji ^ vV *v^< v^ <*j'* y> "v-^Ji: J13j\

All praise is for Allah. We praise Him and
seek His help and seek his forgiveness and
believe in Him and rely on Him. We seek
refuge with Him from the evils of our souls
and the vices of our deeds. There is none to

misguide him whom He guides and there is
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none to guide him whom He lets go astray. I
bear witness that there is no god but Allah the
only One Who has no partner. I also bear
witness that our master, our Prophet
Muhammad # is His servant and His

Messenger. May Almighty Allah shower His
mercy on him, his household and his
Companions <*» &\ ^ and bless them in great
abundance.

11Jealousy" is an Inner Diseasae
We are aware that among our apparent acts Allah

has appointed some as Farz (obligatory duty), some as
compulsory and some as sins. Exactly in the same way
among our inner acts, many are Farz, and many others are
sins and totally forbbidden. To refrain from these inner
sins is as imperative as to refrain from our apparent major
sins. Some of these have already been discussed. Today I
want to dsicuss a very dangerous inner disease which is
"Jealousy". In the Hadith recited before you just now, the
Holy Prophet 4& has mentioned this disease. The Hadith
may be translated as follows:

Hazrat Abu Hurairah ** &\ ^ has narrated that the
Holy Prophet & said: Refrain from jealousy, because it
consumes the good deeds of man just as fire consumes
wood or grass. The narrator is doubtful whether the Holy
Prophet H had used the word "wood" or "grass". The
Hadith means that just as fire totally eats up dried grass or
dried wood, in the same way the disease of jealousy eats
up the good deeds ofthe jealous persons.
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The Fire of Jealousy remains in flames
There is a kind of fire which destroys everything in

a matter of minutes.. There is another kind of fife which

burns without flame but slowly and slowly eats away
things in bits, till it consumes the entire wood. Likewise is
jealousy which, just burns without fire, and annihilates
man's good deeds stealthly and does not even feel this
hidden process of loss. That is why the Holy Prophet #
has emphatically warned against this disease.

It is an obligatory duty to refrain from Jealousy
If wejnake a survey of^the conditions prevailing in

our society, we shall see that this disease of jealousy has
encircled the entire society. There are a very few servants of
Allah who are safe from it Jealpusy is so insidious a disease
that somehow it finds access to the hearts. At the same time

it is an obligatory duty to refrain from it at all costs. As for
ourselves, we take no notice ofthis dangerous situation and
do not even feel that we are suffering from this disease. It is,
therefore, highly imperative to be cautious against the
onslaught ofthis disease.

First of all we should try to understand the reality of
jealousy, its categories, its causes and the remedy to cure
it. These four issues are the topic of today's discussion.
May Almighty Allah make today's discourse instrumental
to the eradication ofthis disease.

The Reality ofJealousy
A man sees that another man is in possession of

some blessing whether ofthis world or ofthe Hereafter. A
grudge and ill-will springs up in him against the man
gifted with the blessing. He begins to desire that the
blessing of the other man may be snatched away from
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him. This is the reality ofjealousy.
Take an example. Allah has bestowed upon some

man wealth, good health, fam^ honour or learning. A
burning feeling crops up and starts imagining as to why
this blessing was granted to him and that the blessing
should better be taken away from him. It pains him to see
another man in possession of one or many of these
blessings and he is happy jf some of these blessings are
lostor sfiatched awayfrom him.

Keeping in view this reality ofjealousy ifyou reflect
a bit you'will feel that the jealous person raises objection
to Allah's Decree as to why He bestowed that blessing
upon another person, instead of him. It is a very serious
sin that he is taking exception to the Omnipotent
Providence and is at the same time wishing that the
blessing granted by Allah to the other person may be
seized from him which is too grievous a sin.

To 'envy1 is lawful
Sometimes a mansees that another man is in

possession of some blessing. A desire arises in his heart
that he may also get that blessing. This desire is not
jealousy; it is 'envy' for which the Arabic equivalent is
«M. Sometime this word jl^ is also confessed with the

Arabic (Jealousy). For example, a man sees that a fellow
man is in possession of a nice house, a lucrative post or
erudite knowledge. Now he desires that he should also
acquire these blessings. This desire is not jealousy; it is
"envy". When this desire is accompanied by a desire that
these blessings possessed by others may be seized from
them, then it becomes the sin ofjealousy.
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Three Degrees of Jealousy
There are three degrees ofjealousy. The first degree

is the springing in the heart of a desire that you may get
the like of a blessing which another person possesses. It is
better that you may get the blessing without depriving the
other person of his possession. If this is not possible, then
the blessing of the other person may be taken away from
him and given to you. This is the first degree of jealousy.
The second degree of jealousy is that the blessing in the
possession of some other person may be snatched away
from him and given to you. This degree consists of two
aspects. Firstly, the blessing may be taken away from its
owner and secondly, that it may be given to you. The third
degree ofjealousy is in the desire that the blessing may be
taken away from its owner along with the status and
honour which he is enjoying by virtue of this blessing,
whether that the blessing is passed on to you or not. This
is the worst and most heinous degree of jealousy. May
Almighty Allah protect us all from this. Aameenl

The First soul that committed the sin of Jealousy
The first to take resort to the sin of Jealousy was

Iblis (Satan) when Almighty Allah created Hazrat Adam
f*j»4jp He announced that He was going to appoint him His
vicegerent. Thereafter He commanded the angels to
prostrate themselves before Adam ?%s\*j*. Iblis felt
offended at this command and refused to obey the
command of prostration. Satan was thus the first to
commit the sins ofjealousy and pride.

The inevitable consequences of Jealousy
It is an inevitabel consequence ofjealousy that if the

victim ofjealousy suffers from some harm or loss or faces
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grief, the jealous person exults over the victim.
Conversely, if the victim happens to receive some blessing
in the form of money or success or in getting some
important job, the jealous person feels annoyed and sad.
Feeling pleasure at the distress of someone is called in the
Arabic language (cjua)

This is also a kind of jealousy. The Qur'an and the
Ahadith have condemned this vice at many places. The
Qur'ansays:

(O t :*l-Jt ijj«*) ^ai 'j* illJ$ U(Jt ^llll0jJL-^J it
This means: Or are they jealous of mankind
because of that which Allah has bestowed

upon fhem out ofHis bounty?
See how the jealous feels angry at Allah's grant and

favour.

Two causes of Jealousy
There are two causes of the birth of this inner

disease in a man. The first is the love of worldly wealth
and property and status. It is a natural wish ofa man to see
himself in a respectable and dignified position. If another
man supersedes him in the acquisition of wealth, property
or status, the jealous fellow tries to bring him down. The
second cause is hatred and malice. A man harbouring
hatred and malice against anyone feels joy if the latter is
afflicted with some distress, but feels offended and sad
when the latter has some occasion ofjoy and satisfaction.
A heart filled with these two vices must generate jealousy.
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Jealousy leads to ruin both in this world
and in the Hereafter

Jealousy is so dangerous an inner disease that not
only does it destroy man's Hereafter but it also leads to
destruction of man's interests and affairs in this world.

Obviously a man wishing ill of others is always afflicted
with mental torture and suffocation, particularly when he
finds someone advancing towards success and happiness,
which affects the health ofthe jealous person adversely.

The Jealous man keeps burning in the
fire of his jealousy

Jealousy is just like fire. It is a natural property of
fire that it eats up its fuel like wood or grass as long as it
is available. When this fuel is exhausted, the fire begins to
eat its own other parts until the fire gets extinguished.
Exactly like this is the fire of jealousy. The man addicted
to jealousy first tries to harm others with his jealousy,
when he is unable to harm others, he perishes by burning
internally in the fire ofhis own jealousy.

Remedy for the disease of Jealousy
The man suffering from the diesease of Jealousy

should realize the truth that Almighty Allah has
distributed His blessings in the world according to His
wisdom and dispensation. If He has granted the blessing
of wealth to one person, He has granted the blessing of
good health to another eprson. Again, if He has granted
the blessing of honour and dignity to one person, He has
granted the blessings of beauty and charm, peace and
tranquillity to other persons. There is no man in this
world who has not been granted some blessings to enjoy
or has not been afflicted with some distress and diseases
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from which he is suffering.

The Three Worlds

Almighty Allah has created in this Universe three
worlds. One world is the world ofParadise which is full of

endless bliss, joy and luxuries. There is no place in
Paradise for distress, pain disease, worry and sorrow. May
Allah admit all of us into it Aameenl

The second world is totally opposed to Paradise and
that is Hell. It is full of grief, distress torment and all
forms of torture and punishment. It has no trace of ease
and comfort. May Allah protect us all from this world of
torture, trial and tribulation. Aameen.

The third world is the world on which we live. It is a

world which is a combination of the first and the second

worlds. It has in it happiness as well as sorrow, comfort as
well as trouble, and honour as well as disgrace. There is
none in this world who can say that he has never had in
his life any difficulty or trouble. There is also none here
who can claim that he has never tasted in his life ease and

comfort, joy and bliss. In this world every joy is tampered
by sorrow and every sorrow is seasoned with a taste of
joy. Totally pure and unmixed comfort and joy or distress
and sorrow cannot be conceived in this world.

Who enjoys real comfort?
Almighty Allah has created this world with His

wisdom and His own scheme of dispensation. He has
distributed in this world different bounties to different

persons, out of wealth, health, respect and honour, etc.
Now the wealthy man is jealous of the healthy man and
the latter is jealous of the former, grudging each other's
gift. This distribution is indeed according to Allah's
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Decree and depends on divine decision. Nobody can say
who is really happy and who is sad; who is at ease and
who is in trouble. We see that there is a mill-owner,

possessing many bungalows, luxurious cars, servants and
workers. On the other side there is the poor labourer who
labours hard from morning till evening for scanty wages
with which he makes both ends meet with great difficulty.
This labourer will covet the luxurious life of the

mill-owner. If we peep into the inner lives of the two we
shall find that all is not gold that glitters and the reality is
quite different from what it appears. For example, the
mill-owner with all his wealth, bungalows, cars and
attendants cannot sleep in his bed without taking sleeping
pills. He has all the delicacies of food beautifully arranged
on his dinning table, but he is not able to enjoy even a few
morsels, because he is sufering from ulcer and has been
advised by the physicians to abstain from rich foods. Now
see, a rich man having all the comforts and luxuries of life
can enjoy neither food nor sound sleep. As compared with
this mill-owner, the poor labourer who, having worked
hard for eight tedious hours, eats his fill the coarse food
available to him and falls into sweet sleep. He gets up
from his sleep after eight or ten hours. Now consider
which of the two is happy and comfortable? Who is
enjoying true and peaceful comforts? If you look closely
into this situation, you will see that, while Allah bestowed
upon the mill-owner all worldly resources and luxuries, He
bestowed real peace and comfort upon the poor labourer.
As already pointed out, these are all dependent on Allah's
Decree and dispensation.
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Sustenance is one form of blessing and'to benefit
by it is another form

My respected father, Mufti Muhammad Shafi Sahib
Ajt&M+rj once advised us to recite the following Du a
(supplication) after taking meals:

This means: All praise is for Allah Who has
made me eat this food and has provided it for
me without any effort and labour on my part.
All his past sins (i.e. the minor ones only) will
be forgiven who recites this Du a after taking
meals. (Tirmizie .... Hadith No: 3523)

Thereafter, my respected father u*&^ told us that
in this narrative the Holy Prophet # has uttered two
words, each separately. The one is <*-*!> (He has granted me
this sustenance) and the other ^**\ (He has made me eat it)
When both the words have almost the same meaning, a
question arises as to why they have been mentioned
separately. Then he himself answered the question. He
said that availability of sustenance is one independent
blessing and the ability to eat that sustenance is another
independent blessing. Sometimes all sorts of delicious
foods are available in the house together with choicest
fruit, but there is no appetite because of indigestion and
because the physician has advised against eating anything.
In such a situation ujj (He has granted me the sustenance)
holds good but u-n (He has made me eat it) does not hold
good. Allah has granted sustenance but has not gratned the
ability to eat it, as there is disorder in the digestion.
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Anyway, Allah has distributed His bounties among His
creatures, differing from individual to individual, not at
random but according to a pre-planned scheme and
measure.

Allah's Decree

To get rid of the sin of jealousy, the jealous person
should consider calmly that if Allah has gratned some
valuable blessing to a man which is the cause ofjealousy,
how many blessings the jealous person has been granted
which the other person has not been granted. It is just
possible that the jealous person has been granted better
health or beauty and charm which the other man has not
been granted. Allah's dispensation and providence are not
at random; they are based on a pre-ordained divine plan.
Thinking on these lines will mitigate the pressure of
jealousy.

An Urdu proverb
There is a very common proverb of the Urdu

language which means: Allah does not provide
finger-nails to a bald-headed, so that he may not injure his
head by scratching it with the nails. Likewise, it is just
possible that if a man was given wealth in a large measure,
he was liable to expose himself to punishment by the
misuse of that wealth. If Allah does not grant anyone the
blessing of wealth, this is in view of some justification
known to Allah.Allahhas said in the HolyQur'an:

And do not covet the bounties in which Allah

has made some ofyou excel others. (4:32)
The reason for the command that you should not
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covet the blessings which Allah has granted to some and
withheld from some others is that it is Allah alone Who

Knows the wisdom of His dispensation. It is quite
possible that if you are granted what you wish, it may not
be beneficial for you and may be harmful to you. You
should, therefore, always think that the distribution of
blessings made by Allah is according to the Divine
Decree. To be jealous of anyone for what he has been
gratned is to challenge Allah's Decree. This is due to
ingorance. It is quite possible that the jealous person may
have some blessing which the other person may not have
been granted.

Look at the blessings in your possession
The cause of this vice lies in man's tendency to look

at others instead of looking into his own position. He does
not take into account the many blessings of Allah granted
to him nor does he render thanks to Allah for these grants.
Instead, he looks with a jealousy on what has been granted
to others. If man forms the habit of looking at the
countless bounties being showered upon him from
morning till evening, he will have no jealousy.

Look of those who are below and inferior to you
Now in our society people have become very fond of

making research and investigation in respectof others' affairs.
For example, we are always trying to find out how such and
such person is receiving largeamounts ofmoney, is building a
large house and purchasing a car and so on so forth. As a
result ofthis investigation if we find something attractive with
someone, the instinct ofjealousy is excited. To ward off such
a situation, it is necessary to followthe maxim which hasbeen
mentioned earlier and is reproduced below.
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"In worldly matters always look at those who are
below you and inferior to you. In matters relating to Deen
(Faith), always look at those who are above you and
superior to you."

Hazrat Abdullah bin Mubarak u^in^

and comfort

Hazrat Abdullah bin Mubarak ^Jtou^, has related

that he lived for a long time in the sector of the rich and
had neighbourly relations with them. During those days
none was more dejected and sorrowful than myself.
Everyone that he saw he found that his clothes, carriage,
house, etc. were much better than those of his own. This
had placed me in an inferiority complex. Afterwords I
changed residence and shifted to the sector of the poor. I
lived among those poor people and had intimate dealings
with them. This change brought relief to me. Here the
situation was just the opposite. I saw that everyone else in
that sector was below and inferior as regards clothes,
conveyance and house, etc. were concerned. Consequently
Allah granted me hearts comfort and satisfaction.

Desires are endless

Remember that if anyman desires to collect the
resources of the world, there will be no end to his desire.
The more he collects the more he will hanker for them, as
says the Persian line:

>f ; (Q <L Uj #
There is none who has been able to satisfy his
desires for the worldly resources.
Go to the richest man of the world and ask him if he

has acquired all his desired objects. He will reply that he
requires a great deal more. He will desire to add more and
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more to his worldly possessions. The famous Arabic poet
Mutanabbi has said something very wise about this world:

<U3L) If* j*-i ^ U,

*J» J1 y oji «*# .*>
(i Ai^LfiiJjaii wAy- O' Jjt Jli <tUli 3^18 .j^Oijji)

This means: So far nobody could fill his belly with
worldly riches. As soon as a wish is fulfilled, another wish
arises.

This is because every wish gives rise to another
wish. Similarly, every need gives rise to another need.

This is Allah's Dispensation
How far and how long will you go on committing the

sin of jealousy at the blessings and possessions of others?
You are sure to €nd men around you who are superior to
you in one blessing or another. The best course open to you
is to reflect that this is Allah's dispensation which Allah has
made according to His wisdom and expedience which we
cannot understand. Our range of reflection and thinking is
very much limited as compared to Allah's wisdom. It
encompasses the entire universe. It is He who decides how
to distribute the bounties apiong the people; whom to grant
a beauty and from whom to withhold it. If man reflects on
this, the tendency to jealousy will be eradicated.

Another remedy for the disease of jealousy
There is another very efficacious remedy for the

disease ofjealousy. The patient ofjealousy sHould think that
his desire that someone's blessings should be snatched away
from him has always the opposite effect. On the other hand
the victim ofjealousy stands to gain in this world as well as
in the Hereafter. When you have made him your enemy he
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will, by the law of nature, be happy at your grief and
distress. When you are in trouble and grieved on account of
your jealousy, your enemy will be pleased with your sad
plight. This is your enemy's gain in this world. As regards
his gain in the Hereafter,, the more you are jealous of him
the more the balance of his good deeds will increase in the
Record of his Deeds. As he has been wronged by your
jealousy, his rank in the Hereafter will be raised. It is an
inevitable characteristic ofjealousy that it incites man to
backbiting, finding fault, slandering and many other
grievous sins. The result is that the good deeds of the
jealous person are snatched away from him and credited to
the balance of deeds of the victim of jealousy. Thus; the
more you are jealous of him, the more you add to his good
deeds. If a jealous man commits jealousy throughout his
lifetime, he will lose all his good deeds to the benefit of the
victim ofjealousy.

An event that happened with a saint
Once a visitor told a saint that such and such person

was speaking ill of him. The saint kept quiet and did not
say anything in reply. At the end of the meeting when the
saint went home, he arranged to send a valuable gift to the
man who was reported to have spoken ill of him. The
people asked the saint to tell them the reason for this
strange dealing. The saint satisfied them by saying: He is
my well-wisher, spekaing ill of me he has enhanced the
balance ofmy good deeds. Thus he has done me good: and
I should repay that good. He has helped me in the
Hereafter by increasing my good deeds and I have
compensated him for this in this world by sending him
some gifts.
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Imam Abu Hanifah s refraining from Backbiting
It is well-known that none could commit backbiting

in the assemblies of the Imam a*^^. The Imam neither

himself indulged in backbiting, nor did he listen to
backbiting. His asemblies always remained free form this
sin. One day Hazrat Imam Abu Hanifah up^-^ was
explaining to his pupils the vices of backbiting. He told
them that backbiting is such a grievous sin that it results
in the transfer of the good deeds of the backbiter to the
account of the victim of backbiting. That is why, said the
Imam, he did not backbite anyone. If he were to backbite
anyone he would backbite his own parents, so that the
parents could receive benefit from theImam's good deeds.

In this account, there is an indication that according
to his belief the backbiter is wishing ill of others, but he is
actually benefitting the victim of his backbiting in this
world as well as in the Hereafter. At the same time he is

causing harm to himself and putting at stake his own
interests. How foolish is it then to indulge in backbiting!

Another event concerning Imam
Abu Hanifah ua^ju^,

Hazrat Sufyan Sauri up^u^ was a contemporary of
Hazrat Imam Abu Hanifah *j*&\i»*j. Both used to hold

assemblies to deliver lectures and sermons. Once someone

asked Hazrat Sufyan Sauri a* &\ u-j of his opinion about
Imam Abu Hanifah *j* A u-j. Hazrat Sufyan Sauri u*Jn ju^,
told him that the Imam was a great miser. The man said
with surprise that the Imam was renowned to be a very
generous saint. Hazrat Sufyan Sauri said: the Imam is so
miserly that he is not ready to pass on any of his good
deeds to others, yet he secures for himself the good deeds
of others. How does it happen? People backbite him and
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speak ill of him. As a result, their good deeds are
transferred to the Imam's account. As for himslef, neither
he backbites, nor does he listen to anyone's backbiting.
Thus he does not forego any of his good deeds in favour
of others. So, from the point of the Hereafter, there is none
more miser than he -^^1^

In fact the man who backbites, or is jealous of anyone
is transferring his good deeds to the victim ofhis backbiting
and jealousy by depleting his own stock ofgood deeds.

Who is a real Pauper
It occurs in a Hadith that once the Holy Prophet #

asked his Companions ^^i^*,: Who is a pauper. The
Noble Companions ^-oj^j replied: A pauper is one who
has no money. He # said: He is not a real pauper. A real
pauper is one who leaves this world with a large collection
of go_od deeds including prayers, fasts, Allah's
rememberance, etc. When on the Day of Judgment he
shall stand before Allah to render accounts, he shall find a

large crowd of men demanding compensation from him
for thier rights which this man had usurped. As is
well-known, there will be no currency note in the
Hereafter to pay off debts. The currency of the Hereafter is
the good deeds of a man. Allah shall command that the
good deeds of the man may be passed on to the claimants.
As a result of this command, one man will take away his
prayers, another one his fasts, someone will take away his
remembrance and rehearsals, etc., and all his good deeds
will beocme exhausted, yet their claims against this man
will still remain unpaid. In such a situation Allah will
command that the claims of the creditors may be paid off
by adding to his account the sins of the claimants. When
he appeared on the scene his Record of Deeds was full of
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good deeds, but at the time of leaving the place not only is
the bag of his good deed emp m, but he is taking with him
the burden of sins committed by others. Therefore, this
man is a real pauper. (Tirmizi Hadith no: 2533)

If Allah bestows, by His mercy upon anyone a heart
clean and spotless like a mirror, altogether free from the
filth of jealousy, malice, grudge and backbiting, he will be
raised to a very high rank, even though he may not have in
his Record of Deeds many optional prayers and virtues of
remembrance and rehearsal, etc.

Glad tidings of Paradise
Hazrat Abdullah bin Amr bin al-As ^fo^ has

narrated that once they were sitting in the Prophet's mosque
with the Holy Prophet #. He # said: The man who will
enter the mosque from this side will be an inmate of
Paradise. When they looked that way, a man soon entered
the mosque, while ablution water was dripping form his
face and he was holding his shoes in his left hand. The
Companions ^ &^j very much envied him that the Holy
Prophet #. had given the glad tidings that he shall enter
Paradise. At the end of the assembly Hazrat Abdullah bin
Amr bin al-As 4*4*11 ^ desired to see from a near distance the
fortunate man. He wanted to find out his actions on account

ofwhich the Holy Prophet # had given the glad tidings that
he would enter Paradise. So when the man was returning
home Hazrat Abdullah ** *in ^ also followed him. On the
way Hazrat Abdullah ** -Jn ^ asked the man for permission
to live with him for two or three days. The man gave him
permission. At night when Hazrat Abdullah 4* &\ ^, went to
his bed he did not sleep at all, in order to observe the actions
of that man. He saw that he did not get up at night for the
Tahajjud prayer; he got up only for the Fajr prayer. Even in
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the day he did not do any particular act in the form of
Nawafil (optional prayers) remembrance, etc. He, however,
used to resort to the mosque for his five time regular
prayers. Hazrat Abdullah 4*4111^ did not observe any
particular act from him. However, he told him how the Holy
Prophet # had given for him glad tidings for Paradise. He
was glad to hear this and admitted that he did not devote
himself to any special act of worship. He, however, told
Hazrat Abdullah ^ <iii ^ that he never harboured any hatred,
malice or jealousy against anybody. It occurs in certain
narratives that it was Hazarat Sa'd bin Waqas ±* &\ ^ who
had been given advance information about their being
inmates ofParadise.

His gain and My loss
You have seen that there was nothing special in the

actions of the Companion ^ ^ ^ mentioned above. He
had no Nawafil and acts of remembrance in his record.
He, however, maintained his heart clean like a mirror, free
from all traces of jealousy malice and grudge, etc. So far
as jealousy is concerned, the jealous person should think
that the victim of his jealousy is considerably gaining,
while he is going in great loss. This trend of thought is
expected to diminish the malady ofjealousy.

A third remedy for the disease of jealousy
As has already been mentioned, the root cause of

jealousy lies in the love of the world and ofworldly power
and pelf. The third remedy, therefore, consists in man's
banishing from the love of the world and of worldly power
and pelf, pomp and show. To be able to do this man should
keep in view that this world is short-lived and transitory and
he may die any time without prior notice. He shall enter the
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world of the Hereafter, leaving behind all his wealth,
honour, dignity pelf and power, pomp and show. His
salvation will depend only on his good deeds and freedom
from visible sins as well as inner. These are the three

remedial steps by which man can get rid ofthis malady.

Two kinds of jealousy
An important point to be noted here that after

Knowing the vices ofjealousy, sometimes it occurs to the
mind that the malady of jealousy is born in the heart
unintentionally. When a man sees that some of his
colleagues, friends or companions are promoted and made
to supersede others, then an urge of jealousy and grudge
arises spontaneously that the man has risen in status and
remuneration. This happens all of a sudden and quite
innocently without any pre-planning. How to ward off
such a situation?

Note carefully that one kind of jealousy is that the
jealous person desires that the blessing which a person has
been granted may be taken away from him. Along with this
desire, the jealous person speaks ill of the person concerned
and tries to find fautls with him in meetings of his friends
and colleagues. He does this in orer to degrade his victim in
the sight of others. He also desires in various ways that the
victim of jealousy may be deprived of this blessing. This
kind ofjealousy is totally unlawful and forbidden.

Sometimes an urge to jealousy arises in the heart,
but the jealous person does not express this urge to
anyone, either by words or by signs or actions, nor does he
speak ill of the victim nor backbite him. He also neither
desires nor acts that the blessing may be snatched from its
owner. He only feels a pinch at the grant of the blessing to
his colleauge. In reality this too is the sin ofjealousy, but
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it can be overcome with a little care.

Seek pardon atonce

When the pinch of jealousy is born, one should at
once condemn it as something too heinous and seek Allah's
pardon for it. It should be attributed to the seduction of the
self and Satan and considered as an evil. Thus, when the
urge of jealousy is accompanied with the pinch of its evil
also, the sin will be washed off.

Pray for the victim of jealousy
Our saintly elders have advised when you get jealous

and envious on someone's blessing, pray to Allah in favour
of the victim of his jealousy. No doubt you will find it very
painful and piercing to indulge in such a prayer, yet it must
be done without prejudice. At the same time you must pray
to Allah for yourself that may Allah relieve you ofthe evil of
jealousy. In short, one must do these three things:

1- Condemn exclusively the pinch you get at one's
blessing and the desire that it may be lost from its
owner.

2- Pray in favour of the victim of jealousy that Allah
may preserve his blessing and grant him more.

3- Pray to Allah in your own favour that He may, by
His mercy, purify your heart from the sin of
jealousy.
Even after taking these three steps, if the urge to

jealousy is felt unintentionally and spontaneously, it is
hoped that Almighty Allah shall not call you to account
for this. On the other hand, if you do not condemn the
urge as an evil, nor do you try to resist it and atone for it,
the sin may not be pardoned.
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A clarification about usurpation of Rights
It has been repeatedly mentioned that it is easy to

discharge those rights which are due to Allah. Pardon for
them can be obtained by repentance and seeking
forgiveness from Allah. As regards rights due to the
servants ofAllah and wrongs done to them, they cannot be
excused merely through repentance, unless the claimants
excuse them or the wrongs done are made good.

If you express by your tongue the urge of jealousy
against anyone and backbite the victim of jealousy or do
something to harm him, this will beocme an offence and a
wrong against a servant of Allah. The offence of the wrong
will not be remitted, unless the victim pardons it. On the
other hand, if a man feels jealous of anyone but keeps it in
his heart and does not discloseit to anyone, nor does he take
any practical steps to deprive the victim ofhis blessing, then
in such a situation the sin of jealousy is between the jealous
man and Allah. It can be forgivenby Allah after repentance.
The jealous person should, therefore, understand that as
long as the sin remains concealed, it is easy to have it
pardoned and made good. If the sin crosses this limit, then
it becomes an offence against the servant of Allah and it
becomes almostan impossibility to secure forgiveness for it.

It is also not good to go on envying
anyone too far

As has been mentioned just now, if there is no desire
in the heart that someone is deprivedof his blessing, but the
jealous man only desires that he too may be granted that
blessing, then this is called envy. Although this does not
come within the definition of jealousy. Yet to ponder over it
too much leads one to jealousy gradually. If anyone envies
another person for his wealth and property, this too is not
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desirable, because "envy" sometimes begets in the heart a
lust for wealth and property and thus "envy" turns into
jealousy.

It is good to envy anyone in the matter of Deen
If the urge to envy is born on account of enthusiasm

for Deen (Faith), this is desirable. The Holy Prophet #
has said in a Hadith:

j*Jt J 4&Jt Js> JiJLi ^U il abl Jjtj <jstf\ JV\ JL**- T

(V r j^jvi^jb- «4^J»j ,JUJi ^s^up^i ^u ^i

(Jealousy) has been used in this Hadith in the sense
of envy. In fact envy is permitted in two things. It is good
to envy that person whom Allah has favoured with wealth
and he spends it in the path of Allah and deposits the
reward for the sake of his salvation in the Hereafter. This

man is worthy of being envied for his righteousness. The
second is that man whom Allah has favoured with

knowledge and he is spreading the light of his knowledge
and learning with his speeches and writings. He is himself
doing good deeds and is including others to do the same.
Those who are impressed by his preaching and teaching
and begin to follow Deen will thus reform themselves.
Their reward for all good deed will also be added to the
account of this second man. It is desirable to envy a
righteous man in his righteousness and try to surpass him.

Envy is not desirable for the sake of the world
It is, therefore, not desirable to envy anyone,

because he has much wealth and property and worldly
honour and dignity. Envying one another too much in
such worldly pelf and power ultimately creates lust which
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may in turn, give birth to jealousy. This trend needs to be
discouraged. If such a thought ever occurs this should be
dismissed by recollecting that if one person has been
granted one blessing another person has been granted
another blessing and Allah's dispensation is based on
wisdom and justice. If you have not been granted some
bounty it is in your own interest, although you may not
uderstand the secret of it which is known only to Allah. If
that blessing had been bestowed upon you, it is not
unlikely that it might have brought to you some
misfortune.

May Allah help us understanding these poitns and
principles about jealousy and save us from its curses.
Aameenl

A Shaikh and Guardian is needed

As I have mentioned repeatedly, it is necessary to
secure the services of a spiritual physician or a Shaikh to
get rid ofthe inner diseases like immorality, pride, jealousy,
etc. The physician examines his patient and explains to him
the nature of fever, its causes and the medicines to cure it.

The patient may preserve these details in his memory when
the patient has an attack of fever can he treat his fever with
the medicines and the method of treatment he has preserved
in his memory? Certainly he cannot do so. The symptoms
differ from time to time and from patient to patient and he
may misjudge in the selection ofthe medicines.

Just like the open physical diseases, are the inner
spiritual diseases like-hypocrisy, jealousy, malice, and pride.
You have been told the reality of these diseases. When a
man catches any one of these inner diseases he should
submit himself for treatment to an experienced physician of
inner diseases and tell him frankly the details of his disease
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to enable him to prescribe the correct treatment.
Sometimes it so happens that a man has no disease,

yet he thinks that he is a patient, suffering from some
disease. Conversely, sometimes a man thinks that he is hale
and hearty, but in reality he is a sick person. Sometimes the
sick person takes a wrong treatment other than the treatment
needed to cure his disease. Basically it is necessaiy to seek
the services of a Shaikh for the treatment and cure of his

inner disease and follow his advice in the minutest details.

May Almighty Allah help us all in taking the right
course. Aameen.
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All praise is for Allah. We praise Him. We
seek His help and His pardon. We believe in
Him and rely on Him. We seek refuge with
Him from the evils of our selves and from the

vices of our deeds. There is none to misguide
him whom Allah guides and there is none to
guide him whom He lets go astray. I bear
witness that there is no god except Allah, the
One. He has no partner. I also bear witness
that our master, our authority, our Prophet and
our sire, Muhammad #, is His servant and
His Messenger. May Almighty Allah send
mercy on him, his household and his
Companions <***<i^j and bless them and salute
them all a great deal.
Hazrat Abu Hurairah 4* &^ has narrated that
the Holy Prophet # said: The chain of
Prophethood has terminated for ever and
nothing of it has remained, except the
"Mubash-shirat" (o»y^). The Companions
asked: O Messenger of Allah! what are
Mubash-shiratl The Holy Prophet # replied,
saying: True dreams - they announce glad
tidings and form a part of Prophethood. The
Holy Prophet 4& also said in another Hadith
that a believer's dream is one forty-sixth part
OfPr0pheth00d.(Sahih Bukhari Hadith No: 68987)

True Dreams are a part of Prophethood
When the time of the Holy Prophet's # commission

as a Prophet drew near, in the beginning he £fc did not
receive any Wahi (Revelation) for about six months. During
this period he had only true dreams. It occurs in the Ahadith
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that whenever he # had a dream during this period, it came
true and clear as day light. This continued for about six
months till he began to receive the Wahi (Revelations).
After his appointment as a Prophet he # lived in this world
for twentythree years. Out of these twentythree years, the
period of the first six months was a period of true dreams
only. By multiplying twentythree by two (23x2), we get
fortysix (46). In other words if we divide the period of
Prophethood by fortysix, we get six months during which
the Holy Prophet # had only true dreams, and no Wahi, On
this hypothasis the Holy Prophet # said that a believer's
dream forms the forty-sixth part of Prophethood. There is
also an indication that this process would continue after him
#. The believers will have true dreams containing glad
tidings. The Holy Prophet # has also said in a Hadith that
during the period close to the Day of Judgment, the
Muslims will generally have true dreams. All this goes to
prove that dreams too are a blessing of Almighty Allah
through which men receive glad tidings. So, if anyone
receives some glad tidings through a dream he should
render thanks to Almighty Allah.

Two opinions about Dreams
In our society people entertain extreme opinions about
dreams. There are some who do not believe in the

existence of true dreams,nor do they believe in the truth of
their interpretation. This is not right.You have just now
learnt that, according to a Hadith, true dreams form
fortysixth part of Prophethood and that they are announcers
of glad tidings. On the other extreme there are men who
attach great importance to dreams and regard them as a
means to salvation and superiority. Men place their trust in a
person who happens to have a true dream. Sometimes the
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person having true dreams thinks about himself that he has
become a great saint. These dreams come upon men during
sleep. Sometimes Almighty Allah shows his servants some
sights during their waking time. In the mystic terminology
this is "Kashf, meaning ability to see hidden things through
spiritual light. If someone by chance has "Kashf the
common people think that the man is a great saint, even
though this man may not be following the path of the
Sunnah during his waking hours. Bear in mind that the
criterion of a man's superiority and righteousness does not
lie in dreams and "Kashf. The real criterion for this
depends on whether or not a man's living is according to the
Sunnah of the Holy Prophet #. If a man's living during his
waking hours is not according to the Sunnah, if he is not
refraining from sins, nor is he obeying Allah, he is not a
righteous person, whatever the numbers of supernatural
feats displayed at his hands. Nowadays people have become
awfully misguided in this matter. This display ofmiraculous
or supernatural feats is considered an inseparable part of the
mystic system of spiritual education and training. Ignorant
men are always hankering after tme dreams, disclosure of
hidden secrets {Kashf) and supernatural performances.

The status of Dreams

Hazrat Muhammad bin Sireen u^u^, has been one
of the most dignified Tabieen (followers of the
Companions). He was considered as Imam in the art of
interpreting the meaning of dreams. There is no equal in
this field among the entire Muslim Ummah. He had been
endowed by Allah with an outstanding faculty for the
interpretation of dreams. Many wondedrful feats are
related about him in this field. A very small and
meaningful sentence from him about interpreting dreams
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is worth remembering. He a*^^ has said:

This means: Dream is a phenomenon which should
be pleasing but it should not throw anyone into deception.

If a man has a true dream, he should not be tempted
to think that he has become a very accomplished saint, so
as to become, in turn, unmindful of the duties to be

discharged during his waking hours.

Hazrat Thanawi u*^^j and interpretation
of Dreams

Many persons visited Hazrat Thanawi ^Aiju^, to
inquire of him the interpretation of their dreams. In reply
Hazrat Thanawi up^^ generally recited this Persian
couplet:

(£/ *J> &£J* S ("j J> ± f ±
f-f Jul j ^ 'f\tf f\a </

"I am neither the night nor the worshipper of the
night that I should tell things about dreams. I am the slave
of the sun (the Holy Prophet 4fe) and can speak only about
the sun. If a man has a true dream with some glad tidings
he should be grateful to Allah, because he may possibly
get the blessing of the dream. One should, however, not
take dreams as a criterion for superiority and saintliness."

Hazrat Mufti Sahib upAi^j and Mubash-shirat

(that brings glad tidings)
There are many persons who used to have dreams

about my respected father U* k\u^,. They used to intimate
their dreams in writing. My respected father up a» u^, had
all these dreams recorded in a register. On the first page of
this register he had himselfwritten in his own handwriting
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the following paragraph.
"In this register I am recording those dreams which

the righteous servants of Allah have seen about me. I am
recording them because they contain glad tidings and
good omen. May Allah correct me by virtue of these
dreams. I am, however, warning all readers that they are
not a criterion for superiority and righteousness. No
decision should be taken about me on the basis of these

dreams. The real criterion is the acts and dealings of man
during his waking hours. Men should not fall into
deception on account of these dreams.

The intention from recording this was to save people
from falling into deception. This is the reality of dreams.
When a man has a happy dream, he should thank Allah and
pray to Him to turn the dream into reality and favour to him.
He should have no misunderstanding about the dream either
in his own favour or in the favour of any other person. This
is all that a dream really means. There are two or three more
Ahadith concerning dreams of which the people are not
aware.lt is useful to study these Ahadith also.

Satan cannot assume the image of the
Holy Prophet $

aJIp At J^> At Jj^j Jli :Jli ajs> At ^j l^y* ^\ jp

^ OOa^Jt Justf j\ yii fuJt J J\j ja

Hazrat Abu Hurairah ** <*» ^ has narrated that the Holy
Prophet # said: Whoever seesme in a dream does reallysee
me, as Satan cannot assume my image (Saheeh Muslim).

It is a great blessing for a man who sees by the grace
of Allah the Holy Prophet 4& in a dream. A man who sees
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the the Holy Prophet # in a dream in the image and form
which have been described and stand proved in the
Ahadith, surely sees only the Holy Prophet # and nobody
else. Satan canot deceive anyone, because he cannot
assume the Prophet's image. The Holy Prophet 4§: has
mentioned this as a special peculiarity concerning his #
image and appearance before anyone in dream.

It is a great fortune to have
a glimpse of the Holy Prophet #

By His grace, Almighty Allah grants many persons
the good fortune of seeing the Holy Prophet # in dreams.
Our elder saints have had different attitudes towards this

blessing. The attitude of one group is that special efforts
are made to get this opportunity by going through various
spiritual exercises and disciplines which have been
devised and prescribed for this purpose. For example,
rehearsal of the sacred Darood so many times and certain
other exercises on Friday nights are considered effective
in this matter. There are other exercises and practices in
vogue among the public for winning this fortune. If
anyone indulges in these exercises and disciplines to win
this blessing, there is no objection.

WHere is the qualification for this "meeting"
There are some other saints who take a different

attitude towards this issue. A gentleman used to visit my
respected father u*A* u^,. Once he expressed to my father
his burning desire to see the Holy Prophet # in a dream
and asked him for some spiritual exercise for this. My
father said to him: My dear brother, you are indeed a very
ambitious man that you have this auspicious desire. I do
not have the courage to entertain this desire, because I
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think that I do not deserve this honour, I, therefore, never

thought of learning and doing such exercises and
disciplines to have a meeting with the Holy Prophet # in
a dream. Even if I am graced with such a meeting how can
I do full justice to the required etiquettes? That is why I
did not aspire for the honour of this meeting. If Almighty
Allah Himself graces me with this meeting it will be His
great favour to me. In that case He shall teach me the
requisite etiquettes also. However, just like any other
believer, I too bear a desire for this. Anyway there have
been varying attitudes towards this matter.

Hazrat Mufti Sahib and a visit to the sacred

shrine of the Holy Prophet #
I have related to you this incident of my respected

father even before. He told us that he could never

approach the metallic network around the Prophet's shrine.
He would not face the network but would stand close to a

pillar in front of it. If there was a man he would stand
behind him. One day he told us:

"Once it occurred to my mind that perhaps I was a
callous-hearted man that I could not dare approach the
sacred network of the Prophet's shrine, when the majority of
the visitors reach it and thus attain nearness to the Prophet's
# soul, which is a great blessing and honour. Thereafter, I
felt as if I was hearing this voice coming from the shrine:

He who follows my Sunnah is close to me, even
though he may be thousands of miles away from me. On
the other hand, he who does not follow my Sunnah is far
away from me, even ifhe is sticking to my network.
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It is the deeds done during the waking hours
that count

The real worth lies in following the Sunnah of the
Holy Prophet #. The true blessing consists in following
the path of the Sunnah, This is the true criterion for
nearness to the Holy Prophet #. It is an act of audacity to
go near and stick to the nets and be heedless of the
Sunnah of the Holy Prophet #. It is not good to hanker
after these dreams, yet it is a blessing from Allah if they
prove auspicious and bring some glad tidings. The main
source of success and salvation depends on following the
Sunnah, These dreams do not help in raising the rank of
anyone nor do they help in earning reward of the
Hereafter. So we should ameliorate, and take care of, our
actions, conduct and behaviour during waking hours.

Let not a good dream deceive you
If anyone has a dream in which he finds himself

strolling in the gardens of Paradise, it is a good omen, but
he should not think that he has got a passport to Paradise
and that he has been exempted from doing anything. This
is a misleading notion. If after having a dream a man
becomes more active in following the Sunnah, this is an
indication that the dream was true and messenger of glad
tidings. On the other hand if he becomes slack in his
actions, he has been deceived by the dream.

What should be done if the Holy Prophet #
commands in a dream to do something

The Holy Prophet # has said that, if anyone sees
him # in a dream he truly sees him #, because Satan
cannot assume the Prophet's image and form. If the Holy
Prophet # commands during a dream for doing any deed
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which does not contravene the injunctions of the Shari ah,
then the command should be obeyed with due care and
attention. This dream should be regarded as genuine and
true. To ignore the instructions received in this dream may
prove to be inauspicious and harmful.

A dream does not serve as a proof in the matter
of the Shari ah

If in a dream the Holy Prophet # commands to do
something which does not fall within the jurisdiction of
the Shari ah, it must be noted carefully that such a
command received through a dream must not be acted
upon. Almighty Allah has not ordained things seen in
dreams to serve as proofs in issues concerning the
Shari ah. As regards the Ahadith which have come to us
through authentic sources, the injunctions contained in
them must be obeyed. It is not necessary to comply with
injunctions received through dreams. It is right that Satan
cannot assume the image of the Holy Prophet #, but
sometimes the things seen in the dream get mixed with the
dreamer personal thoughts or are distorted on account of
his weak memory, so dreams do not serve as proofs.

A strange event concerning a dream
There was a Qazi (Judge) who used to decide cases

referred to him for judgment. A case was submitted to him
for decision. The Qazi heard the case, examined the
witnesses and made up his mind about the final judgment to
be announced in a day or two. In the meantime in the night
he saw the Holy Prophet # in a dream. The Holy Prophet
# did not, so felt the Qazi, concur in the Qazi's judgment
but advised him to change his judgment. When the Qazi
awoke from sleep and reconsidered the details of the case
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thoroughly, he felt convinced that the Holy Prophet's
judgment did not fit with the framework of the Shari ah.
The issue took a very serious turn. The Qazi could not
decide what to do.

The Qazi called on the Caliph and told him in detail
his predicament due to this strange dream. In order to
resolve the difficulty, a meeting was arranged of all the
Ulama of the capital and the problem was put before them.
The Ulama feeling convinced of the genuineness of the
dream were inclined to decide the case according to the
direction of the Holy Prophet # received through the
dream. A great savant and learned man of his age Hazrat
Izzuddin bin Abdus Salam ^Aiu^, was also present in the
meeting. He was regarded as a Mujaddid of his time. He
stood up and addressed the meeting as follows:

It is my considered opinion that the case should be
decided according to the provision of the Shari ah. I am in
favour of a judgment which is according to the Shari ah. I
take all the responsibilities for the sins, if any, invovled in
this judgment. It is not lawful to decide a case in the light
of indications contained in a dream. We are required to
obey only those directions of the Holy Prophet # which
have come to us through reliable authorities. So, the case
should be decided according to the injunctions of the
Shari ah, and not to the directions received in a dream.

Injunctions of the Shari ah about Dreams
and "Kashf", etc.

It requires a great courage of conviction to say: I
take all responsibilities for sins, if any, invovled in this
judgment. Allah, however, sends such brave and dauntless
souls for the protection of His Deen. If it is accepted even
once that the injunctions of the Shari ah can be changed
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through dreams, then the Shari ah would go with the wind
in no time. How many ignorant "Pirs" (guides) and
"Professors" there are who claim miracles! The term

"Kashf means bringing to light hidden secrets by spiritual
insight, but its authenticity is not recognized in the
Shari ah. So, the rules of the Shari ah cannot be replaced
or amended through these processes.

An event that happened to Hazrat Sheikh
Abdul Qadir Jilani 4SuA»ur)

The Head of the saints, Sheikh Abdul Qadir Jilani ^
u* Ai was one night busy with his worship. It was Tahajjud
time. At this time a very dazzling light shone from one side
and a voice emerged from it saying: O Abdul Qadir! you
have done full justice to My worship. Now you have
reached such a high station that from now onwards you are
exempt from all sorts of worship for My sake. You are now
exempt from Prayers, Fasting, Hajj and Zakah. Now do
whatever you please. We have reserved Paradise for you. No
sooner did Sheikh Abdul Qadir Jilani hear these words, than
he replied to the voice in these words: Get lost! O accursed
fellow. Neither the Holy Prophet #, nor his Noble
Companions ^ Ai^ were exempted from this prayer. How
can I get exemption from it? With these words the Sheikh
expelled Satan from his presence. A much brighter light
shone in the wake of the earleir light from which His voice
emerged: O Abdul Qadir! your learning came to your rescue
today, otherwise with this strategem I have ruined many
grand saints. If you had not possessed this learning you too
would have been ruined to day. The Sheikh retorted, saying:
O accursed Satan! you are deceiving me again! It was
Almighty Allah and not my learning that saved me. The
learned have observed that the second Satanic strategem
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was more dangerous than the first one. In the second one
Satan wanted to deceive him by trying to create in him the
pride of learning. The Sheikh, however, was saved from this
attack by Allah's mercy.

It is not lawful to refute a Hadith with a Dream

This is a very dangerous trend of a conduct.
Nowadays people have become very fond of dreams,
Kashf', supernatural feats, revelations, etc. They do not
care to know the requirements of the Shari ah. Quite
educated and religious persons have begun to claim that
they have come to know by means ofKashf that such and
such Hadith is not right and that certain Ahadith of
Bukhari and Muslim were forged by the Jews. If'Kashf is
attained and interpreted in this way the very foundation of
Deen shall be jolted. May Almighty Allah shower His
mercy on those Ulama who were entrusted with the task of
protecting our Deen and they proved true to the task. They
are the protectors and defenders of Deen, These Ulama
have declared in clear terms that neither dreams, nor

Kashf nor supernatural feats can be regarded as proofs in
matters concerning Deen. The basis of proof are those
injunctions and directions which are proved to have been
received from the Holy Prophet # during his waking
hours and through authentic narratives. It is advised that
we should not rely on dreams, 'Kashf, revelations and
supernatural feats. Hazrat Maulana Thanawi up At u**j has
said that Kashf is a phonomenon which is sometime seen
coming from madness and even infidels. So, we should
never be deceived by experiences like beholding some
light, "running" of the heart or its pulpitation, etc., etc.
These things have absolutely no place and credence in the
Shari ah.
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What should a Dreamer do?

Hazrat Qatadah ** &^j has narrated that the Holy
Prophet Hfe said: A good dream is from Allah and a bad
dream is from Satan. So, when a man has a bad and

undesirable dream he should make a spitting gesture on
his left side three times and recite this:

^rj\ jkjJt ja Ab ijpt
He should also change the side on which he was

sleeping, while having the dream. Then this undesirable
dream will do him no harm - God wiling. Some times man
has a frightening or otherwise some disgustful dream. At
such a time he must follow this advice of the Holy
Prophet. If he has a pleasant dream with a promise of
some worldly or spiritual promotion or gain he may
inform his kins and wellwishers such dream and not to

others. A careless stranger may give an incorrect
interpretation and it is said that the first interpretation
generally comes true which may turn harmful. The
dreamer should, therefore, disclose the dream only to his
well-wishers and should thank Almighty Allah for all
that.(Sahih Bukhari Hadith No: 6986)

To pray for the man who has a dream
When anyone informed the Holy Prophet # of his

dreams, it was his # routines practice to recite this Du'a:

IjtJLP *ijZ>j bJ^> <0l5jJ \jJi>j oUIj t^>

This means: May Allah grant you the good of this
dream and protect you from its evil. May this be good for
us and bad for our enemies.

The Holy Prophet 4& has combined in this Du'a many
good things. If anyone comes to you and tells you his dream,
pray for him in these words. If you do not remember the
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Arabic words you may recite it in your own mother tongue.
In short, these are the etiquettes, values and possible

effects of dreams which should be kept in mind. We
should keep away from false notions about dreams which
are prevailing among the people.

May Almighty Allah save us all from these vices and
help us to take the right course ofDeen. Aameen.

^~Jbdt Uj A *U*Jt jt bt^Pi j*]j
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SMARTNESS -

A REMEDY

FOR LAZINESS

2J*lj «l!p JS*yj j Aj jAy j djAJa~Jj A~*z~*j j dJU^u A JU^Jt

j^j a} {yaj> yb Atda^j ja LJUpI oU j^jL^jiit jj^i ja Ab

aJ dJb^V fiO^j At y\ Alt V Ot A^J j aJ ^U ^ aJUUsj

At^JL^ aJ j-^>jj dA-p \x*j%a b^fj^j LuJ j bJL-»» j b jl«i ota^..tjj

\jj£\jj£ UJLo ^j Jjbj A*b>w?tj aJi \j&$ aJp ^Ibtf

^jlt J**-J\ At ^ <f~r^ JllaJjt ja Ab ijPli

C\5 ^j,CiJ») jyu*^cjt *J At Jtj-hJLa ^g;U,yJ Li tjOAbr ^j»JLJtj
j^JajJt b^ At <j*u> Abc-^t

All praise is for Allah. We praise Him and
seek His help and seek his forgiveness and
believe in Him and rely on Him. We seek
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refuge with Him from the evils of our souls
and from the vices of our deeds. There is none

to misguide him whom He guides and there is
none to guide him whom He lets go astray. I •
bear witness that there is no god but Allah the
One who has no partner. I also bear witness
that our sire, and our authority and our
Prophet and our Master, Muhammad 4& is His
servant and His Messenger. May Almighty
Allah have mercy on him, his household and
his Companions <♦** a« ^ and bless them and
salute them all in great abundance.
"As for those who strive in Us, We surely
guide them to Our paths. Allah is indeed with
the righteous. (29:69)

Cure Laziness with "Courage"
Recently I have been on tours to different cities of

Burma. During these tours I had to address many
gatherings, sometimes at the rate of five per day. By
chance tomorrow I am booked for a visit to the Haramain

Sharifaiyn (the two sacred Mosques). As a result of
tiredness it occurred to me that there was no harm in

missing my address on one Friday more when I had
already missed it the last Friday on account of my foreign
tours. At the same time I remembered an advice of Hazrat

Doctor Abdul Hai Sahib -opAiu^,. Once he said:

When you are feeling laziness in carrying out some
routine practice, that is the very time ofman's test. There are
two alternatives. Surrender yourself to the feeling of
tiredness and obey your selfs demand. In such a situation
you will become used to surrendering yourself to the
demand of tiredness and laziness, until you become a
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habitual sluggard.
The other alternative is that man should resist the

attack of laziness with courage and do the job which he is
inclined to put off on account of his laziness. As a result
of this blessed effort on his part Allah will help him to
carry out all his routine duties with ease and regularity.

These two Principles are the essence of
Tasaw-wuf (Mysticism)

On such occasions Hazrat Dr. Sahib up a»u*-; used to
read to us a statement of Hazrat Thanawi up At u^ which is

worth rememebring. Hazrat Thanawi a*A» ^ often said:
"When you feel lethargic in obeying some command

resist the lethargy and obey the command. Similarly, when
you feel tempted to commit a sin, resist that temptation
and refrain from that sin. This is the essence of Tasaw-wuf
(mysticism). When you reach this stage nothing more is
needed. This creates in the heart "relationship with Allah",
then strengthens it and develops it.

Anyway, there is only one way of getting rid of
laziness and that is to resist it with courage. It is wrong to
think that the Sheikh shall prescribe for you some formula
to cure laziness. Resistance is the only remedy to cure
laziness.

Tempt the ffself" to do the right work

Hazrat Dr. Abdu Hai Sahib upAiiu^, used to say that
we should tempt and induce our "selves" to work.
Thereafter, he related to us an incident of his own. He
said: One day when I got up at night for the Tahajjud
prayer, I felt very much depressed and lethargic. I was
inclined to think that being advanced in age, indolent and
tired there was no harm in missing the Tahajjud prayer,
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one night, when it was neither obligatory nor compulsory.
As against this, the Sheikh also thought: Although these
excuses seem to be quite plausible, yet it is the blessed
time when Allah accepts the supplications of his servants.
When one-third of the night has passed, Allah's mercy
descends on the earth and an announcement is made on

behalf of Almighty Allah: Is there anyone to beg
forgiveness that I may forgive him? I, therefore, thought
that it was not proper to waste such precious hours. Then I
addressed my "self in this way. All right, do not offer the
prayer, but get up and make some supplication, sitting on
the bed, then fall into sleep again. I at once got up from
sleep and began to make the supplication. During
supplication I again tempted my "self in this way: When
you have disturbed your sleep, go to the latrine, clean
yourself then sleep comfortably. After coming back from
the latrine and cleaning myself I was disposed to perform
ablution as supplication with ablution is more likely to be
accepted by Allah. I, therfore, performed ablution, sat on
my bedding and started Du a. Then I told my "self : The
bedding is not a fit place for Du a there. With this
argumentation I dragged the "self to the prayer-cloth.
Then I made "intention" for two Rakats of Tahajjud. .

The Sheikh told that in this way the "self has to be
tempted to take the right course and do its work. He advised
further: When the "self plays tricks with you, you should also
play tricks with it. It is hoped that by the blessing of this
strategem,AlmightyAllahwill assistus to takeright course.

What will you do, if you receive a call
from the President?

Hazrat Dr. Sahib u* At ^ used to advise us on this
issue in the following style:
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You have drawn up a programme for your reciting
the Qur'an and for the Nawafil (optional prayers), etc., but
sometimes you are tempted to violate this programme on
account of laziness . On such occasions you should try to
train your "self. One way of doing this is to argue with it,
saying: All right, this time you are feeling lethargic and
you are not inclined to get up from your bed, but what will
you do if you receive a message from the President of the
country to call upon him, only because he wants to grant
you a valuable prize or appoint you to a high post. Will
you take the plea of laziness and tiredness on such an
ocasion? Will you refuse to respond to the call, because
you are feeling sleepy? There is hardly a man who will not
be overjoyed at such an invitation and will not shake off
his laziness to rush to receive the President's-favpur.

If the "self1 responds to the Presidential calTwith the
promptitude, it only means that there i£ no genuine excuse
to respond to the call of Allah. You should consider for a
while how promptly you are preparing to respond to the call
ofa worldly dignitary, i.e. the President, who is inviting you
to receive a prize or a post, although he is himself extremely
weak and helpless. On the other hand, the King of Kings,
the Omnipotent, Creator, Nourisher, Provider, Giver pnd
Snatcher is inviting you and you are making false excuses of
laziness and tiredness to turn down His call. How unjust it
is! If you try to cure the malady of laziness by thinking in
this way, you can get rid of it.

Do not put off till tomorrow what
you can do today

Sometimes a man feels inclined in his heart to do a

good deed, but his "self deceives him by suggesting that
the good deed may be done "tomorrow". Beware that this
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is the seduction of the "self. "Tomorrow" will never

come. It is, therefore, necessary that you must do it today,
rather immediately, what you propose to do tomorrow. It
is not certain that yourwill~get time or there will be the
urge for doing the work tomorrow. None knows whether
the circumstances will be favourable or you will be alive
tomorrow. Allah hassaid intheHoly Qur'an:

HJf>jUtj O^-Jt If^^P Ai*j pS&j ja OjA*a J\ tjPjUj

Rush to the forgiveness from your Lord and
for a Paradise as wide as the heavens and the

earth (3:i33)

I was telling you that I was feeling tired today, but
when I remembered these directions ofmy Sheikh upAtiu^,
I became active and courageous to present myself here
before you.

I attend these meetings for my own gain
I come here for my own gain. Allah's servants

assemble here with good intentions and desires. I too
receive blessings from them. In fact, when the servants of
Allah get together for the sake of Deen (Faith) at a place,
they receive reflections of blessings from one another. I
always attend these meetings with the intention ofreceiving
my share ofthe blessings radiating from these pious men.

What is the use of those moments?

When Hazrat Maulana Ashraf Ali Thanawi *j* At i*^

was confined to his death-bed, his physicians had strictly
forbidden him to see, or talk to anyone. One day when he
was lying down on his bed with his eyes closed, he suddenly
looked up and desired to see Maulawi Muhammad Shaft
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Sahib upAi^j ie., my respected father. Hazrat Thanawi
Sahib apAtu^j had entrusted to my father the compilation of
"Ahkam-ul-Qur'an" intheArabic language. When myfather
appeared before him a*At*^ he said: you are compiling the
"Ahkam-ul-Qur'an". Just now it has occurred to me that a
certain injunction can be deduced from a certain verse ofthe
Holy Qur'an which I have not seen anywhere earlier. When
you come to that verse, you should include this injunction
also/After having said these words he closed his eyes and
lay down. Look here! The Sheikh is lying down on his
death-bed, yet his mind is occupied with the Holy Qur'an
and the explanation of its verses. After a short while he
again opened his eyes and called for another person. When
he came the Sheikh asked him to do something. When this
process continued for sometime, the manager of the
Khanqah (monastery) and a close friend of the Sheikh
reminded him of the strict instructions of his physicians not
to indulge in conversation. In reply the Sheikh said:

You are right, but I consider those mometns of life
which are not spent on some body's service - are a waste.

Worldly High offices and Positions
The office of "serving humanity" is something very

wonderful. May Almighty Allah create in us love for
service. Try to become a public "servant" and serve
humanity. Create in yourself an urge to serve others.
Hazrat Dr. Sahib aJp At ju-j used to explain the dignity of
service by an example. It is very difficult to succeed in
attaining a position you desire. It is not in your power to
become the President of the country, or its Prime Minister,
an Assembly member or any other similar high office.
You cannot secure with ease a good post, unless you cross
so many hurdles, like submitting applications, giving
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written and oral tests, facing interviews and passing
through so many other hurdles. If after crossing
successfully all these hurdles you succeed in securing a
post, you have to face the jealous eyes of many, their
enmity and conspirapies, so that you may be deprived of
the post secured with so many tests, trials and torments.
Thus, it is neither in your power to attain a position, nor to
maintain it.

Hazrat Dr. Sahib *j* At u^, offered to tell his disciples a
high office which is easy to secure and also to maintain it.
None shall be jealous ofyou, nor will anyone dispute with you
about it, nor can anyone suspend or discharge you from it. It is
the office of a ^ (servant). It is in your power to secure this
office for which no application, no voting and no election is
needed. None will envy you for this, nor dismiss you from this
offie. So become a "servant" of your household, your wife,
your children, your friends,acquaintancesneighbours, and the
pious men. Whatever you want to do, do it with the intention
of service. If you are delivering a sermon, composing or
compiling a book or doing any other work of general utitlity,
do it with the motto of "service". The entire difficulty lies in
being f\* (the Master) but there is ease and comfort in being a
'servant'. The Sheikh himselfclaimed to be a 'servant1 a servant

of wife, children, disciples, and acquaintances. This is an
'office' which is to a great extent free from the whisperings of
Satan. Self-esteem, pride and superiority complex are bom in
respect of offices which are regarded as grand from the
worldly point of view. As regards the office of a 'servant', it
has no trace of superiority and glamour. Therefore, try to
secure this unprecedental 'office'.
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The benefit of attending on Saints and Sheikhs
I was telling that today I was feeling tired and a bit

indisposed. However, I suddenly remembered the directions
of my Sheikh and I gathered courage to say something
before this honourable gathering. This is one of the benefits
of establishing and maintaining contacts with the pious
saints. Dr. Sahib *j* a»ju^ used to favour us with his valuable

advice on his own free will without any request from us.
Now those directions are proving beneficial to us on one or
the other occasion with suitable timings.

That topic become your property
Hazrat Dr Sahib *jp a u^ used to say: some people

want to commit to memory every word that is spoken in
assemblies, but this is not always posisble. Dr. Sahib Atu^
4Jp related to his own case in the following words:

Whenever I was present in the assemblies of Hazrat
Thanawi aJp At ju^j I desired to write down the sayings of the
Sheikh. Some persons did so, but I could not do that,
because I was slow in writing. One day I complained to
Hazrat Thanawi u* At ^ that I could not write down his

sermon nor could I commit them to memory. To this
complaint of Dr. Sahib up At u^, Hazrat Thanawi up a» u^,
replied: There is no need to write down my speech. Why do
you not begin yourself to dictate your saying ? Dr. Sahib u^
4> At was very much upset to hear this remark, as he did not
feel that he was qualified for that Hazrat Thanawi aj* At u^,
went on saying: If there is something true and is based on
sound understanding and thinking which your heart has
accepted then that becomes your property. It does not matter
if you are not able to retain it in your memory word by
word. It will recur to your memory in the nick of time and
by the mercy ofAllah you will be enabled to act upon it.
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It is desirbale to attend meetings of righteous elders
and to listen to their sermons. They pour into your ears
useful and wise point of guidance and righteousness,
which impress human mind and are revived in the memory
on proper occasions.

To thrust points of advice into the ears
My respected father, Hazrat Dr. Shib and Maulana

Masihullah Khan ^Aiu^, were righteous God-fearing
men. I had contacts with them. By virtue of my contacts
with these saints of Allah I have been greatly benefitted.
They thrust into my ears points of wisdom and piety of
their own free will without any demand or request from
my side. Thereafter, good points are revived to my
memory on occasions when they are badly needed. It is a
great blessing to attend meetings of elders and to listen to
their sermons. Today these pious saints are not living
amongst us but they have left behind their sermons,
advices and directions in the form of written books. It is

highly beneficial to study these books.
May Allah help us in maintaining our spiritual

contacts with these godly men. Aamen

Difference between "Excuse" and "Laziness"

I advise you to resist laziness whenever it overpowers
you and to complete your daily routine and acts of devotion
at all costs. There is a difference between "Excuse" and

"Lethargy" or "Laziness". If one misses some routine
practice on account of some genuine excuse, there is
nothing to worry. When Almighty Allah Himself does not
take us to tasks for missing some routine practice on
account of some genuine excuse or reason and has allowed
concession for this omission who are we to impose any
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compulsion in this behalf. So, if a routine is missed owing
to a genuine excuse, there is no cause to regret.

For the sake of whom were you fasting?
While quoting a statement of Hazrat Thanawi Aiu^

up, Dr. Abdu Hai Sahib upA^ once said: A man fell sick

during the month of Ramazan and had to give up fasting
because ofhis sickness. This omission made him very sad.
The Sheikh said that there was no occasion for sorrow and

regret, as the man was not fasting for his own pleasure but
was fasting for the pleasure of Allah. Allah has Himself
given leave that fasting may be given up during sickness
and compensated later on according to the rules of the
Shari ah.

It is possible to miss the Ramazan fasting or some
other routine acts on account of genuine excuses
recognized in the Shari ah, e.g. sickness, journey, menses
in women, or any other handicap arising from an
injunction of the Shari ah, e.g. attendance on parents
during their sickness. There is no cause of regret in such
situations. It is, however, not good to miss routine
practices of Deen on account ofcarelessness and laziness.

The Remedy for Laziness
The only possible remedy for laziness is to resist it

with courage. Leave no loop hole to overpower it. If we
succeed in eradicating the disease of laziness and lethargy
from our lives and become active and smart, we have done

half the job. We have then to work hard to complete the
other half.

May Almighty Allah assist us in facing and resisting
laziness with courage. Aameen.

j~Jbdt uj A*w*Jt jt btjPi y-Tj
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All praise is for Allah. We praise Him and
seek His help and seek his forgiveness and
believe in Him and rely on Him. We seek
refuge with Him from the evils of our souls
and from the vices of our deeds. There is none

to misguide him whom He guides and there is
none to guide him whom He lets go astray. I
bear witness that there is no god but Allah the
One who has no partner. I also bear witness
that our sire, and our authority, our Prophet
and our Master, Muhammad # is His servant
and His Messenger. May Almighty Allah have
mercy on him, his household and his
Companions (**&**> and bless them and salute
them all in great abundance.
(O Prophet!) Tell the believers to lower their
glances and protect their private parts. This is
purer for them. Indeed, Allah is Aware ofwhat
they do! (24:30)

Casting evil glances a deadly disease
In this verse Almighty Allah has mentioned a deadly

disease. This is a disease fraught with many vices. Many
have become addicted to this sin from among those who
sit in the company ofUlama and godly men, also religious
men regular in their prayers and fasting. Today the
situation has deteriorated to such an extent that when you
go out, you find it very difficult to protect your eyes from
evil glances. Wherever you turn, you will find captivating
scenes from which it is difficult to shield the eyes.
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The Reality of "evil glances"
"Evil glances" mean casting glances at women who

are not closely related to you, particularly when the glances
are amorous and lustful or are intended for enjoyment. It is
also a sin to cast such covetous glances even at the pictures
and photos of those gazing at whom falls within the
definition of "evil glances". The sin of casting evil glances
is a great hindrance in reforming human soul. Of all the
conceivable sins it is the most damaging to man's spiritual
and inner soundness. The reform of the inner self of man is

almost inconceivable, unless control on glancing is attained.
The Holy Prophet # has said in a Hadith:

The glance is one of the poisoned arrows of Iblis. If
anyone is hit by this poisonous arrow and fails to ward it
off, it becomes very difficult for him to ameliorate his
inner self. Of all the factors of destruction, the evil glances
of the eye is the most effective.

You shall have to take this bitter dose

I have heard my Sheikh Hazrat Dr. Abdul Hai Sahib
a*&\ ;u^ saying: An evil glance is a fatal poison. If anyone
desires to reform his inner self he will have to protect his
glances from being misdirected. This is, however, a very
difficult task, as you cannot find refuge anywhere. Wherever
you turn you find violation ofPurdah, nudity, lewdness, etc.
It is very difficult for anyone to protect his eyes from
forbidden glances. However, you have to take this bitter
dose, if you want to taste the sweetness of Eernan and
establish nearness with Almighty Allah and win His love to
purify your inner self. You can make no headway in this
field without taking this bitter dose. The dose is bitter only
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in the beginning. When you get used to it, its bitterness
turns into sweetness which you cannot afford to miss.

The coffee of the Arabs

The Arabs are very fond of coffee which they take in
small cups specially made for it. When I was a small boy, an
Arab Sheikh visited Karachi. My respected father went to
see him and I also accompanied my father. It was the first
time that I saw coffee which was served in small

coffee-cups to all the guests. I thought that it might be sweet
and tasteful drink, but as soon as I sipped a little of it I
found it very bitter. As I could not spit the draught out in
that meeting, I had to gulp it down with difficulty when it
went down the throat, I felt its activating effect. Later on I
had an opportunity to take it in one or two other meetings.
Gradually I got used to it and now I find it very tasteful.

You will find it sweet and tasteful

Just like coffee which tastes very bitter in the
beginning, but becomes ver^ tasteful when one has
become used to its exhilarating effect. May Almighty
Allah grant all its sweetness. Aameen.

In the same way casting evil glances is also a very
formidable task in the beginning, but when one gathers
courage to protect himself, the task becomes easy and
enjoyable. The taste of protecting the eyes from this sin
becomes more enjoyable than that of polluting them by
casting evil glances on forbidden scenes.

The eyes are a great blessings
Our eyes are a natural optical machine which Almighty

Allah has conferred upon us by His mercy, without any
request from our side. This is a blessing which we have
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received from Allah free ofcharge and without any labour and
cost. That is why, we do not value this invaluable blessing. If
you want to get an idea ofthis God-given blessing go and ask
those who are born blind or have lost their eyes or eyesight
through some disease or accident. If something adverse
happens to the eyes, the unfortunate victim will like its
restoration at any cost. This is indeed a very delicate machine
the like of which none has invented so far.

Seven miles' journey in one moment
I had read in a book that the pupil of the eye expands

in darkness and contracts in light. When a man goes into
darkness or enters light the pupil expands or contracts
respectively during this process of expansion and
contraction the muscles of the eye travel at the speed of
seven miles per moment, but man does not feel this
tremendous speed. So these eyes are such a wonderful
blessing ofAllah.

Right use of the eyes
If you put this blessing of the eyes to its right use,

Allah has promised to reward you. For example, if you
cast on your parents loving glances, you will, according to
a Hadith, get recompense equal to that for performing one
Hajj and one Umrah. It occurs in another Hadith that
when a husband enters his house and he and his wife both

east on each other loving glances then Almighty Alalh
casts on both of them His glance of mercy. When the eyes
are put to the right use then not only does Allah grant joy
and happiness, but He also grants them reward and
compensation in the Hereafter. On the other hand, if they
use their eyes in looking at forbidden scenes and objects
then the torment for this is also very severe. In addition,
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this evil act destroys the integrityof man internally.

Remedy for recovery from the disease of
casting evil glances

There is only one way to get rid of the vice of
casting evil glances. Be firm and courageous to resolve
and you shall never cast your glances at forbidden scenes
and objects. Having so resolved, stick to it with fortitude:

This Urdu couplet means: I have resolved firmly that
I shall make my heart worthy ofAllah, however, seriously
this resolution may frustrate my wishes and aspirations

Save the eyes from the sin ofcasting evil glances with
courage and firm resolution. If you do this you will receive
Allahfs assistance in your resolution. Hazrat Thanawi Jtou^,
a* has suggested some measures to save ourselves from the
sin ofcasting evil glances. He up^^ has said:

If a man comes across a woman and the "self

incites him to cast a glance at her, because you will not go
beyond this glancing. It should be understood well that
this is a deception of the "self. Safety lies if the "self is
not Obeyed. (Aufas-e-Eesa, Pt-I, P-142)

To think that there is no harm in casting a glance is
Satan's deception. The only remedy is to resist this temptation
and deceptionandturnthe glanceawayfromforbidden scene.

Remedy for the cure of lustful thinking
Once Hazrat Dr. Sahib *j*&\u*j advised us to banish

from our minds lustful thoughts in this way. When a very
strong urge is born to cast an evil glance on some
forbidden scefle or object, imagine that your father is
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watching you. Would you dare to commit this sin even
then? Or would you cojiimit this sin, if your Sheikh or
your own children are watchingyou? Certainly you would
not do that, despite your urge to commit the sin.

These persons whether watching or not watching
you at that momeat does not affect your life in this world
or the life in the Hereafter. You should think that Allah,
the King of all Kings, is certainly watching you Who has
the power to punish you for this sin. By virtue of this
trend of thinking there is every hope that Almighty Allah
will protect you from this sin.

What will happen if the film depicting
your life is sliown?

I also remember a speech ofHazrat Dr. Sahib u*&\ ^ in
which he asked us to imagineAllah making this proposal:

All right, I shall save you from Hell on one condition.
I shall run a film depicting the details of your entire life, of
your childhood, your youth, your old age till death which
will be shown to people including your parents, your
brothers, sisters, your own sons and daughters, your pupils,
your teachers and your relatives, friends and acquaintances.
Ifyou approve this proposal I shall spare you from Hell.

In such an awkward and humiliating situation said
the Sheikh, a man will probably tolerate the punishment of
Hell instead of the disclosure of the secrets of his life

before all his near and dear ones.

Now for a while consider that when you will not like
to be exposed and disgraced before your relations and so
many other people how will you tolerate the disgrace of
being so exposed before Almighty Allah.
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The Heart's insistence on, and an inclination

to a sin, is not a sin

In another speech HazratDr. Sahibu^u^, has said:
"Casting an evil glance is a matter of inclination

which is an unintentional act and is not accountable. The

next stage is to act upon the demand of this inclination
and it is accountable. (Anfas-e-Eesa).

The inclination of the heart means its great desire and
a pressing urge to see some forbidden scene or object. It is
not accountable, because it is unintentional and it is,
therefore, not a sin. The next stage, as indicated above is
that the demand of this unintentional inclination is acted

upon by casting a glance at a forbidden scene. This is
intentional and will be subject to accountability. There is
another aspect of the issue. If a man's glances fall at a
forbidden object unintentionally, but he intentionally lets his
glance remain fixed on the object, this becomes a sin a^id is
accountable. Thus, the first inclination, being unintentional
is neither a sin nor accountable. However, the second stage
being intentional is a sin and is also accountable.

It is forbidden to seek pleasure
through imagination

"This imaginary act includes glancing at something
intentionally and to think about it. It may be remedied by
applying a check to the "self and to lower down the eyes."

To seek pleasure, in imagination, from a forbidden
woman is as unlawful as to cast a glance at a woman with
sinful intention. To get rid of this evil it is suggested to
control your "self and keep looking downwards. Do not
look all around rather keep your eyes low towards the
ground.
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While walking, let your glances point downwards
Hazrat Dr Sahib u* Au^, £aid that when Almighty

Allah expelled Satan from Paradise, then he prayed to
Allah to grant him a respite till the Day of Judgment and
Allah did grant him this respite. Having succeeded in
receiving this resptie he proudly said, as reproted in the
HolyQur'an:

*a^y^ u*j ?fS+* °j*'j °rw^ i#j(•«$ &?& (*£#

This means: I shall come upon them from
before them and from behind them and from

their right and left hands., (t. \i)
As you see, in his prayer Satan mentioned only four

directions i.e., the front, the back, the right and the left.
This means that Satan launches his attack only from these
four directions. He omitted the two directions "above" and

"below" which are immune from Satan's attack. During
walking we cannot look upwards for fear of stumbling
against some hurdles in the way. We can however, point
our glances donwards, as far as possible, to be safe from
Satan's attacks with Allah's mercy. So while walking you
should not look unnecessarily right and left and at the
back, but you shuld look downwards. If you follow this
advice you shall see how Allah's help and protection come
to you. Almighty Allah has said in the Qur'an:

That is: (O Prophet !) Tell the believers to
lower their gaze and guard their modesty. This
is purer for them. (24:30)
Thus, in this divine command there is an injunction

to lower your glances which will result in protecting the
purity ofyour private parts.
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This Distress is less severe than the

Distress of Hell

Hazrat Thanawi 4^1^ has further stated:

One should pluck up courage to act upon these (two)
injunctions, though they may prove very distressing. This
Distress will, however, be less severe than the Distress of

Hell.

The severity of the Distress of Hell cannot be
imagined which is endless and eternal, but the trials and
tribulations ofthis world, however severe, are shortlived.

Pluck up courage
If you follow this formula for a few days with

courage, this inclination (to cast evil glances) will be
diminished. This is the only remedy and the last remedy.

Almighty Allah has made a promise for those who
take pains and strive hard in His way:

We surely guide on to Our path those who
strive hard in Us. (29:69)

So in compliance with this divine command take
pains in keeping your glances downwards and as a result
Almighty Allah shall reduce the temptation to the sin of
casting evil glances. This is the only available remedy for
this disease. The people wrongly think that the Sheikh
shall prescribe for them some formula of sacred words or
blow over the patient after rehearsing something that will
bring cure to them of this disease. You should all know
that firm resolution accompanied with unyielding courage
is the only solution to the problem.
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Do Two things
Resolve to do two things. Firstly, pluck up courage to

resist the temptation, to the best of your ability. Secondly,
turn to Almighty Allah for assistance. Turning to Allah
means that you should at once seek Allah's help and seek
refuge with Him as soon as you are face to face with a
situation in which Satan' may involve you in this heinous
sin. Thus, you should have full confidence that none except
Allah can rescue you from the dangerous situation.

Adopt the character of Hazrat Yusuf f*-j»up
We are all well aware of the story of Hazrat Yusuf

f*-j» up, as related in the Holy Qur'an. When he <*-ji up was
caught in the severe trial, he <*-j» ^ too took resort to the
formula of using his courage and resolution. When
Zulaikha, the King's wife locked all the doors and invited
Yusuf f*>LJt up to sin, he ?*-s\ u* saw that there was no way
out. However, he 'pu\ up ran towards the doors which had
been locked. He did whatever he was able to do and

become entitled to pray to Allah to help him out of his
difficulty and distress, as he himself could do no more.
Allah then did His part of the job by breaking the locks
and opening the doors. Maulana Rumi has expressed this
incident beautifully in his Persian couplet:

You are not getting a way out of the vices of the
world, nor a refuge from them. You should try to the best
of your ability to save yourself from them, just as Hazrat
Yusuf f*-j» up had done to save himself.

If one does these two things, viz., try his best to save
himself from the grip of sins and seek Allah's help to save
you by His mercy from the critical situation. If you follow
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this formula, you are sure to succeed.

Take the course of Hazrat Yunus <*-j«up
Our Hazrat Dr. Abdul Hai Sahib ^ & ^ said about

Hazrat Yunus r*ji u*, as we also know, that Almighty Allah
imprisoned him fs-j» *j* in the belly of a fish for three days.
Hazrat Yunus f*j» ^ had no way to get out of this prison.
Darkness was on all sides. He himself had become qutie
helpless and could do nothing to save himself. In such a
criticalsituation hebesought Allah inthefollowing words:

There is no God, except You. Be You glorified.
I have indeed been a wrongdoer, (2i;87).
Almighty Allah responded to this prayer in the

following words wherebyHe accepted his f*-j*up prayer:

Then we heard his prayer and saved him from
the anguish. And thus do We save the
believers. (2i:88)

Thus, he came out of the belly of the fish after three
days. That is how Almighty Allah comes to the rescue of
His believing servants.

Dr. Hazrat Abdul Hai Sahib upaIji u^, has invited us to

consider the real meaning of these verses in which Allah
has said: And thus do We save the believers. Does it mean

that a believer will first have to get into the belly of a fish
and will call Allah from there, and then Allah shall come
to his rescue? This is not the meaning of the verse. It
really means that just as Hazrat Yunus pu\ ^ had been
imprisoned in the darkness of the belly of the fish, you too
may be imprisoned in the darkness of some other kind.
There also your refuge is the same personality as that of
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Hazrat Yunus f*-j»u*, viz., call Allah in these words:

That is, when you pray to Allah in these words, He shall
rescue you from whatever darkness you may have fallen into.

Call Me

So, when you are surrounded by the darkness of the
demands of your 'self, and of the environments, etc., then
call Allah for help against these darknesses and for rescue
from their evils. If you make such a supplication with
sincerity and from the core of your heart, your supplication
is sure to be accepted by All Compassionate Allah.

To pray to Allah for worldly gains and objectives
Sometimes a man prays to Allah for worldly gains and

objectives, e.g., health, wealth, some post or high office. It
is Allah's mercy that He accepts all reasonable prayers of
His servants, although the mode of acceptance differs from
prayer to prayer and man to man. Sometimes Allah grants
exactly the same object which his servant desires, e.g.
health, wealth or post, etc. Sometimes Almighty Allah
Knows - and who can know better than He that the object
of the prayer is not in the best interest of the man. For
example, by getting wealth or a high office the man will
become proud or tyrant like Pharaoh and will destroy his
Hereafter. So the object desired in the prayer is not granted.
Instead, Almighty Allah grants the man a substitute that is
better for him in this world as well as in the Hereafter.

A Prayer for some gain of Been (Faith) is
sure to be granted

Sometimes a sincere man prays to Allah to guide
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him on to the path of Deen and the Sunnah, protect him
from sins, from going astray and from disobedience. As
there can be no better substitute for such requests, Allah
grants them by His mercy. So while asking Allah for
some boon, the petitioner must feel sure that his petition
shall find acceptance with Merciful Allah.

What to do if a sin is committed after prayer?
Hazrat Dr. Sahib *>Jnu^j pointed out that if you pray

to Allah to save yourself from sin and yet you happen to
commit a sin, does it mean that your prayer had not been
accepted. If a prayer for some worldly gain is not accepted
it was pointed out that Allah shall grant the applicant
some better substitute. Is it possible to say the same thing
in the case of a prayer for protection from sin? Can there
be a better substitute than saving the suppliant from sins?
Certainly not. Then what is the answer?

Allah grants an opportunity for
repentance for sins

You must note it carefully that the prayer was granted
by Allah, but if, in some rare case, the man again commits
the sin, Allah grants him an early opportunity to turn to
Allah in repentance and seek His pardon. Sometimes true
and sincere repentance after the commission ofa sin raises a
servant's rank to a height hardly conceivable. A servant's
remorse after committing a sin and offering hearty
repentance are very valuable in the sight ofMerciful Allah.

Then I shall raise you to a high station
Dr. Hazrat Abdul Hai Sahib up^u^, used to say that,

if by chance you commit a sin after this prayer, do not
mistrust Allah that He did not grant your prayer. You do
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not know anything about Allah's intention about the height
to which He wishes to raise you. When by chance you
happen to commit a sin, Allah grants you an opportunity
for repentance and shall make you a recipient of the
benefits emanating from His attributes as the veiler of
sins, being All-Merciful and All-Forgiving...so never think
that your prayer has gone waste. Persist in doing these two
things, i.e. pluck up courage and seek Allah's bounties
with your prayers and wait for the miraculous results.

There is only one formula for safety from sins
I have mentioned a few points about the sin of casting

evil glances. May Allah help us by His mercy to act upon
these points of advice. Aameenl It is not imperative only for
the sin ofcasting evil glances but for all other sins that these
should be resisted with repeated and renewed courage and
by turning to Allah with repentance and prayer. Only one of
the expedient will not do; both are necessary. Using only
one of the two expedients may be likened to a man desiring
to go westward, but running Eastward. How is it possible?
Take the right direction and then hope to reach your desired
destination. Anticipate the acceptance ofyour prayer after it
has been directed in the right manner and in the right
direction.

So turn to the right direction, pluck up courage, then
go ahead and beg of Allah your boon. This is the only
formula for refraining from sins. This is also the formula
for attaining all other virtues, devotion and righteousness.
May Allah help us, by His mercy, to act upon these pieces
ofadvice. Aameen.
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All praise is for Allah. We praise Him and
seek His help and seek his forgiveness and
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believe in Him and rely on Him. We seek
refuge with Him from the evils of our souls
and from the vices of our deeds. There is none

to misguide him whom He guides and there is
none to guide him whom He lets go astray. I
bear witness that there is no god but Allah the
One who has no partner. I also bear witness
that our sire, and our authority and our
Prophet and our Master, Muhammad 4fc is His
servant and His Messenger. May Almighty
Allah have mercy on him, his household and
his Companions ^ -in ^ and bless them and
salute them all in great deal.
Hazrat Amr bin Abi Salmah u**^^*, has
narrated: I was a boy in the Prophet's house.
Once, while taking meals with him #, my
hand was moving here and there in the plate.
The Holy Prophet # then said to me: O boy!
Pronounce Allah's name and eat with your
right hand and from the side that is near
yOU.Bukhari Hadith No: 5376)

There are Five branches of Deen (Faith)

I have repeatedly stated earlier that the injunctions
that have been imposed on us can be divided into five
branches, viz., basic beliefs, worshp, transactions and
dealings, social life and the ethics. These five branches
make up what is called Deen. Ifany ofthese five branches is
omitted then Deen is incomplete. Therefore the demands of
each of these branches shbuld be fully met, i.e. our beliefs,
worship, dealings with the people and business transactions,
our social living and our ethical conduct and character
should all be complete and up to the mark.
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Deen is incomplete without reforming
the social life

So far we have discussed and studied the subject of
ethics. Imam Nuwa-wee *4*&\i~> has framed a new chapter
"Mu asharah" (co-living with other men) and has cited
Ahadith concerning this branch. This considers how we
should eat, drink, live in the house or the neighbourhood
with others. All these activities form part of "Mu asharah"
i.e. social life.

Hazrat Maulana Ashraf Ali Thanawi u*^^ used to

say: Nowadays people have excluded "Mu asharah" from
definition of Deen. They do not accept that the injunction
concerning Deen also apply to this important subject that
is "Mu asharah". This is the stand even of those people
who are very punctual and sincere in other activities of
Deen, e.g. prayers, fasting, Tahajjud, remembrance etc. As
a result, their Deen is incomplete.

It Lvtherefore, necessary to know and act upon the
injunctions and teachings which Allah and His Prophet #
have issued on the subject of"Mu asharah". May Allah help
us all to act upon these injunctions and teachings.

The Holy Prophet # has taught us everything
Allamah Nuwa-wee aj*aIm;u^, has commenced the first

chapter on "Mu asharah" with the etiquettes of drinking
and eating. The Holy Prophet # has given us very
important directions on drinking and eating as he # has
given directions on other walks of life. Once a polytheist
raised an objection to Islam and said to Hazrat Salmal^
Farsi**^^>

M <J*rl :Jl3 o^yJl j&- jJ* JT pSULu f£^U> (jj J\
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That is: Your Prophet# teaches you everything,
even the way ofeasingyourselfin the latrine.
The polytheist said this by way of finding fault with

Islam that the Prophet # taught the Muslims such
insignificant things of life like the use of the urinal and the
latrine. Hazrat Salman ** k ^ replied to him saying: We
consider your objection as insignificant. In fact it is a
matter of pride for us. Our Prophet # has taught us
everything of life, including the etiquettes of sitting in and
using the toilet. He # has taught us just as the parents
teach their children every big and small things of life, if
children were not taught these aspects of life they would
never know them to become polished and civilized
members of the society. Being kinder to us than our
parents, the Holy Prophet 4& has taught us such nice
etiquettes about drinking and eating that by following
them our drinking and eating become an act of worship
entitled to recompense.

Three etiquettes of taking meals
In the Hadith which has been quoted above, Hazrat

Amr bin Salmah u^aIh^ has narrated that the Holy
Prophet 4fc said to him: At the time of eating pronounce
the name of Allah i.e. ^ ^o (Bismillah) and eat with your
right hand and from that part of the plate which is nearer
to you. Do not extend your hand to take the food from any
other part of the plate. Thus in this Hadith three etiquettes
have been mentioned.
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The first etiquette is to pronounce ^^ (Bismillah)
Hazrat 'Ayesha u** &^ has narrated another Hadith

in which the Holy Prophet # said: When anyone of you
begins eating he should pronounce the name of Allah. If by
chance anyone forgets to pronounce Allah's name then on
remembering he should pronounce these words later:

"I begin with the name ofAllah in the beginning
as well as in the end."

Do not provide for Satan's lodging and fooding
Hazrat Jabir 4**^ has narrated a Hadith saying that

the Holy Prophet 4& said: When anyone pronounces
Allah's name on entering his house and at the time of
eating, Satan feels frustrated and informs his companions
that they have in that house neither place to pass the night
nor food to eat, because the owner has pronounced the
name of Allah at the time of entering the house and at the
time of eating the food. When Allah's, name is not
pronounced on entering the house, Satan tells his
companions that they can pass the night in that house.
When the man does not pronounce the name of Allah at
the time of eating, Satan informs his companions that they
can take their meal also in the house. (Abu Dawood... Hadith No:

-3765)

This shows that when Allah's name is not

pronounced, as mentioned above, Satan gets an
opportunity to interfere with the affairs of the house. He
can now seduce and misguide you as he likes and incite
you to commit sins with his whisperings. Satan's
interference in the matter of food means that, there will be
no blessing and spiritual light in it.
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Du a (supplication) to enter the house
In this Hadith the Holy Prophet # has emphasized

two points i.e. to pronounce Allah's name when one enters
one's house. It is still better to recite this Du a which the

Holy Prophet # is reproted to have taught his Ummah:

It was the routine practice of the Holy Prophet #
that he recited the Du a at the time of entering his house
which is translated as follows:

"O Allah! I beg You to grant me the best entry
and the best exit. With the name ofAllah we have

entered and with the name Allah we have gone
out and we have put our trust on our Lord."
When a man enters his house he does not know what

happened in his house during his absence and he may hear
something undesirable on entry. So, it is necessary to seek
Allah's help and blessing before entering one's house.
Similarly, the help and blessings of Allah should be sought
at the time of going out of the house. This is to ward off
trouble and distress at both these times, by virtue of this
Dua.

In order to ensure that you do not omit to recite the
Du a, write it on a piece of paper and hang it on the door of
the house. This Du a is halpful and effective in keeping
distress and mishaps away and it is a means to earn reward
in the Hereafter. It is not possible for Satan to stay in a
house where exit and entry is controlled by this Du a. So,
Satan departs murmuring that there is no place for him in
this house.
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The elder should be the first to begin the meal
Hazrat Huzaifah -u^^ has narrated that when they

took food with the Holy Prophet # they did not extend their
hands towards the food until the Holy Pfophet ^ had started
eating.

The jurists have deduced from this Hadith the
injunction that when elders and youngers both are eating
together, the rule of etiquette demands that the youngers
should wait for elders to start eating.

Satan wants to make the meal lawful for him

Hazrat Huzaifah ** &\ ^j has narrated that once they
were sitting with the Holy Prophet # for a meal but had
not yet started eating. In the meantime a little girl came
running. It seemed that she was awfully hungry. When she
extended her hand towards the food, the Holy Prophet 4&
caught hold of her hand and stopped her from eating the
food. Shortly after, a villager also came and rushed
towards the food. The Holy Prophet # caught hold of his
hand also and stopped him from eating the food. Then
addressing all the companions ^* &\ ^j present there the
Holy Prophet # said:

*br 4J\j *ULp ^!bu iil ^t\ jfjb *i OLfUUl J*&-j OlkJJt d\
J**s~J ^)j&*i\ IJU* *b>«i ^UJLj oJbs-li <l£j J^tx^J 2bjb»Jt ajtgj

(JL^^-^w?) lfc*b *-o (S^i i£ d*b cM t^Xj (e-^ii ijJA\j fd*^H OJL^lB <Aj

That is: Satan desired to make this food lawful

for him by ensuring that Allah's name was not
pronounced upon it. He wanted to do this by
means of this girl, but I caught hold of the girl's
hand. Thereafter, Satan watned to make the food
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lawful for him through this villager, but I caught
hold of his hand also. By God, Satan's hand is in
my hand along with the hand of this girl.

Look after the children

The Holy Prophet # has indicated in this Hadith
that if a minor begins to eat food in the presence of elders
without pronouncing Allah's name, it is the duty of the
elders to warn the child against this and should, if
necessary, catch hold of his hand to stop him from eating,
and ask him to pronounce (Bismillah) before eating.

Today we sit on the dining-table or the dining-cloth
along with our children, but we do not mind at all if they
have no regard for the Islamic etiquettes of dining. In this
Hadith the Holy Prophet # has drawn our attention to this
state of affairs and advised that the elders should be

watching the behaviour of the minors and correcting them
as and when necessary to preserve the blessing of the
foods being eaten.

Satan vomited the food

Hazrat Umayyah bin Mahshi ^^ has narrated that
once the Holy Prophet # was sitting, a man started eating
food before him # without pronouncing the name of
Allah and finished the meal, except that only one morsel
was left. While taking this last morsel to his mouth the
man remembered that he had not pronounced before
starting eating his meal. When he remembered the
injunction of the Holy Prophet # for this occasion he
pronounced the words *j*\j <>» i ^ (with the name of Allah
in the beginning and at the end of it). On seeing this the
Holy Prophet # smiled and said: Satan was also sharing
the food with the man. When he pronounced the words
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Satan vomited whatever he had eaten. Satan thus lost his

share of the food by virtue of this short phrase. The Holy
Prophet # smiled on seeing this scene. By this incident
He # indicated that if a man forgets to pronounce Allah's
name in the beginning, on remembering this omission he
should pronounce the words *j*\ j ^ *s r~* (with the name of
Allah in the beginning and at the end of it). This action
will protect the blessing of the food from being lost.(Abu
Dawood Hadith No: 3768)

The meal is Allah's bounty
It appears from these Ahadith that the sacred words^

prj\j**j\&\ (in the name of Allah, the Merciful, the
Beneficent) should be pronounced before beginning the
meal. It looks to be a very simple act but it is in reality a
magnificent form of worship. On the one hand it becomes
a form of worship deserving reward. On the other hand if
a man pronounces the words with due attention, the wide
door to the knowledge ofAlmighty Allah will be opened for
him. It is because the scared words of the Qur'anic verse ^
^js^jh invites man to realize the truth that the food made
available to him is not the product of his own labour, but it
is a gift ofGiver that is Almighty Allah.

How did the food reach you?
Your pronouncing the words "hf-? invites your

attention to the fact that countless sources of power and
efforts ofthe universe have been harnessed to the process of
making this one morsel of food which you have swallowed
down your throat so easily and comfortably in a moment.
Just think a bit how this piece of bread has reached you. A
farmer put in long and arduous hours of labour in ploughing
the field and rendering it worthy of cultivation. Then he
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sowed it with seeds and watered it. Then the forces of

nature viz., the wind, sun, the moon, the rains etc. worked
on the field. Then sprouted from tiny seeds tiny and tender
seedlings too feeble to bear a little touch. This seedling is
raising its head by tearing the hard crust of the earth.
Gradually and wonderfully it grows into a plant, then into a
tree. The tree then blossoms, brings out small blades of
grain which grows to maturity and ripens. Then so many
men, animals are crushing and winnowing machines work
to bring out ofthe chaff smooth and clean grains. That grain
through the intervention of so many small and big
businessmen reached the market of your city. A large
number of wholesale and retail dealers work hard to make

the bags ofgrain accessible to grinding mills and from there
to the market. You purchase the flour and bring it for
yourself and your family. After going through different
stages the bread is cooked and is before you for eating.

Now consider a bit. Was it possible for you to
assemble together all these various powers of nature to the
making ofa loafofbread, to bring down the rain water from
the sky or to attract the sun rays to ripen the grains?
Moreover, was it within your power to pierce the seeds and
bring out the sprouts? Almighty Allah has said in the Holy
Qur'an:

(ir:**,.^)OjPjjJI j?a ft AijPjjJ psit * Ojij?u U^ f,J\
"Have you seen the seed that you sow, Is it
you that cause it grow or is it We Who make it
grOW? (56:63-64)
This is to say that you could not get even a small

morsel of food in spite of all your resources put in the
work. It is only Allah's infinite mercy that He is feeding
you and all His creation with the choicest of foods. If you
take your food with this admission of gratefulness
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acknowledgement of divine benevolence, then your entire
eating will become an item of worship deserving of
recompense from Almighty Allah.

The difference between a believer's and

non-believer's eating
Our Dr. Abdul Hai up^u^ used to tell us that Deen is

the name of a change in the viewpoint. On effecting a little
change in the viewpoint the world becomes Deen. Take the
example of your food. If you take it without prouncing the
words for-* and without admitting that it is a blessing
granted by Allah, then in so far as eating is concerned, there
is no difference between you and an infidel. You and an
infidel both take food. This food will appease your hunger
and afford you some taste, but it is purely a worldly affair,
having nothing to do with your Deen. You are satisfying
your hunger by taking food. The animals like cows,
buffaloes, goats, etc. are also taking their foods. So there
is no difference between you and these animals.

It is no credit to eat too much

During the time of Hazrat Maulana Muhammad
Qasim Sahib Nanotawi u* &\ ^ the Hindus of the Arya
Samaj (a new Hindu sect) had raised a great hue and cry
against Islam. To highlight the truth of Islam Hazrat
Nanotawi u* di u^ used to debate on religious topics with
the leaders of the Arya Samaj. One day he went out for a
debating programme against a Hindu Pandit. The debate
was to begin after taking the meal. Hazrat Nanotawi h^
ap got up after taking only a few morsels but the Hindu
Pandit ate his fill. After the meal was over the host

complained to Hazrat Nanotawi u*^.u^, that he had eaten
very little. Maulana's reply was that he had eaten
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according to his desire. The Arya Samaji Pandit was also
sitting there. He tauntingly said: Maulana! In the eating .
competition you have been defeated. This is a bad omen
for you. You may also lose the debate in the matter of
arguments. Hazrat Nanotawi up^u^, replied, saying: If the
intention was to hold an eating competition, a buffalo or a
bullock would have been the right rival. I have come here
to take part in a debate with arguments and not to take
part in an eating competition.

The difference between an animal and a man

In his reply referred to above Hazrat Nanotawi &**»>
<o* has pointed out that there is no difference between a
man and an animal in the matter of drinking and eating.
Both take food to keep themselves alive with Allah's
sustenance. Sometimes Allah provides better sustenance
to the animals. To distinguish yourself from animals you
must pronounce the name ofyour Nourisher, Allah, before
beginning to eat your food.

Hazrat Sulaiman ^a*, invited Allah's

creatures to a feast

It is written in books that when Almighty Allah
conferred on Hazrat Sulaiman ^up the Kingdom of the
entire universe, the Prophet f%j»«dp, requested Almighty Allah
to allow him to feast His entire creation for a full one year as
an expression of gratitude to Allah. Allah told him that the
project was n within his capacity. He repeated his request
for one month's feast. Allah again told him that this too was
not within his capacity. Then Hazrat Sulaiman ?y~j\<j* repeated
his request for one day's feast. Allah told him that this too was
not within his power, As he ^a* was insisting on his
request, Allah granted his request for one day. On receipt of
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this permission Hazrat Sulaiman ^aj* began to make
preparations for this tremendous project of feasting with the
help of the services of men and jinn. This took many months.
At long last a huge dining - cloth was spread on the sea-shore
and the food was placed on it. He f->u»<u* commanded the wind
to continue blowing over the food so that it might not gdLbad.
Thereafter, Hazrat Sulaiman ?*j\ <o* requested Almighty Allah
to send some of His creation. Allah told him that He would

first send a fish to partake of his feast. So, a fish came out of
the sea-water and asked the Prophet p*-j» up about the feast.
Hazrat Sulaiman (*u» ^ welcomed and invited it to the feast.
The fish started eating from one side and ate up the entire
food to the other side and asked the Prophet Sulaiman f*~n u*
for more. Hazrat Sulaiman f*j»u* complained that it had
exhausted the entire food. The fish replied: Is a guest
answered in this way? I have been eating my fill ever since I
was born. On account of your feast I have remained hungry.
Almighty Allah, provides for me every day two times with
double the quantity that you have provided. Today I could not
eat my fill.

Hazrat Sulaiman ^^ realized his delusion,
prostrated himself and begged pardon for this. (Nafhatui-Arab,
P-110)

Thank Allah after taking meals
Almighty Allah is providing everyone of His creation

with sustenance, in the bottom of the sea and its darkness or
wherever onemay be. Hehas saidin the Qur'an:

"And there is not an animal on the earth, but
its sustenance depends on Allah." (ii:6)
Allah has taken upon Himself to provide everyone
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of His creatures with sustenance, and there is no

difference between men and animals in the matter of

sustenance. Let animals alone Allah is providing
sustenance to his disbelieving enemies also who deny
even Allah's existence. They are ridiculing and insulting
Him and are making a fun of His Deen. So far as eating is
concerned, there is no difference between a Muslim and a
non-Muslim, except that the non-muslim eats only to
appease his hunger and enjoys the taste of the dishes and
he does not care to pronounce Allah's name before eating.
As a Muslim, you are advised to pronouncing Allah's
name before eating and thank him for the sustenance He
has provided for you. By so doing your act of eating will
become and an act ofDeen and are act of worship.

Change the viewpoint at the time of doing every act
Dr. Hazrat Abdul Hai Sahib u* &\ u^ used to tell us

that he practised this principle for years and years and
explained by saying:

I am sitting on the dining - cloth. The food is there, I
am hungry too. I refrain from eating for a moment and think
that I would not eat the food. The very next moment I
realize that the food before me is only Allah's bounty and
not the result of any effort on my part. It was the practice of
the Holy Prophet # that when food was placed before him
# he ate it with Allah's thanksgiving. I too will eat the food
placed before me in compliance with the Prophet's Sunnah.
Thereafter, I begin eating with the name ofAllah (i^).

I entered the house and felt happy to see the playful,
lovely baby. I felt an urge to take the baby in my lap and
fondle him with love. Yet I kept back for a moment and
thought,that it was not good to take the baby only for the sake
of my liking. The very next moment I remembered that the
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Holy Prophet # loved children very much and took them in
his lap.Now followinghis # Sunnah I will also pick the baby
in my lap. With this notion I picked the child in my lap. After
relating to us this practice he recited this couplet:

Jt if & S f Oij. c- if Jt A

This means: It is not an easy job to make
oneself used to grief and distress (in love).
This is achieved by putting up with the
tensions ofgrief and pain for a long period.
He went of saying: I have attained this by the grace

of Allah, by constant practice and I hardly miss the
opportunity. Whenever, some blessing of this kind comes
before me, I feel at once that it is from Allah and thank

Him and after pronouncing in ^ I do the job. I have now
become used to it. This is what I call" a change in vision"
As a result of this change, a worldly act becomes an act of
Deen and an act ofworship.

The Food - A Blessing of Allah
Once I had an opportunity to atttend a feast with

Hazrat Dr. Sahib u*^ ju^,. When the food was brought we
began eating it. Hazrat Dr. Sahib a*^^ began to point out
the various blessings present in that food. Firstly, the food is
in itself an absolute blessing. If a man is dying ofhunger he
will jump at anything worth eating to save his life, even if it
may be of the worst quality. He shall eat it as one of the
greatest blessings of Allah. As man appeases his hunger
with it, the food is in itselfan independent blessing.
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A tasteful food - The second blessing
The second blessing is that the food is very tasteful

and agreeable to one's palate and desire. A hungry man
will even eat a tasteless food to satisfy his hunger, but here
he finds the food tasteful and appetising. Thus, a tasteful
food is another blessing ofAllah.

Availabiity of food with honour - the third blessing
The third blessing about food is that the host is

serving the food to the guests or the invitees with honour. If
tasteful food was provided but it was not served to the
guests with honour or was served as is served to beggars
and menial servants, the taste and quality of the food would
be meaningless and disgusting, as someone has said:

(j<c/ jt jhs * Jf ^ J:j \f*
"O celestial bird (i.e. man), death is better than
the sustenance which retards the freedom of

flying."
Thus, if anyone is providing you with food in a

manner which is insulting and degrading, then there is no
blessing and taste in that food. Praise be to Allah that the
provider is providing food with honour and grace.

To have appetite for food - the fourth blessing
The fourth blessing consists in the presence of appetite

and desire for food. The food is available, it is tasteful and has
been served with honour. If there is no appetite due to
indigestion, even the food of the best quality and standard is
useless. Praise be to Allah that we are getting our sustenance
which is tasteful, served with honour and there is also a good
appetite.
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Peace and security at the time of eating -
the fifth blessing

It is the fifth blessing in respect of food that we are
eating it with peace and ease without anxiety and fear. Good
and tasteful food is available with grace and honour, but
there is some worry torturing the mind like some mishap or
bad tidings. In such a situation even the best kind of food
becomes repelling and disgustful. Praise be to Allah that we
are getting our food in a peaceful and congenial atmosphere.

To take food in the company of friends -
the sixth blessing

It is the sixth blessing that we are taking our food in
the company of our best friends. To take food all alone
despite all the foregoing blessings is very much different
from taking the same food in the company of our friends.
Taking food in the company of friends and relations has a
distinctive pleasure which is not available in eating it alone
or in the company of strangers. Food is indeed a great
blessing and this blessing is accompanied with so many
other blessings. You must then be grateful to Almighty
Allah for all these blessings.

This food is a combination of various

forms of worships
When you take food with the belief that Almighty

Allah has granted you so many blessings, you must render
thanks to Allah. Taking food after pronouncing i^
(Bismillah) is indeed a worship. However, remembering all
the blessings available in the act of eating and expressing
thanks to Allah for all the blessings concealed in this one
blessing becomes composite worship. Now this food which
is a worldly gift, becomes a gift of the Hereafter by
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becoming a form of worship. On the one hand you are
enjoying taste, satisfaction of hunger and health for your
body and on the other hand you are adding to your good
deeds. This is what is called "Change of viewpoint". This
"change ofviewpoint" has the effect ofchanging your world
into Deen. Hazrat Sheikh Sadi U* ^ ^ has said in Persian

couplet:

>#l X J) J$ 3 JSJ? 3 ^ Vl 3J

[J j? *J& 3 J/ ^ L.t y ir

The clouds, the winds, the moon, the sun and the
sky are all doing their respective jobs, so that you may
earn your bread. You should therefore, not eat this bread
carelessly (and without rendering thanks to Allah).

You have already been advised that you should always
begin eating with the name of Allah * ^ If you by chance
ever forget then pronounce these words

when you remember during course ofeating.

How to compensate for an optional act?
Relying on this Hadith regarding the omission of

saying b\ <*-*, Hazrat Dr. Sahib *> ^ u^ has said that if a
person forgets to do some optional worship at its
appointed time, he should not think that the time having
passed, it is no longer necessary to compensate for it. He
should do that optional worhsip later on as and when he
gets time for that. Once we were going in the company of
Hazrat Dr. Sahib to attend some gathering which was
scheduled to be held after the Maghrib prayer. We set off
from our place late and had to offer the Maghribprayer on
the way. In order to save time Hazrat Dr. Sahib <4* &\ ^
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offered only the three Rak'ats of the Farz (obligatory)
prayer and the two Rakats of the SunnaK omitting the
two Nafl Rak ats. We also did the same and rushed to
reach the destination. On arriving there we joined the
assembly, listened to the lectures and set off on the return
journey after offering the isha prayer there at about ten
p.m. At the time of returning the Sheikh asked us about
the six Rak ats of the Aw-waabeen prayers (Nafl prayer
after Maghrib). We told him that these were missed for
want of time. He said that, by the grace of Allah, he
offered all his usual nafl (optional) prayers along with his
isha prayer. He added that inthis way he compensated for
the missed six Rak ats of the Aw-waabeen prayers.

Dr. Sahib ^ &\ ^j further said: You are maulawis.

You will rule that no compensation is required for missed
Nafl prayers, because this is necessary only in the case of
Farz and wajib (obligatory and compulsory) prayers and
not Sunnah and Nafl prayers. You will, therefore, take
objections to my act of compensating for the missed six
Rak ats of the Aw-wabeen.

He a> jjii^j continued: Did you not read the Hadith in
which the Holy Prophet # has said that if you forget to
pronounce Allah's name (& ^ when beginning to take your
food, you should pronounce the words n*j*s j^ &^ when you
remember the first omission during your eating or at the end
of it. On the analogy of this Hadith Hazrat Dr. Sahib aj* &\ u^,
has advised that if anyone misses some Nafl worship, it
should not be abandoned altogether. In order to add to the
record of our good deeds for the benefit of theftereafter, we
should compensate for these omissions as far as possible, no
matter you call it Qaza or something else.

These are some of the fine points which one needs to
learn from the learned Sheikhs. It is true that according to
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the books of Fiqh (jurisprudence) there is no Qaza
(compensation) for missed Nafl prayers. However, as
advised by Hazrat Dr. Sahib up^u^, there is no restriction
in compensating for these missed prayers. This will add to
the balance of our good deeds. May Almighty Allah
enhance the status ofour Sheikh up^a^. Aameen.

Du a at the time of folding up the dining-cloth

£3j til OlT ^j *ip 4>t JU? ^\ Q\ 4iP ill ^j 2UUI ^i j*

Hazrat Abu Amamah ** *\ ^j has narrated that
when the dining-cloth was folded up at the end
of the meal, the Holy Prophet 4& used to recite
this Du a which means: O our Lord! Abundant

praise is for You for this clean and blessed
food (which You provided) which is neither
insufficient nor unwanted nor dispensable.
This is a unique Du a which the Holy Prophet # has

taught, keeping in view the human nature and temparament.
When man is hungry, he feels a great longing for food to
appease his hunger. As soon as his hunger is appeased he
becomes disgusted to see the same food of which he was so
keenly desirous a few minutes earlier. That is why the Holy
Prophet # taught this wonderful Du a, lest having satisfied
his hunger man should become indifferent to Allah's
blessings and grow ungrateful to Him particularly when he
will require these blessings again and again, throughout his
life. This Du a also implies an appeal to Almighty Allah to
grant his sustenance again and again.
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Get your sins pardoned after reciting this Du'aat
the end of your meal

Jj*» ^-p j* *~*hJ ^ cr**^ <^ ^ "^^}-^ ^^ J^ <j*

<fuUi j* ^ytit Jjiucjb oi^jJt vjuf <^Juy) 4Ji ja »JjB2 UJ ^AP 3j5 *}j ^j»

(not,

It is narrated by Hazrat Ma'az ** ai ^ who has
reported that the Holy Prophet # said: The
past sins of him are pardoned who says after
taking his food: All praise is for Allah Who
provided for me food to eat and granted me
this food without any effort and labour on my
part. (Tirmizi Hadith No: 3454)

Just think what a generous grant of reward and
recompense for such a small and easy act! How merciful
and Benevolent is Almighty Allah!

A small deed yielding a great reward
Please note that I have already mentioned this point that

when it is mentioned in a Hadith that by doing a certain act
sins are forgiven, the sins imply only minor sins. As regards
major sins, they are not forgiven without repentance. Likewise
sins involving usurpation of the rights or dues of the servants
of Allah cannot be forgiven, unless the claimants write off
their claims in favour of the liable persons. If a person recites
this Du a after food, Almighty Allah shall forgive all these
minor sins. So small an act and so great its reward! Hazrat Dr.
Sahib aj* 4iit i^j frequently said about this Du a that in the form
ofthis Du a the Holy Prophet # has given us an elexir of life.
A man becomes entitled to blessings and the virtue of
gratitude, whether he recites this Du a loudly, in low voice or
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in his heart. May Almighty Allah help us all to observe these
etiquettes. Aameenl

Do not find fault with food

<u1p &\ ^J^p &\ Jj-^j oIpU :J IS <up &\ ^>j oJojjt ^\ j*

Hazrat Abu Hurairah ** in ^ has narrated that
the Holy Prophet 4& never found fault with
any food. If he liked,he ate the food, but if he
did not like, he left it.
We learn from this Hadith that all sorts of food are a

gift from Allah and it is our bounden duty to respect and
value the sustenance granted by Allah which is a great
favour to us from Him.

None is bad or worthless in the Universe

There is nothing in this world which Almighty Allah
has not created with some wisdom and expedience.
Everything found in the world has some benefit and utility.
The famous Urdu Poet, Dr. M. Iqbal has very aptly said:

jt LXj if / % ^ u?
jt uttf L &j2 j* is. 6/

This means: There is nothing worthless in this
world and there is nothing bad in the
workshop ofNature.
Allah has, in His infinite wisdom created things

which have some definite use, although we may not know
the purpose of the creation of those things. We count
snakes, scorpions, etc., among deadly reptiles, yet they too
possess some advantage and use in the overall scheme of
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Universe, no matter we know it or are in dark about it.

The story of a King and a Fly
It is related about a King that one day he was sitting

ill his court with all pomp and show when a fly sat on his
nose. You might have seen that some flies are very
obstinate. They sit on your body again and again,
however, forcibly you may try to drive them away. The fly
that sat on the King's nose also belonged to that category.
On seeing this the King raised objection to Allah's
creation of flies which, in the King's opinion, were a
troublesome creature. A saintly person present in the
King's court heard this objection and could not help
replying to the King in these words: One wisdom in the
creation of this fly is that it is defying an arrogant despot
like you, Allah has demonstrated that you are too helpless
to save yourself from the distress you are suffering on
account of this fly. You cannot underrate the expedience
and widom of the creation of this small fly.

A strange incident about a Scorpion
Imam Razi ^ «ito ^ has been a famous saint and an

expert theologian who compiled the renowned
commentary of the Holy Qur'an under the name Tafsir
Kabir. It is such a detailed commentary book that the
commentary on the Surah Fatiha alone covers two
hundred pages. Writing the commentary on the first Surah
of al-Fatihah he has related an incident on the direct

narration of another saint who lived in Baghdad. The saint
said that while taking a walk along the side of the River
Tigris, he saw that a scorpion was also going along the
riverside in front of him. The saint thought that being a
creation of Allah, it was also created for some purpose.
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We decided to follow the scorpion to find out its
destination. After covering a long distance, the scorpion
turned towards the river and stopped at the riverside. The
saint also stood there. A little later the saint saw that a

tortoise was swimming towards the scorpion when it
reached the shore the scorpion jumped on the back of the
tortoise. In this way Almighty Allah provided a boat for
the scorpion to cross the river. As he had resolved to know
the final result he also hired a boat and set off in the

direction of the tortoise and the scorpion. When the
tortoise reached the other side of the river the saint again
started chasing it. After some time he saw that a man was
sleeping under a tree. He thought that the scorpion was
going to sting that man. The saint went near the sleeping
man to wake him up and inform him of the scorpion's
sting, but he saw that a poisonous snake was there
spreading its hood over the man and ready to bite him.
The scorpion quickly got on the snake and stung it so hard
that the snake writhed and died instantly. The scorpion
moved away in another direction. All of a sudden the
sleeping man awoke from sleep and saw that a scorpion
was creeping away nearby. He ran to kill the scorpion with
a stone. The saint at once caught hold of the man's hand
and told him that the scorpion had saved his life . The
scorpion was the man's well-wisher because Allah had
deputed it to kill the snake and save the man's life. The
saint has said that on that day he observed the wonderful
Omnipotence and power of Almighty Alalh. This incident
shows that there is some wisdom and purpose in
everything which Allah has created in this universe.
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The worms that are born in filth

I have also seen another incident, although I am not
sure of its genuineness. If it is a genuine incident it is full of
morals. While sitting in a latrine a man saw there very small
white worms which are some times also born in man's

intestines. While admitting that Allah has created everything
for some purpose and with wisdom he felt no doubt about
the secret and wisdom ofcreating those useless worms.

After some days that man suffered from some eye
disease. He did all that was possible for him to recover
from that disease but all in vain. At last he came across an

eye physician who told the patient that only one treatment
was available which sometimes proves effective. He told
the patient that a paste prepared from the worms that are
found in man's stomach had sometimes been found to be

efficacious in such a disease. When I heard this story I
became fully convinced that Almigty Allah has created
everything for some purpose, even though we may not be
able to grasp the use and wisdom ofthat creation

Likewise, there is a wisdom and some purpose in the
cration ofthat food which we do not relish and refuse to eat.

At any rate, all food items are forms of sustenance granted
to man by Almighty Allah whcih we must value and respect.
If you do not like any food do not speak ill of it, nor try to
find fault with it. This is dishonouring Allah's benevolence
and blessing which is no doubt very bad indeed.

Do not disparage food
This is also a very valuable advice of the Holy

Prophet # that we should value and respect Allahs'
sustenance. This is an Islamic etiquette but it is being
badly violated in our society. We are initating the
non-Muslims in this matter as we are doing in other
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matters. We have no respect for Allah's sustenance. We
throw away the superfluous food in dustbins. Sometimes
our hearts shudder to see this disrespect to food which is
being shown by the Muslims. Particularly in hotels and
marriage feasts large quantities of valuable food dumped
in dustbins and garbage heaps. According to the teachings
of our Deen we should value even a small piece of bread
we find lying anywhere, we should pick it up and place it
at a raised ground, so that an animal or bird may eat it.

Hazrat Thanawi u^u^

and the value of sustenance

I have heart Dr. Abdul Hai Sahib a^uu^, relating an
anecdote of Hazrat Thanawi up^u^,. Once Hazrat

Thanawi a*^^ felt sick and during his sickness someone
offered him milk to drink. Hazrat Thanawi a* aji u^ drank

that milk. A little of it remained which he placed under his
bed and fell into sleep. When he awoke from sleep he
inquired about the left over milk. He was told that it had
been thrown away as it was hardly a drought. Hazrat
Thanawi *j*&\u*j got very much displeased. He scolded the
man for having thrown away Allah's sustenance. He -Au*^
4> said that if he could not drink that milk someone else

could have drunk it or it could have been offered to a cat

or a parrot, so as to help with it some creature of Allah.
After this he ^Jbuu^, mentioned a principle:

It is binding on man to value and respect the small
quantities of those things from large quantities of which
he receives benefit in his ordinary life.

For example, man eats a large quantity of food to
appease his hunger. If a small quantity is left over, man is
duty-bound to value and respect that left over quantity. It is
not lawful to waste it. This too should be put to some use.
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The Right way of shaking off the dining-cloth
Sayyid Asghar Husain Sahib up^-u^,, known as

"Mian Sahib" was a teacher in the Darul-Uloom Deoband.

He was a unique saint. His life recalls to our memory the
days of the Noble Companions ^ai^. My respected
father told us that once he called upon him up^iju^,. As it
was meal time the saint invited my father to dine with
him. Accordingly, my father sat with him on the
dining-cloth. When they had finished eating my father
began to fold up the dining-cloth so that he might shake it
off to clean it. Mian Sahib asked my father: Do you know
how to shake off and clean a dining-cloth? My father
replied: Hazrat, it does not require any special knowledge
or art nor any special training. I shall take it out and shake
it off. Hazrat Mian Sahib U* duu^ said: That is why I asked
you this question. Now it appears that you do not know
the job. This is also an art. My father requested Mian
Sahib to teach him that art.

Mian Sahib then reopened the dining-cloth and
separated the bones from the food scraps, etc. He sorted
out the bones which had some pieces of flesh sticking to
them, and the big and very small pieces of bread.
Addressing my father he said: See, these are four different
things and in my house each is kept in a different place.
The meat bones with some flesh have a different place
which is known to the cat. The bones without flesh have a

different place known to the dogs of the area. As for these
pieces of bread I place the bigger ones of them on this
wall for birds, like kites and crows. As for the very fine
pieces of the bread, these are placed near a hole of ants.
He added saying: This is Allah's sustenance; no part of it
should be laid waste. This, my respected father u* &\ ^
was convinced that the act of shaking off and rolling up
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the dining-cloth was also an art.

Our plight today
What do we do now? We shake off the dining-cloth

on the dustbin or the dust-heap, without thinking that this is
disparaging Alalh's sustenance. Do you not see these
countless creatures for whom Almighty Allah has produced
this sustenance. If you cannot eat a thing yourself, keep it
for some other creature of Allah. In olden days children
were taught to value and respect Allah's sustenance. If a
piece of bread was lying somewhere they were taught to
pick it up and keep it with due regard at some raised place.
As the western civilisation is gaining ground in our society,
our Islamic values sand etiquettes are disappearing
gradually. It is an injunction of the Holy Prophet #: If you
like a food, eat it; if you do not like it, leave it, but neither
speak ill of it, nor find fault with it nor disparage it. It is
imperative to revive this Sunnah. These things are not being
mentioned by way of story-telling and for enjoyment. They
are for action in all sincerity. We should value and respect
the sustenance granted to us by Almighty Allah. We should
also observe the etiquettes taught by the Holy Prophet #
about it. These form part of our Deen and are its distinctive
features. We must at the same time do our best to get rid of
the vices which the western civilization has imposed on our
soceity.

Vinegar is also a sort of'Salan1 (Curry)

<J*Jl p*$\ p*i: Jjiij <JfbJjwjJ <4j U-031J>^1 U*LPU :1jJU3

Hazrat Jabir ** k ^ has narrated that once the
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Holy Prophet # asked the inmates of his
house to fetch him some curry (Salan), (bread
was available). They told him # that they had
nothing except vinegar. The Holy Prophet #
said: Bring it. Hazrat Jabir ***»^ has narrated
that the Holy Prophet M ate bread with the
vinegar, repeatedly saying: The venegar is a
very good curry.

The condition of the Household of the

Holy Prophet #
It is stated about the household of the Holy Prophet

# that he # used to provide for his sacred whfes one
year's provision. Despite this nothing was available there
to serve as curry (Salan). After all they were the wives of
the Holy Prophet #. They spent most of their resources in
the path of Allah. According to a Hadith narrated by
Hazrat 'Ayeshah ^ &̂ j fire was not lighted in her house
for cooking for periods of three months continuously.
They lived only on two items, dates and water. (Sahin
Bukhan... Hadith No: 2567).

The Holy Prophet # valued and
respected a blessing

It appears from this Hadith that the Holy Prophet #
greatly valued and respected a blessing which he # was
granted by Allah, and he rendered thanks for that. In the
society in general vinegar is not used as a curry; it is used
only as a pickle to change the taste of the food and to
make it more palatable. See how not only did the Holy
Prophet # eat his bread with it, but he also repeatedly
praised it as a very nice and delicious curry.
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We should praise the food
On the authority of this Hadith the Muhadditheen

(scholars of Hadith) have said that if anyone uses vinegar
with the intention that the Holy Prophet # ate and praised
it, he will receive reward for this. Another point that can
be deduced from this Hadith is that a man should say
something in praise of the food which pleases him.
Praising the food implies gratitude for Allah that he
granted the food. It also implies an appreciation of the
cook who cooked the food. It is very improper on the part
of a person that he satisfies his hunger and enjoys the food
but does not say a word of gratitude and praise. The cook
deserves a few words of praise and encouragement for the
pains he has taken in cooking food for you. He is a great
miser who cannot utter a few words ofpraise for someone.

The cook should be praised
Hazrat Dr. Sahib upaIh^j once related this anecdote

that occurred with him. He said that a gentleman used to
call upon him from time to time. He and his wife both
were among his disciples for spiritual training. One day
they invited him to a feast at their house. He called on
them and took his food there. The food was very
delicious and had been nicely cooked. It was the habit of
Dr. Sahib ^A^j that whenever he took food at any
place, he praised that food and also praised the cook
who cooked it. He did this by way of expressing
gratitude for Allah and praise and encouragement for the
person who cooked the food. When*Dr. Sahib aj^Jjiju^,
had partaken of the food, that housewife came near Dr.
Sahib from behind the curtain and bade "Salam" to him

upaIjiju^. Dr. Sahib uttered a few words of praise for the
food and for her who had cooked it so nicely. On
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hearing these words of praise she began to weep and Dr.
Sahib heard her sobbings. Dr. Sahib upaIuju*-; was
astonished at this and thought that perhaps she was
offended at some of his words. On being asked the
reason for her weeping, controlling herself with some
difficulty she said that she had been living with her
husband for about forty years, but during this long
period of association she never heard from her husband
a word of praise about her cooking. She said that on
hearing from the Sheikh a word of praise about the food,
she was moved to tears. As her husband was a disciple
of the Sheikh, the latter reprimanded him on his
miserliness in the matter of saying a few words of praise
about his wife's cooking in order to please her. The
moral we learn from this anecdote is that after taking
food we should praise the food as well as the cook who
cooked it. This ensures rendering thanks to Almighty
Allah as well as pleasing the cook.

To praise a gift
When a gift is presented to anyone the reciver of the

gift generally utters a few formal words like this: It was
not at all necessary. Why did you take this trouble, etc. Dr.
Abdul Hai Sahib upir^ followed a different way of
receiving a gift when it was presented to him by some of
his close friends with due respect and love. He would
show much fondness for that gift and his appreciation as if
it was something which he badly needed.

Once I presented to him a piece of cloth, while
accepting the humble gift, he said:

I was in search of such cloth. The colour of the cloth

is particularly appealing to me.
About gifts he advised that the affection of the giver
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of the gift should be acknowledged with a few words of
appreciation and praise. There is a Hadith •• ^ym^y,-
meaning, increase love among yourselves by exchange of
gifts. This increase of love will materialize only when you
receive the gifts with a few words of happiness and
appreciation.

Express gratitude to the people also
The Holy Prophet # has said in a Hadith:

This means: One who does not thank man

does not also thank Allah.

That is to say, you must render at least verbal thanks
to a man and praise him who behaves with you with love
and sincerity and provides you with some benefit. This is
an act of the Sunnah, based on the teachings of the Holy
Prophet #. If we follow these directions we shall soon see
the birth of love and betterment of mutual relations among
families and individuals in the society, resulting in the end
ofenemities, hatred and malice, etc.

May Allah help us to follow the right course. Aameenl

The Holy Prophet # teaching his
stepson good manners

Hazrat Amr bin Salmah u** tin ^ has narrated this
Hadith which has already bee cited.

Jj^j j*?- ^U*>\p c*£: Jl3 U^ip &\ ^pj 3UL» ^\ jijj** j£

Jj*»>j ^J Jl5 <\&t~eb\ ^J JJojt£JU CJlfj <JL>j aJp ill (JU? A

dJLbU* JS"j fdL^j^j &\ f <fte b :JL>j *4* & J^> &\
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Hazrat Amr bin Salmah u** &\ ^ narrated this

Hadith which has already been cited. The
narrator Hazrat Amr ** &^j was a stepson of
the Holy Prophet #. Hazrat Abu Salmah -a^
^ was Hazrat Umm Salmah's v^aJh^j first
husband. After his death the Holy Prophet #
married Hazrat Umma Salmah i** ^ ^j After
this second marriage the son also came to the
house of the Holy Prophet # alongwith his
mother, Hazrat Umma Salmah i^Jn^. The
son, Hazrat Amr ** *\ ^, thus came under the
direct training of the Holy Prophet #. He a^
** has said: When I was a child and under

training of the Holy Prophet #, I once sat
with him # to take food. During eating my
hand moved in the plate on all sides. When the
Holy Prophet # observed this, he # said: O
boy, pronounce Allah's name,^^ before
beginning the meal and eat with your right hand
from part ofthe plate which is before you.

It is a rule of etiquette to eat from one's front
In this Hadith the Holy Prophet # has mentioned

three rules of etiquettes. Firstly ,begin eating after
pronouncing the words fo ^ . Secondly, eat with your right
hand. Thirdly, eat from the part of the plate which is facing
you and not from all sides. The Holy Prophet # has laid
great emphasis on observing this etiquette for obvious
reasons. While eating food facing you if some food is left, it
will not look clumsy someone shall eat it without feeling
any disgust, otherwise the food will have to be thrown
away.
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Blessings descend on the middle of the food
According to a Hadith of the Holy Prophet #

blessings of Allah descend on the middle of a food when it
is served. If the food is eaten from the middle of it, the

blessings will disappear. These divine blessings prolong, if
the food is eaten from the sides. A qeustion arises about the
meaning and significance ofthese blessings. What are they?
How do they descend on the middle of the plate only? The
answer is that we cannot grasp these divine secrets with our
limited knowledge and intellect. These are the wisdom and
expedients ofAllah best known to Him and His Prophet #.
It is also not necessary for us to involve ourselves in this
issue. We have been taught to eat food facing us and not
from the middle ofthe plate. (TirmizLHadithNo: 1806)

If there are many items on the plate
we can extend our hands to other sides also

The foregoing rule of etiquette is applicable only
when there is only one item of food on the plate. If there are
many items of food, it is permissible to extend one's hand
from side to side to pick up the item of one's choice. Hazrat
'Akraish bin Zaeeb ^ fo ^j who is a companion ** h^j has
said: Once I called upon the Holy Prophet # who was
going to attend some feast. He took me also with him #
when we reached the place ofthe feast "Sareed" was placed
on the dining-cloth. (Sareed is prepared with crushed pieces
of dried bread soaked in curry. The Holy Prophet # was
very fond of this dish and he # has spoken about its
excellence). When I started eating I omitted pronouncing the
words di,-* The Holy Prophet advised me to pronounce
these sacred words before taking food. In addition to this, I
picked up the morsels from different sides of the plate.
Seeing me do this the Holy Prophet # said:
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"O 'Akraish, take the food from one place
because the food is of one kind.

So I began to eat from one side. Thereafter a very big
plate was placed before us with different kinds of dates.
According to the common saying that "once bitten twice
shy", I began to eat the dates from one side, as the Holy
Prophet # had advised me earlier. When the Holy Prophet
# saw that I was picking up the dates from one side only he
# said:

Jo~\j OjJj^jP <bl3 <C**2a v^- ja JS" <j^^£ b
That is O 'Akraish, eat from wherever you like

because the dates are ofdifferent kinds.

Through this Hadith the Holy Prophet # has taught
that when the food is of one kind it should be eaten from

the front of the person eating it. If the food is of different
kinds, there is no harm in eating it by extending the hand
to different sides to take up the morsels. cnrmizi. Book offoods
Hadith No: 1849).

It is not lawful to take food with the left hand

&\ Jj-.j jlp Ji"l *hrj d\ <lp it ^j £jT *i\ jj 4-JL» j*j
*i JtS ^Irr.J *i JlS dlu.».j JS" JU3 <dU-£o pJL>j Up ill JU>

Hazrat Salmah bin Akwa' **&^j has narrated that
once a man sitting with the Holy Prophet # was eating with
his left hand. The Holy Prophet 4fc asked him to eat with the
right hand. He replied, saying: I am unable to eat with the
right hand. (Apparently he was a hypocrite who was telling
a lie). It is a very serious sin and crime to tell a lie to a
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Prophet of Allah and to insist on one's mistake and sin.
Allah does not like this audacity. The Holy Prophet §£
cursed him saying: c-ts-n (May you never have the ability to
eat with your right hand). The curse of the Holy Prophet #
had its effect. It occurs in a narrative that thereafter the man

was not able to raise his right hand to his mouth. May
Almighty Allah save us from such a trial. Aameenl

If one commits a mistake, one should admit it
and seek pardon for it

If a man commits a mistake on account of his

weakness as a man, but admits his mistake and expresses
regret and remorse for it and asks for forgiveness then
merciful Allah forgives him. It is a heinous sin to deny the
mistake committed and to insist on it, particularly before
the Prophet & ofAllah.

The Holy Prophet # hardly cursed anyone. He #
did not curse even his enemies. In respect of his
arch-enemies he # prayed:

O Allah! Guide my community, because they
do not know me.

As regards this hypocrite, the Holy Prophet # was
informed through a revelation that he was refusing to eat with
the right hand because of his hypocrisy and enmity, and that
there was no disability with him. Due to this the Holy Prophet
# cursed him which was at once accepted by Almighty Allah.

It is not right to insist upon one's mistake
Hazrat Dr. Abdul Hai Sahib u**in u^ used to say: If a

man calls upon saints and godly men in a state that he is
addicted to bad habits and is a sinner, there is no harm. It is,
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however, very serious and harmful to tell lies to these saintly
men and to insist upon their sins. To tell lies to the Prophets of
Allah is much more dangerous and heinous. Sometimes Allah
discloses the secrets of such men to the successors of the

Prophets (tf-ji^. To illustrate this Dr. Sahib up^^ related an
incident concerning Hazrat Thanawi u* 4iit a*^. Once Hazrat
Thanawi u**h\ ^ was delivering a sermon. In the gathering a
man was sitting in an arrogant style, supporting his back
against the wall and spreading out his legs. To sit in a
gathering in such a style is against the etiquettes of
assemblies. In order to correct the eprson, Hazrat Thanawi ^
u*aIji took objection to the man and told him that it was against
the etiquettes of an assembly to sit in that way and that he
should sit with due regard and discipline. Instead ofdoing the
needful, the man said that he was suffering from pain in his
waist. Perhaps by this reply he wanted to say that it was
wrong to warn him, as the Sheikh «jp ^ ^ was not aware of
his pain. Hazrat Dr. Sahib u*&'**"> told us that Hazrat
Thanawi U* &\ u^ bent down his neck for a while and closed

his eyes, then raising up his neck he said to the man: you are
lying. You have no pain in your waist, you should get up and
leave the assembly. It appears that sometimes Allah informs
His righteous servants of hidden things and conditions. It is,
therefore, very dangerous to tell lies to, and deceive saintly
men. Instead, if by chance a sin is committed the sinner
should regret the sin and seek repentance. Allah will by His
mercy, forgive that sin or mistake.

People contacted the man who had been turned out of
the assembly and asked him to tell the fact. He admitted that
he had no pain in his waist; he had told a lie to the Sheikh to
justify his sitting. What the Sheikh said was true.
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Refrain from being audacious to saintly men
Look! who is there in the world who does not

commit a sin, a mistake or some shortcoming. Man, by
dint of his very nature, does commit mistakes or sins. If
anyone is not following the course appointed by these
Sheikhs and saints, even then Allah sometimes helps him
to repent for his sins and take the right course. However,
to behave disrespectfully and rudely with the saints, to
speak ill of them or to insist upon one's sins and to try to
prove them right are such a grievous curse that sometimes
it jeopardises the very 'Eemari of a person. Never mind, if
you do not appreciate something in a saint, do not be
insolent and disrespectful towards them, lest Almighty
Allah should become displeased and may prove harmful to
a man's Eeman (belief). May Almighty Allah protect us
from this. Aameenl

Nowadays people have become addicted to disowning
their faults. They have become so bold that they commit
sins and try to prove that what they have committed is not a
sin. For example, to allege that a certain saint is a
worldly-wise man, he is neither a Sheikh nor a saint is
something very dangerous. Refrain from this yourself and
advise others to refrain from such misconduct.

Do not eat two dates together

<JjTb j^oj k>j+i U^p At ^pj y>& j* Aulp d\£i <\j*j bijjj

p3 <d\j&\ jP ^ pL>j Up &\ J^ ^\ Old <\j>$k> V:Jj5i

Hazrat Jabalah bin Saheem ** k ^ has narrated that
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during the caliphate of Hazrat /Abdullah bin Zubair ** k ^
famine occurred in the land. During this hard time Allah
favoured them with a quantity of dates. When they were
eating those dates, Hazrat Abdullah bin Umar ** k ^ passed
by them and forbade them to eat two dates together. The act
of eating two dates together is called &j in the Arabic
language. All who were eating the dates were equally
entitled to share the available dates. It was therefore not

right that some should take only a single date and some
others two dates together. That is why the Holy Prophet #
forbade people to eat two dates together. Eating two dates
together when others were eating only one is not just.

This Hadith teaches that it is not fair to usurp othes'
rights.

How to use things of common use and
joint ownership

In the above Hadith the Holy Prophet # has also
taught the principle that a man should not try to derive
more benefit than others from something which is a
common property meant for the benefit of all. By
disobeying this principle one appropriates more than one's
share, violating the rights of others. This is not lawful. Not
only does this principle apply to dates, but it also applies
to all common and public properties that are meant for the
benefit of all on equal terms.

For example the system of self-service is in vogue
nowadays in the marriage or other dinners. The invitees help
themseles by taking their shares ofthe food themselves from
the common pool. All invitees have equal right to the food.
Now if a man takes in his plate more than his due share,
depriving others of their shares - and this is what actually
happens - he does something unlawful and commits the sin
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involved in the Arabic word "Qiran" (jv).

Take out the food in your plate with due care
This principle has been stated to teach the Ummah

that it is a Muslim's duty to make sacrifice for his other
Muslim brothers and not to usurp their rights, irrespective
of that the rights may be significant or insignificant in
value. It is, therefore, necessary for every man to
safeguard the rights ofothers instead of being selfish.

My respected father Hazrat Maulana Mufti
Muhammad Shaft Sahib u^hu^ once explained the same
principle while sitting on the dining-cloth. He u**ii»u^
said: when the food has been served on the dining-cloth,
count the men sitting round the cloth and if the food is
equally distributed among them how much of it will fall to
your share. Then eat only your share. If you eat more it
will fall within the definition of Qiran (a»y) which is
unlawful.

It is not lawful to occupy sitting space in
a Railway compartment more than your due share

Once my respected father a* &\ u^, explained to us a
point concerning sitting arrangements in a Railway
compartment. He pointed out that it is written for
information in every compartment that there is sitting
capacity for 22 passengers only. A passenger enters the
compartment earlier and reserves for himself three or four
men's seats and spreads thereon his bedding to lie down,
compelling three or four men to remain standing. This too
comes within the definition of &j . This is absolutely
unlawful, because he had the right to take only one man's
seat. By occupying more than one seat he has committed
two sins. Firstly, he purchased only one ticket for himself
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but occupied two or three seats without paying for them
which he had no right. Secondly, by occupying
unrightfully the seats of others he violated their rights.
Thus, he committed two sins. By the first sin he violated a
right of Almigty Allah and by the second sin, the rights of
the servants ofAllah.

The Rights of companions on a journey
It is a right ofAllahs' servants and it is very difficult to

have it pardoned. The rights and dues of men cannot be
forgiven unless the claimants or the creditors forgive their
rights or dues. If at anytime Almighty Allah creates in you
an urge to repent for your sin, how can you search for the
passenger who travelled with you whose right you had
usurped? Now there is no way out for you to clear the
liability lying on your shoulders. It is, therefore, very
imperative for you to be cautious about these pitfalls. The
Holy Qur'an has given comands on many occasions about
this point:

Literally the words v*Juv^u>" mean "And the
companion by your side." He is the person who has by
chance taken his seat by your side, while travelling on a
bus, railway train or an aeroplane. He too has some rights
which you should not usurp. You should do some sacrifice
for his sake. The journey is short and shall end very soon.
If you commit some sin it shall remain on record in the
roll ofyour deeds for the whole of your lifetime. It will be
very difficult for you to have it pardoned.
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It is compulsory to maintain proper accounts
in a partnership business

It is a common practice prevailing nowadays that a few
brothers are carrying on a partnership business, yet they
maintain no accounts. They think that, being brothers,
accounting is not necessary among them; it is necessary for
outsiders. In the absence of this accounting none knows the
share of each brother in the assets of the business, the profits
and the capital invested. Everything is being done at randoms.
Matters remain smooth in the beginning but, misgivings and
suspicions agianst one another develop gradually later on.
This mutual relations get bitter and end in litigation and
closure ofthe business which causes loss to all.

All this happens, because we have remained away
from the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet #. It is binding on
every Muslim to keep proper accounts of common
enterprizes and transactions. If no accounts are maintained
the person responsible for this is himself committing a sin
and is also involving others in such a sin. Remember that
mutual reliance and confidence in business due to

brotherly relationship continue for sometime and develop
into mistrust and hatred later on. All this ultimately leads
to endless litigation and quarrels. This is happening
everywhere and everyday in the society.

Distinction among the properties of one
another Ma requirement of the Shar lah

DistitTtJion in ownership of properties is very
necessary. It ii necessary that there should be clear-cut
definition of, and distinction between, properties ofrelatives
like father and son and husband and wife, etc. Hazrat Ashraf
Ali Thanawi Sahib a* *h\ u^ had two wives who had each a

house of her own. He a* in ^ said that his property and
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those of his wives were quite distinct and different from
each other. The properties in the house of the senior wife
belonged to her and those in the house of the junior
belonged to her. The properties and goods in the Khanqah
(a Muslims monastery) belonged to Hazrat Thanawi u*^^j
himself. He said that the ownership of these properties and
goods were so defined and clear-cut that if he passed away
he would have nothing to advise anyone about these.

Hazrat Mufti Sahib's clarification about
ownership of property

My respected father Hazrat Mufti Muhammad Shafi
Sahib upah^j also followed the same principle of defining
and segregating properties of one another. During the
closing days of his life he had a bed placed in his room on
which he lay day and night. We all attended on him in that
room. When we brought to his room something from
another room, my father insisted on returning that thing
after it was no longer necessary. He felt offended and
became displeased if it was delayed.

Sometimes I thought that it was hardly necessary to
return the thing so hurriedly. One day my respected father ^
up^ himself told us the reason. He said: I have mentioned in

my will that whatever there is in my room is my property and
whatever there is in the room of my wife is her property.
When something belonging to other person comes to my
room, I fear lest it should remain in the room and regarded as
my property as mentioned in my will, when I have passed
away. That is why I take special care that things belonging to
others should be returned without loss oftime.

All these topics are a part ofDeen, although we have
excluded them from Deen. These things need to be learnt
from our saintly elders. All these points are deduced from
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the basic principle taught by the Holy Prophet M that we
Should refrain from &} (i.e. joining together two things).

How to use common properties and goods?
My respected father used to tell us that there are

things of common use in a house which are used by every
inmate. These are kept at specific places. It is necessary to
keep each such article in its specified place after using it.
It is a major sin to misplace such things, because a person
not finding it in its specific place will be subjected to
inconvenience and distress. To cause distress to a Muslim

is a major sin. It had never occurred to me earlier that it is
a major sin. I thought that it was only a worldly affair and
an administrative problem of the household. Note it
carefully that there is not a single aspect of life which is
not covered by an injunction of Deen. We should all think
if we are following this principle of placing every article
of common use in its proper place. This is a very trifling
matter still on account of our inattention and indifference

we are committing sins. Why is it so? It is because we
attach no importance to matters concerning Deen and have
no fear that one day we shall be called upon by Allah to
render accounts. Another reason is that people are
generally ignorant ofthese matters.

Anyway, all these topics fall within the definition of
Qiran (o\j). In short, everything by which the right of
another person is violated or causes distress is a case ofo\j.

How to use a common Latrine?

There are certain acts for which man feels shy to talk
about. For example, after using the latrine the excrement
is not flushed out. This causes disgust to others. It is a
major sin to cause distress and inconvenience to another
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Muslim. We should all refrain from such acts.

The non-Muslims have adopted
Islamic modes of living

Once I had the opportunity to accompany my respected
father in a journey by air to Dacca (Bangladesh). During the
flight I felt the need to go to toilet. You may have seen in the
toilet a notice above the washbasin to this effect:

After having used the wash-basin kindly clean it
with the cloth and dry it so that those coming later may
not feel disgusted.

After I returned from the toilet my father ^ ^ ^
said to me: The notice written above the wash-basin

means the same warning which I have been giving you off
and on that it is a part of our Deen to save others from
distress and inconvenience. The non-Muslims have

adopted this principle and Almighty Allah has bestowed
upon them success and progress in this world. We, on the
other hand, have excluded these principles from Deen and
have confined Deen only to prayers and fasting etc. We
have totally ignored the rules and etiquettes of social
living or "Mu asharah". The result is that we are going
back to deterioration and failure. Allah has planned the
affairs of this world on the principle of cause and effect.
Therefore, the results, good or bad, depend on man's
deeds. This is a law of nature which according to Allah's
Decree, applies to all, whether they are believers or
non-believers.

An incident relating to an English Lady
Last year I had to go to London. From there I was

going to Edinburgh by train. On the way I felt the need to
use the toilet. When I reached the toilet I saw that an
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English lady was standing there. I concluded that the toilet
was engaged and the lady was waiting for her turn. I came
back to my place. A long time passed neither anyone came
out of the toilet nor the lady went in. I again went and saw
the sign of 'vacant' on the toilet door. I asked the lady to
use the toilet if she wants to. The lady told me that she
was waiting for the train to move. It is the law of the
country neither to flush nor use the toilet while the train is
stationed. No sooner the train leaves the platform she will
flush the toilet which she forgot earlier.

Now think that a lady was waiting only to flush the
toilet which she could not do earlier. She is not flushing it
presently because the law of the Railway stands in her
way. At that time I remembered the advice of my father
up^iu^j that it is a part of Deen to take care of such small
matters as flushing toilets and latrines, so that the
omission may not be a cause of inconvenience and disgust
to those who come to use the facility later. Our behaviour
in such matters is just the opposite. We have formed the
habit of looking to our own comfort and convenience,
leaving others to mind their own business.

Why are non-Muslim Nations making progress
Bear it in mind that Almighty Allah has, in His

wisdom, planned the affairs of this world on the principle of
cause and effect. Following this divine principle, the
non-Muslims began to work hard and reap the benefit of
their labour according to the divine law ofnature. They have
no share in the blessings of the Hereafter because of their
disbelief, yet by following the principles and etiquettes
taught by the Prophet of Allah Muhammad ^, they have
made themselves entitled to the blessings of success and
progress in this world. Being Muslims and believers we feel
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jealous of them for their success and progress in this world,
but we do not compare our ways of dealings with theirs.
These non-Muslims do not tell lies in business, nor do they
betray trusts, nor are they lovers of ease and comfort. They
work hard with honesty and self-sacrifice and reap the fruits
of their labour according to Allah's dispensation. The
Muslims have given up these manly traits of conduct and
have confined Deen only to the four walls of the mosques
and Madrasahs (religious schools). We have excluded from
Deen other walks of life. In this way we have suffered a
double loss - remoteness from Deen as well as disgrace and
humility in the worldly life. In spite of the fact that the Holy
Prophet # has taught us all the principles and formulas
effective in attaining success in matters relating to this
world as well as to the Hereafter. If we find ourselves

backwards and disgraced, the fault is our own. This chain of
discussion started from the rule of etiquette "not to eat two
dates together", but how many important principles have
emerged out ofthis simple rule ofetiquette!

May Almighty Allah help us see things in their right
perspectives -Aameen.

It is against Sunnah to take food, while supporting
one's back against something

Hazrat Abu Juhaifah ** k ^ has narrated that
the Holy Prophet # said: I do not take food
while supporting my back against something.
In another narrative Hazrat Anas **k^j has said:
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"I saw the Holy Prophet # eating dates, in
squatting position.

It is an act of Sunnah to

eat in squatting position
Some misunderstanding prevails among the people

about the pose of sitting, while taking food. It is necessary to
clarify the position. In the light of the Ahadith of the Holy
Prophet #, the best posture of sitting considered 'Mustahati
(desirable) is the posture should ensure respect for the food as
well as modesty. It should not be indicative of arrogance and
pride. The common notion prevalent among the people that
the Holy Prophet # used to eat in squatting position is not
correct. I could not come across any narrative to prove such a
notion. The posture described in the preceeding Hadith of
Hazrat Anas ^k^^ means that, sitting on the ground, the Holy
Prophet # had placed both his knees standing erect in the
front. The Hadith does not suggest squatting position. It is
however, quite correct that his posture of sitting, while taking
food, indicated modesty and total absence of any vestiges of
pride, arrogance or haughtiness. Instead, it indicated complete
"servitude" (c*u>).

The best posture for eating
A Companion **k^j has narrated that once he called

upon the Holy Prophet 4& and saw that he # was taking
food like a slave. What the Ulama have concluded from the

collection of Ahadith is that a man should eat while

squatting on the knees. This posture ensures modesty as
well as respect for the food and it checks gluttony. A man
sitting at ease with the legs spread wide is likely to eat more.
The saintly elders have stated that sitting with one leg
erected and the other spread on the ground is also regarded
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as a desirable posture ensuring modesty. In this posture
there are benefits of this world as well as ofthe Hereafter.

It is also lawful to eat, while sitting cross-legged
While taking food, it is also lawful to sit cross-legged.

It involves no sin but it is not as near to modesty as to other
two postures mentioned above. It is much better to form a
habit to eat, sitting in the above-mentioned two postures.
However, if anyone feels some inconvenience he may eat
sitting cross-legged. It is wrong to say, as some people
allege, that it is unlawful to eat sitting in this posture. After
all, the first two postures are preferable, as they allow for
better respect for the food and more modesty.

To use tables and chairs for dining
To take food sitting round dining tables and on

chairs is also lawful and it involves no sin. Taking food,
sitting on the ground is nearer to the Prophet's Sunnah and
ensures reward for following the Sunnah style. Sitting on
the ground for taking food is much more preferable as
already emphasized, but it must be noted that using dining
tables and cihairs is quite lawful and it involves no sin.

It is an act of Sunnah to eat, sitting on the ground
The Holy Prophet # used to take food, sitting on the

ground for two reasons. Firstly, in those days the people led
simple lives and the use oftable and chairs was not in vogue.
So, they used to sit on the ground. Secondly, to eat, sitting on
the ground ensures greater modesty and deeper respect for the
food eaten. You may experiment it for yourself that the state
of the heart, while eating sitting round dining tables and on
chairs and that eating, while sitting on the ground are widely
different from each other. Taking food, while sitting on the
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ground ensures more modesty, humbleness, meekness and
submissiveness. This advantage is not available in taking
food, while sititng round the dining tables and on chairs. Ifby
chance a man has to take food, sitting round a dining tabel,
this is quite lawful. It is, therefore, wrong to condemn this
way oftaking food as unlawful and sinful.

Provided this Sunnah is not ridiculed

I have mentioned just now that it is nearer to the
Sunnah much better and entitled to more recompense to
take food, sitting on the ground. This is, however, subject
to the condition that action on this Sunnah is not made a

laughing stock. If it is feared that sitting on the ground to
take food may be laughed at, then one should not insist.
Once while taking his class, my respected father one day
told us a story saying:

One day I and some of my friends went to Delhi
from Deoband. There we went to a hotel to take food.

Two of us refused to eat on the dining table as it was
against the Sunnah. They therefore, decided to take food
in the hotel sitting on the ground. My father stopped them
from this act and advised them to take food, sitting round
the dining tables and on the chairs like the rest of the
party. They seemed to be adamant in their decision. My
father explained to them that this act of their would
expose the Sunnah of the Prophet M to ridicule which was
a very heinous sin. Moreover, this sin may sometimes take
man to the boundary ofKufr(infidelity).

An incident full of morals

On this occasion my respected father told them
another story. There was a very pious saint, known as
Sulaiman 'Amash. He was a teacher of Imam Abu Hanifah
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aJp *u\ i^j All the books of Ahadith are full of his narratives.

The Arabic word >^> (A mash) means blear eyed. The eyes
of a blear-eyed man become dazzled on account of light. A
student came to him to study who was c^> i.e. lame. He was
a student who always remained attached to his A mash
teacher and accompanied him wherever he went. When both
passed through the market the people ridiculed the two by
remarking: "Look at the blear-eyed teacher and the lame
student." The Imam A mash *j* &\ ^ one day forbade his
lame student to accompany him, because the people made
fun of both of them. The student replied:

We should not mind their jokes, because we
receive reward and they earn sins.
Imam A'mash up^iju^, replied saying:

They and we both should become safe from sinning
is much better than that we earn reward and they earn sins
by our present practice. The best policy is that in future
you should not accompany me to the market.

Do not mind being ridiculed at such times!
If people ridicule you for avoiding a sinful act,

never mind their ridicule. You should remember that it is

not lawful to commit a sin to avoid people's ridicule and
derision. Similarly, it is not lawful to give up an
obligatory or compulsory duty lest the people should
make fun of you. However, if you have to choose
between something which is only lawful and permissible
and something which is superior and preferable, there is
no harm in accepting what is only lawful and
permissible and in rejecting what is superior and
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preferable, if thereby you can save people from
committing sins.

Do not use dining tables and chairs for
eating unnecessarily

Once Hazrat Thanawi unim*^, was compelled by
circumstances to take food sitting round a dining table and
chairs. Hazrat Thanawi a* «ii« *+*> admitted that eating on
table and chair was not unlawful, yet it had some
similarity to the mode of eating adopted by the English
infidels. In order to avoid this similarity Hazrat Thanawi
upaIji^ ate his food on the Table placing his legs on the
chair. In this way he eliminated the possibility of
similarity to the English style ofeating.

Anyway, it is quite lawful to take food sitting round
dining tables and chairs. There is no sin involved in it. It
should, however, be noted that the nearer a man's actions are

to the Sunnah, the greater will be the blessing in the actions
and the reward for them. It is not good to make it a regular
habit to eat sitting round dining tables and chairs
unnecessarily. It is better to eat sitting on the ground as far
as possible. The dining table and chair may be used for this
purpose only in very compelling circumstances. One must
take care not to support his back against something while
eating. He should stoop the body forward. The Holy
Prophet # has declared it a style of the arrogant to take
food while supporting the back against something. This
style must be avoided.

To take food, sitting on a cot
It is lawful to take food on a cot; it is better than

eating, sitting round a table and on a chair. That style of
eating is better in which the food and the man eating that
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food are on the same level, than the style in which the
food is at a higher level.

The best style is to eat food sitting on the ground. It
ensures more modesty, greater reward and it is nearer to
the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet #.

May Allah take us nearer to the Sunnah of His
Prophet # - Aameenl

To indulge in conversation during meals
A wrong belief is prevalent among the people that it

is not lawful to indulge in conversation, while taking food.
This has no basis in the Shah ah. It is quite lawful to talk
during eating, if necessary. This is proved from the
Ahadith of the Holy Prophet #. Hazrat Thanawi u*<^^j
has, however, suggested that the conversation during
eating should be light and not on topics requiring serious
thinking. The food also has a right that it should be taken
with due attention and regard. Occasional light discourses
of a recreative nature are quite lawful.

It is lawful to wipe the hands with
something after eating

aJU- &\ J^p Jit Jj-*ij J13 :J13 U^ip &\ ^j j^Up ji\ jt>

Hazrat Abdullah bin Abbas ** k ^ has narrated that

the Holy Prophet # said: When anyone of you has taken
food, he should not clean his fingers unless he has licked
them himself or has got them licked by someone else.

The Ulama have said that two principles are
deducible from this Hadith and it states two rules of

etiquette. The first is that after taking food it is lawful to
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wipe the hands with a piece of cloth or tissue paper in case
water is not available or is available but cannot be used on

account of some disease. It is, however, much better to

wash the hands with water after licking the fingers.

It is an act of Sunnah to lick the fingers after eating
The second principle which is the main objective of

narrating this Hadith is that the fingers should be licked before
washing or wiping the hands. This was the sacred practice of
the Holy Prophet fife himself that after eating he fife used to
lick his fingers, so as to take in the small particles of food
sticking to them. The Holy Prophet fife has disclosed the
wisdom of this practice in another Hadith, saying: You do not
know which part of the food contains the blessing. It is
possible that Almighty Allah may have endowed with
blessing these last particles of the food sticking to the fingers
which may not be found in the rest of the food. So do not
waste this part ofthe food, thinking that its worthless.

What is this (blessing)
The world of today which is drowned deep in

materialism is hankering after material things from
morning till evening. It has lost the ability to peep into
what lies beyond the stratum of this materialism. That is
why the people do not understand what is "Barkat" or
blessing. You should know that "Barkat" or blessing is
such a comprehensive word which includes the prosperity
and success of the world as well as of the Hereafter. This

blessing is a gift of Allah which you may have seen in
your life several times. Sometimes man collects countless
resources to acquire someting, yet he fails to receive any
benefit from them. For example, you may have collected
in your house all the means of comforts and luxuries, most
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modern and costly furniture along with numerous servants
and attendants, yet you cannot sleep at night. This means
that there is no blessing {Barkat) in these possessions and
pomp and show. Are these resources in themselves an
objective and an end ? They are only a means to some end
and that is comfort and peace. They have failed to provide
this comfort and peace, because these are a gift from
Allah. You can have comfort and peace only when Allah
bestows them upon you and not otherwise. So, we come to
the whole truth that the only and exclusive source of
peace, ease and comfort is Allah's grant and nothing else.

Material resoruces are not peace and comfort
Let everyone make a survey of the resources he

possessed about forty years ago and those which he is
possessing now. Surely the result of the survey shall
disclose to you that a considerable increase has taken place
in the resoruces during these years. They have now a better
house with better furniture and amenities. Yes, but have

they acquired more peace and comfort? If not, then it means
that Almighty Allah has not granted the owner "Barkat"
(blessing) through these costly properties and goods. It is
said that such and such things contain blessings. This means
that the benefit expected from these things is being
received. Conversely, the things are devoid of "Barkat", if
the benefit expected from them is not received.

Peace and comforts are gifts from Allah
Note carefully that comfort, peace and ease cannot be

purchased from the market with money. They are
exclusively Allah's gifts which He bestows upon
whomsoever He wills. On account of the mercy and
benevolence of Allah people having little money and
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worldly resources enjoying more peace, comforts and ease
than those who possess more worldly wealth and resources.

For example, there is a millionaire possessing all the
worldly resources, factories, cars, fancy furniture, servants
and attendants and all kinds of delicacies of food. He

cannot, however, enjoy any of these, because he is
suffering from indigestion. This is called absence of
"Barakat" or divine blessing.

Now, look at the other side of the picture. There is a
poor labourer who could earn only one hundred rupees
after hard labour. He purchased coarse food from hotel
and ate it. In this way he satisfied his genuine hunger. He
found full enjoyment from his coarse and rough food.
Then he lay down on his broken wooden cot and fell into
deep and sweet sleep which he enjoyed for about eight
peaceful hours. Thus, this poor labourer enjoyed the taste
of the food he ate and the peace of deep sleep, except that
he has no pomp and show around him. It is a convincing
illustration of "Barkat" placed by Allah in little cheap
articles, not traceable in precious articles of luxuries.

What is the meaning of "Barkat" in food?
Look! The food you are eating is not an end in itself.

It is a means to generate energy in the body, appeasing
hunger, affording pleasure for the palate, etc. All these
advantages can be obtained from food only when Almighty
Allah is pleased to grant them. The Holy Prophet # has.
mentioned in this Hadith that, may be, the last remnants of
the food sticking to the fingers may have the divine
"Barkat" and the main part of the food may be devoid of it.
The main part of the food which you ate, being devoid of
"Barkat"', was not absorbed by the body and failed to
generate the energy that was expected from it.
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The influence of food on the inner self of man

Whatever has been discussed in the foregoing pages
belongs to externally palpable effects of food. People
whom Allah has granted inner insight can look into things
much farther and deeper. They can easily find out by the
light of their spiritual intuition which foods have
salubrious effect on the emotions and thoughts of man and
which darken the inner soul of man leading to the birth of
dirty thoughts and urging him to commit sins. Some foods
are so full of blessings {^sy.) that they please and elate the
inner personality of man and provide nourishment to the
soul which induces him to do good deeds. We, however,
do not perceive this fine difference between one food and
another and thier enlightening or darkening effects.
During these days of material race we have become blind
to the real qualities and inner properties of things.

An incident illustrating the influence of food
Probably this incident relates to Hazrat Maulana

Muhammad Yaqoob Nanotawi up^uu^ who was the Rector
of Darul-uloom, Deoband (U.P. India) and a teacher of
Hazrat Thanawi a* &\ i+*j. Once a man invited the Sheikh to

dinner. He u*^ju^, went to the place of invitation and began
eating. After putting only one morsel into his mouth he
realized that the income of the man who had invited him

was not lawful. He atonce left the food and came back. He

said that he felt for about two months the darkness of the

one morsel he had swallowed. He felt during these two
months an urge to commit sins. The experience related by
the Sheikh appears to us to be incredible, because our chests
are filled with darkness. Take the example of a white-sheet
of cloth full of spots. If one more spot is added it will make
no difference. On the other hand even if a small spot is put
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somehow on a spotless white cloth sheet, it can be easily
seen from a distance. Such is the similitude of the hearts of

saintly men. So it is not at all surprising that Hazrat
Maulana Muhammad Yaqoob Nanotawi up^ u^ instantly
felt the adverse effect of the unlawful morsel which created

in his pure heart an urge to commit sins. This was due to the
darkness spread by that unlawful morsel. There'll
something which is called inner "Barkat" by virtue ofwhich
man develops in him spiritual integrity and ameliorates his
conduct, character and thoughts.

We are caught in the mire of materialism
Today we are caught in the mire of materialism and

are hankering after money, worldly comforts and luxuries
and show. As a result the inner essence of everything has
gone out of our minds and talks about these matters
appear to be alien to us. We neither understand the
meaning of "Barkat", nor do we attach any importance to
it. If someone says that Rupees one thousand will be paid
for eating food in this way we shall hurry to do that but if
it is promised that eating in such and such style contains
"Barkat" or blessings we shall pay no attention to this
promise, because we do not know what is "Barkat".

The Holy Prophet 4fc has guided us through his
Ahadith to the sources of "Barkat" and has also warned us

against the ways which have no "Barkat". We cannot
understand nor can we attain "Barkat" unless we follow

sincerely the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet #. In this
Hadith the Holy Prophet fife has laid emphasis on licking
the fingers after taking food because the small particles of
food sticking to the fingers may have "Barkat" in them.
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Is it against the rules of etiquette to
lick the fingers?

We are living today in an age of fashions. The
people have invented for. themselves new rules of
etiquette. If they are taking food on a dining-cloth along
with others, they consider it a violation of etiquette to lick
their fingers to clean them of the traces of curry sticking to
them. They do not lick their fingers for fear of being
dubbed as ill-mannered and un-civilized.

Good manners and civilized behaviour lie

in following the Sunnah
Remember that good manners and civilized behaviour

consist in following the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet #.
What the Holy Prophet # has defined as mannerliness is
acceptable as good etiquette and not that which this fashion
-ridden modern society has invented. These fashions are
changing from day to day and have no stability. Something
which is in fashion today may go out of fahsion tomorrow.

It is unmannerliness to take food, while standing
Now it has become a fashion to take food in

standing posture. A man holds the plate with one hand and
eats with the otehr hand. Bread, curry, salad and all other
items are dumped in the same plate. When the guests
approach the dining tabels there is a competition among
them to snatch the foods and fill their plates in quantities
which they cannot eat. Nobody objects to this way of
eating, although in the past this style of eating was
condemned as being out of etiquette and unmannerly. The
change of fashion is deplorable. The human style of eating
is to eat while sitting comfortably.
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Do not be a slave to fashion

So do not be a slave to fashion, because fashion is

changing from day to day. It is not at all reliable. Reliable is
the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet S which guides us to
"Barkat". The Sunnah way of eating is a source of"Barkat" In
this world as well as in the Hereafter. If you unfortunatelygive
up this blessed way of living you will expose yourself to
anxieties, worries and failures. There will be darkness instead

of light in your heart. In order to reap "Barkat" you must lick
your fingers after eating as emphasized in this Hadith.

It is an act of Sunnah to eat with three fingers
It was a regular habit of the Holy Prophet Ifc to take

food with three fingers, i.e. the thumb, the index fingers and
the middle finger. He generally picked up the morsel with
these three fingers. The ulama have pointed out that one
reason for this habit was that in those days the meal used to
be very simple; there were not many items on the
dining-cloth, as is today. The second reason is that the
morsels taken up with three fingers are small and easy to
digest. Another reason is that it is not expressive ofgreed as
are large morsels of food. Small morsels picked up with
three fingers are expressive of contentment. That is why the
Holy Prophet # generally used only three fingers in eating,
although, in rare cases he has employed four fingers also. It
occurs in certain narratives that once he & used allthe five

fingers in taking food. Thereby he # has taught his Ummah
that it is also lawful to take food with four and five

fmgerS.(Sahih Muslim.... chap, eating Hadith No: 2031)

Observance of an oder in licking the fingers
Look at the love and concern of the Noble

Companions ^^i^ of the Holy Prophet #, that they
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have preserved and left behind for our convenience every
movement of the Prophet £fe of Allah. They ^fo^* have,
thus, infromed us of the order in which he # used to lick

his fingers. The order was firstly the middle finger then
the Index finger and in the last the thumb. When the
Companions ^ ^ ^j met and sat with one another, they
talked about the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet # and
induced one another to folow the Sunnah. There is,

however, no sin in not licking the fingers, except that the
man loses the much deserved Barkat.

How long will you fear being laughed at?
You may think that if you lick the fingers after

eating, the people will laugh at and dub you as uncivilized
and ill-mannered. Remember that you cannot stop the
people from laughing at you, you have to ignore them and
take a firm resolve to follow the Sunnah of the Holy
Prophet ife at all costs. It is this weakness and shyness on
our part that today we find ourselves totally transformed
into the western way of life, culture and dress. Has this
aping earned for you any respect in the eyes of the
westerner? No, even today they look down upon you and
do their best to harm you. Why is it so? It is, because you
have given up the blessed path of the Sunnah to please
your western masters. Despite that they consider you to be
outmoded, fundamentalists, conservatives and

retrogressive.

These taunts are the legacy of the Prophets ^l^\^m
You must make a final resolve to ignore the ridicules

and taunts of the people in order to follow the Sunnah of the
Prophet of Allah. It is an old habit of the people to laugh at
those who follow the true path. What to say of you, do you
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not know that the Prophets of Allah had to face the same
taunts and jokes from their people? The Quran says:

(The polytheists said): We see that only the
mean and depressed among us follow you who
have no power to think (1127)
If you are believers and followers of the Prophets of

Allah you must remember that these taunts and ridicules are
also among the legacies you have inherited from them. Face
these pinching taunts with courage and welcome them with
open hearts. Remember that unless you pluck up courage
and ignore these taunts, you cannot escape them, as the
unbelievers will not stop from laughing at you. An urdu
poet has very nicely expressed this idea in a couplet:

<L 3A f jf ^> c^ lj* 2l

This means: The people of the world will not
refrain from laughing at you as long as you are
afraid of their laughter.
Do not care for what the world is saying about you,

but care for what the Holy Prophet # has exhorted you to
do vide his sacred Sunnah. Try to follow the Sunnah and
you shall soon see how honour, prosperity and success are
attracted towards you.

The announcement of a Great Glad

Tidings for following the Sunnah
As a recompense for following the Sunnah Allah has

announced thegreatest ofglad tidings inthe Holy Qur'an:
(r 1: j\j*s. JT) dto\ *iw?XJ ^^*Jli ^ Jj-^u +z£ ji Ji

(Say, O Muhammad !) If you love Allah
follow me: Allah will love you, and forgive
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you your sins. (3:3n
The verse means to suggest that it is not in your

power to love Allah as He should be loved, but Almighty
Allah will Himself love you if you act upon the Sunnah of
the Holy Prophet £&. Hazrat Dr. Sahib ^^^ used to say
that a man becomes the beloved of Allah at the time he is

following the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet ife. It is an act
of Sunnah to recite:

^JL^Jij si^Ji ja dlpy-i ji ^\i\
before entering the latrine and enter it by putting

first one's left leg. The moment you put your left leg in the
latrine in compliance with the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet
& you become a beloved ofAllah.

Allah will make you His beloved

Similarly, when you are licking your fingers after
eating, as this is a Sunnah of the Holy Prophet #, you
become a beloved of Allah. What have you to do with the
people, when the Creator and Master of all is loving you?
when He appreciates this act ofyours why should you worry
about others and what they think of your actions? You
should, therefore, try to make the Sunnah a part of your life
without caring the jokes and taunts ofthe people.

People say that it is very difficult to follow Deen in
these times. It is not the times but we ourselves who have

created these imaginary difficulties. Just consider, who is
standing in your way and what hindrance do you experience
in your ease and comfort or what loss of wealth and
property do you incur in licking the fingers after eating?
Who Knows that by following a small Sunnah Allah may
bestow upon you a great reward? May Allah help us to
follow the Sunnahofthe Holy Prophet # Aameenl
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It is lawful to have the fingers licked by others
This Hadith offers another advantage by the words.

The Ulama have stated that sometimes a man is not able

to lick his own fingers on account of some handicap. In
such a situation he may have his fingers likced by
someone else, say, a child, a cat or a bird. The intention
should be to prevent Allah's sustenance from being
wasted.

To lick the plate after eating food

Hazrat Jabir ^i^j has narrated that the Holy
Prophet # has commanded (the Ummah) to lick the
fingers and the plate, saying: You do not know which part
of your food contains "Barkat" (Blessings). Thus, the
command requires that the fingers as well as the plate both
should be licked. To avoid wastage of food only as much
food should be taken in the plate as one can easily eat. By
chance if some food in the plate which you cannot eat,
leave it in the plate neat and clean on one side of the plate,
so that it may be eaten by another person without feeling
any disgust. A wrong impression prevails among the
people that the food taken in the plate must be eaten in full
by the person concerned. This is wrong. The Shari ah hs
not imposed any such compulsion.

The spoon should be licked
Sometimes men take their food with spoons and

forks. How can such men follow the Sunnah of licking the
fingers? In such a situation they should lick the spoons to
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secure the "Barkat" of the food sticking to the spoon.
Some Ulama have said that this too shall, God willing,
secure the "Barkat" of licking the fingers.

The morsel which drops down from the hand
should be picked up cleaned and eaten

\h\ :Jl3 pL*>j Up &\ JU> 4il Jj^>j oi <lp <&! ^bj jhr j£j

Vj <^ Uj(S& j*ty OiTu Jx<Jl3 u A* Ui ^ j^-j iuii c**iij

Hazrat Jabir ** k ^j has narrated that the Holy
Prophet # said: If anybody's morsel drops
down from his hand, he should pick it up clean
it of any dirt or dust that may have stuck to it
and then eat it, instead of leaving it for Satan.
He should also not wipe his hand with a
handkerchief, unless he has licked his fingers.
This is because he does not know which part
of the food contains "Barkat"

This Hadith teaches us the Islamic etiquette that if a
morsel or any other eatable article drops down it should be
picked up, cleaned and eaten, unless it has become too
much soiled in dirt to be eaten. Some people feel ashamed
to do this but this is not proper. The advice given by the
Holy Prophet # in the Hadith ensures due respect for
Allah's sustenance and for availaing the "Barkat" contained
in it. The same reason for fearing people's taunts and jeering
is at work here also. The incident related below will be

helpful in understanding the importance ofthis Hadith.
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An incident concerning Hazrat
Huzaifah bin Yaman **k^>

The Hazrat Huzaifah bin Yaman ^^^ was one of

the most devoted Companions of the Holy Prophet #. lie
the was known as being a confident of the Prophet #. At
the time when the Muslims attacked Khosran's Empire of
Iran, Iran was a world Super Power with a most advanced
and sophisticated civilization. The other great power was
the Roman Empire but Iran was superior to it in many
respects, particularly of its advanced and highly devel* ped
culture and civilization. When Iran was invacjed the
Emperor of Iran, Khosran, invited the Muslims to a
reconciliatory negotiation. Hazrat Huzaifah and Hazrat
Rub'ee bin 'Amir ^^^j accepted the invitation.

We shall not give up our dress
When Hazrat Huzaifah and Hazrat Rub'ee bin 'Amir

^ &\ ^proceeded for the negotiation and were entering
Khosran's Palace, they were putting on their simple
Arabic dress which might possibly have become dirty
during the journey. Seeing them in that condition, the
gate-keeper stopped them, objected to their poor clothes
and offered them gowns to put on for appearing before the
Royal Court. Hazrat Rub'ee bin 'Amir **k^> said to the
gate-keeper if it was compulsory to wear this gown they
were not prepared to attend the Emperor's court. They
would meet the Emperor in the dress they were wearing or
would go back without meeting him.

You have seen the sword, now see the arm

also that will wield it

The gate-keeper sent words to the court authoriteis
telling them that strange men had arrived who were not
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accepting the gowns offered to them to wear for attending
the court. In the meantime HazratRub'ee bin 'Amir ^k^}
was re-arranging the scraps ofcloth with which the broken
part of the sword had been unrapped. The gate-keeper
wanted to see the sword closely. It was given to him.
When he examined it he said tauntingly: Are you going to
conquer Iran with this sword ? Hazrat Rub'ee bin 'Amir ^j
**k replied: so far you have seen only the sword; you have
not yet seen the arm that will wield it. The gate-keeper
desired to see the arm also. Hazrat Rub'ee bin 'Amir k^>
4* asked the gate-keeper to get the strongest shield
available there to ward off the stroke of his sword. Then a

steel shield was brought and a man held it before Hazrat
Rub'ee bin 'Amir ** k^ struck the shield with his sword
with such might that the shield was cut in two. All present
were stunned to see that scene. The gate-keeper then sent
words to the court that the new-comer had cut the

strongest shield in two. Then they were called in.

Should I give up the Sunnah of the
Holy Prophet # for the sake of these fools?

When they went in, food was served to welcome
them and the^ started'gating it. While eating, a morsel
dropped down, from his hand. There is a Hadith of the
Holy Prophet ^ that on such occasion the morsel should
be picked up, cleaned and eaten as a*4 mark of respect for
Allah's sustlnarife and to save it from being wasted.
Hazrat Huzaifah'4**1"^ remembered this Hadith and held
down his hand to pick up the fallen morsel. A man sitting
by his side hinted to him not to do that in the court of an
Empire that was regarded as the Super-power of that age.
That action would degrade them in their eyes. The
occasion was, therefore, not appropriate to follow that
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Sunnah. Hazrat Huzaifah ^k^j replied saying:

<?JU*}\ ^ j$J ^j aJIp &\ J^p iil Jj~*j 4^. £j\
"Should I give up theSunnah of the Holy Prophet f$fc

for the sake of these fools? I cannot give up the Sunnah,
whatever these infidels thought of us or how
contemptuously they laughed at us. So he picked up the
morsel, cleaned it and ate it.

These are the conquerors of Iran
It was the custom of Khosran's court that, while he

was sitting on his throne, the rest were standing in their
respectiveplaces. Hazrat Rub'ee bin 'Amir **k^>> told
Khosran that they followed the teachings of the Holy
Prophet Muhammad # who had forbidden that, one man
should be sitting and the rest standing before him as is the
custom in his court. They were, therefore, not prepared to
take part in the negotiations in that way. So, either they
should be provided to sit down or the Emperor should also
stand before them. Khosran felt his insult in meeting this
demand. He refused to talk to them and ordered that they
should be sent back with a basket full of earth placed on
their heads. Hazrat Rub'ee bin 'Amir **k^ placed that
basket on his head. While leaving the court, he **k^j said:
O Khosran! Rememebr that you have bestowed upon us the
earth (i.e. land) ofIran. The Iranians were very superstitious
people who took this event as an ill omen*. Khosran,
therefore, sent some of his men to overtake them and get
back the basket ofearth. They could not find Hazrat Rub'ee
bin 'Amir ** k ^ who quickly escaped with the basket of
Iran's earth.
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The Pride of Khosran was levelled with the dust

Now consider a bit! Did they attain any honour by
their pride or are we attaining any honour today by
renouncing the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet #? It is the
Noble Companions <*** «ii» ^j who attained honour by eating
the fallen morsels in compliance with the Sunnah and turned
to disgrace the pride of the arrogant Emperor of Iran
Khosran. The Holy Prophet # had already said in a Hadith:

After this Khosran has perished there will be no
Khosran again.

The Hadith proved true cent percent and Khosran's
name was effaced forever. We must, therefore, strictly
follow the Sunnah of licking the fingers after eating and
eating a fallen morsel after picking it up and cleaning it.

It is not lawful to give up a Sunnah for
fear of being ridiculed

I have already mentioned that it is lawful to ignore a
Sunnah if it is feared that some careless and the so called

advanced Muslims will reidcule the followers of that

Sunnah and involve themselves in infidelity and apostacy
by this ridiculing. It is lawful to suspend on such an
occasion action on this Sunnah. For example, it is nearer
to Sunnah to take food sitting on the ground. If you are
taking food in a hotel or a restraurant furnished with
dining tables and chairs, you should not insist on taking
food there on the ground, in compliance with the Sunnah.
This may lead to ridicule the Sunnah. In such a situation it
is better to ignore the Sunnah and take food, sitting round
dining tables and chairs as a matter ofexpedience.

This concession holds good only in such situations
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in which it is lawful to abandon this Sunnah. It cannot be

abandoned for fear of being ridiculed or laughed at, where
it is neither lawful nor permissible to abandon it under an
injunction of the Shari ah. Again, there is a difference
between the Muslims and the unbeleivers in this matter.

There is a possibility that by ridiculing a Sunnaha Muslim
may lose his Eeman (Faith). As regards the unbelievers,
they are already deprived of Eeman and it makes no
difference if they laugh at the Muslims for following this
Sunnah.

What to do, if a guest arrives
at the time of taking food?

^Ubj <huji\ ^j j*ty\ f&kj <jjN\ J& Jb-ljJt fUfe-: Jj%

(Y.M

Hazrat Jabir ^k^/has narrated that he heard
the Holy Prophet 4£ saying: One man's food is
sufficient for two, and two men's* food is
sufficient for four and four men's food is"

sufficient for eight men. (Sahih Muslim)
The Holy Prophet # has advised in this Hadith,

saying: Ifyou are taking food, and a guest or a needy person
suddenly arrives, do not turn him away out of fear that one
man's food will not suffice for the new comer. He 4£ has

assured that one man's food will be sufficient for the other

man also. Therefore, share your food with him and
Almighty Allah shall create blessing in the food that is
available. The Holy Prophet 4fc has also explained in the
Hadith that one man's food becomes quite sufficient for two,
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two men's for four and four men's for eight men.

Do not turn away a beggar with a menace
A^ strange custom has developed among us that we

regard as our guest only that person whfo is on an equal
footing with us or is a friend or a relation ofours equal to us
in status. Ifa helpless, poor man arrives none accepts him as
his guest, but he is regarded as a beggar. In fact, he too is a
guest sent to you by Allah. As a Muslim it is your
responsibility to welcome this man also as a God-sent guest
and share your food with him, ifyou are taking your food. If
a beggar calls on you at this time, it is not good to turn him
away dejected. Give him something, then let him go. Care
should be taken in all circumstances not to turn a beggar
away witha scolding. Allah hassaidin theHolyQur'an:

Do not, therefore, turn away the beggar. (93:io>
When the Holy Qur'an itself is warning us against

turning away a beggar, we should be careful not to let
such an occasion arise. This is to avoid harmful and

dangerous repurcussions.

An incident full of morals

Hazrat Thanawi up^u^, has related in his printed
sermons the story of a very rich man. Once he was going to
take food with his wife. The food was nicely cooked and he
sat at the dining-cloth with a great desire and fondness. In
the meantime a beggar called at the door. He felt offended at
the arrival of the beggar and turned him away with a stem
scolding and contempt. Sometimes a man's action attracts
Alah's wrath. After sometime enmity developed between the
couple which ultimately led to divorce. The divorced wife
passed the period of her 'Iddali (the prescribed period of
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waiting) with her parents and after its expiry married
another rich man. One day she was taking food with her
new husband when a beggar knocked at the door. The wife
told the husband that a sad event had happend with her in
the past, so she must give something to the beggar to ward
off Allah's wrath. The husband agreed to the proposal.
When she went out she saw to her great surprise that the
beggar was her first divorced husband. Thereafter she
related to her present husband the old story in detail.

This second husband told his wife that he had to

relate a still more surprising story. He told his wife that
the beggar who had called at the door of the wife's first
husband was he (the second husband) himself.

Take warning, O, men! see how Almighty Allah
transferred the wealth of the first husband to the second

one and the latter's poverty to the former.
May Almighty Allah by His mercy protect us all

from bad times, Aameenl
The Holy Prophet # has sought refuge with Allah

from such ups and downs:

Anyway, try to avoid scolding a beggar, as far as
possible. Sometimes occasions do arise when it becomes
necessary to scold a beggar, the Fuqaha (Jurists) have
allowed to scold beggars on rare occasions. It is, however,
much better to get rid ofa beggar by giving him something.

This Hadith has a second meaning. Do not make the
quantity of food you eat fixed and unalterable. In times of
need you should be prepared to reduce the quantity you
eat. That is why the Holy Prophet # has stated that one,
two and four men's food becomes sufficient for two, four

and eight men respectively.
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The advice of Hazrat Mujaddid Alf Sani -g^u^,
Most acts of Sunnah of the Holy Prophet #

concerning the etiquette of taking food have been
discussed in the foregoing pages. All that is wanted is that
we should resolve firmly to act upn them from today. By
acting upon these minor items of the Prophet's Sunnah
you will receive the spiritual light and other wonderful
benefits which Allah has palced in following the Sunnah.

What Mujaddid Alf Sani u^iu^, has said in this
behalf deserves to be noted with rapt attention. He aj^^
has said:

Almighty Allah taught me all the external courses of
knowledge and granted me perfection in them. Then it
occurred to me that I should also know what the respected
Sufis (mystics) say and what knowledge they have with
them. I, therefore, turned to them and acquired knowledge
from them. The respected Sufis have four orders of
Tasaw-wuf (Mysticism), i.e. the Suharwardiyah, the
Qadriyah, the Chistiyah and Naqashbandiyah. I wanted to
know what knowledge every one of these, imparted of its
disciples. I joined everyone of these, learnt and practised
their disciplines and went through all their usual exertions
and exercises. As a result, Almighty Allah bestowed upon
me such a status that the Holy Prophet # himself put on
my body the robe of honour. Thereafter, Almighty Allah
raised me up to such an elevated station that if I disclose
its reality, the Ulama of the external knowledge will issue
against me their rulings of Kufr (infidelity), and the
Ulama of the internal knowledge issue their ruling of
Zandaqah (Heresy). Even so, Almighty Allah has granted
me, by His mercy, all these spiritual ranks. Now I address
to Allah a prayer. He will-God willing - receive salvation
who joins me in this Du a by uttering "Aameen".
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O Allah, help me to act upon the Sunnah of the Holy
Prophet ^-Aameen.

O Allah, let me live on the Sunnah of the Holy
Prophet # - Aameen.

O Allah, let me die on the Sunnah of the Holy
Prophet # - Aameen.

Act upon the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet #
We have gone far enough in our survey of these

topics. At the end we come to the conclusion that if we
want to acquire good, we can acquire it only by following
the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet # and again what Hazrat
Mujaddid Alf Sani a* *ii»u^, has said: I have come to this
conclusion after traversing all these places and you will
arrive on it the very first day that you can acquire your
heartfs desire only by following the Sunnah and, not
otherwise. So resolve firmly just today to act upon all the
Sunnahs of the Holy Prophet #. This will give you light,
peace and a happy life. The happiness of life does not lie
in disobedience and sins. Inquire about the enjoyments of
life from those who have moulded their lives on the

pattern of the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet #.
Hazrat Sufyan Sauri u^iju^, has said that if the

Kings of the world come to know the enjoyment and
pleasures of life which Almighty Allah has bestowed upon
us, they will wage a war against us in order to snatch from
us our privilege. Anyone can achieve this honour and
advantge of acting upon the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet
#. Just by this easy formula ofelixir and see the result.

May Allah help us all to act upon the Sunnah of the
Holy Prophet # - Aameen \
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All praise is for Allah. We praise Him and
seek His help and seek His forgiveness and we
believe in Him and rely on Him. We seek
refuge with Him from the evils of our souls
and from the vices of our deeds. There is none

to misguide him whom He guides and there is
none to guide him whom He lets go astray. I
bear witness that there is no god but Allah the
One who has no partner. I also bear witness
that our sire, and our authority and our
Prophet and our Master, Muhammad # is His
servant and His Messenger. May Almighty
Allah have mercy on him, his household and
his Companions ^k^3 and bless them and
.salute them all in great abundance.

The fir$t equiette of drinking water
The Ahadith mentioned so far dealt with the

etiquettes of taking meals. The Ahadith being mentioned
today deal mostly with the etiquettes of drinking water.
The first of these was narrated by Hazrat Anas 4*^^who
said: The Holy Prophet # used to drink water or any
other beverage in three breaths and that during drinking he
# breathed after taking the pot away from his mouth.

The other Hadith was narrated by Hazrat Abdullah
bin Abbas ^ii^He has reported that the Holy Prophet #
said: If you have to drink anything, do not drink it all at
once, (in one.breath) like a camel but drink it in two or
three breaths. Begin drinking with Allah's name and praise
Him after taking off the pot.

My father Hazrat Mufti Muhmmad Shafi Sahib u^,-
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up«iit has compiled a small treatise, titled "The virtues of
(Bismillah) and the rules about it. It is a very
comprehensive writing having enlightening directions
about drinking anything. In this treatise my respected
father ^aIhu^ has advised us to think how and

wherefrom the water comes to us.

Miracle of the Divine water-supply system
Almighty Allah has made the oceans a reservoir for

water. He had made the huge quantity of water so stored
up saltish. If the water was made sweet it would become
putridified after sometime. It is on account of these
sea-salts deposited in the sea-water, that the water remains
fresh and pure. How could man get even this salt-water
from the far off seas? To solve this difficulty Allah raises
the monsoon clouds from the surface of the seas, so

miraculously that they absorb in their bodies the sea-water
leaving the salts in the sea. Thus, the clouds rise up laden
only with sweet, potable water. Then in His infinite
wisdom

Almighty Allah did not rain down the entire world's
requirement of water in one instalment, asking men to store
up this huge quantity with them. This was only impossible,
as men could not procure such a huge reservoir for this
purpose. All-compassionate Allah has Himself solved this
difficulty also. He has said in the Holy Qur'an :

That is : We sent down from the sky water in a
measure, then we stored it up in the earth.
(23:18)

In storing the water in this way under the earth,
Allah first sent the rains on the high mountains and
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stored water there in the form of ice-blocks. Melting
slowly and slowly, the water reaches the plains through
rivers and rivulets. From there it is taken to fields where

it is required for irrigation. This is not all. Some volume
of water sinks down into the bottom of the earth running
through subterranean canals from which it is raised up to
the surface of the earth through wells and other
mechanical devices. Praise to Allah! how wonderfully
He has stored the water in a huge underground reservoir
and has provided a supply-line to enable His servants
and creatures to obtain their requirements almost free of
charge. It was not possible for the most sophisticated
and advanced technology of artificial hydraulic
engineering to provide such an unfailing water-supply
system. Now think; after passing through so many stages
a glass of water has reached you? This is why you are
being advised to pronounce the words Bismillah (k ^
before drinking water.

The entire Kingdom is hardly
worth a glass of water

Caliph Haroon Rasheed was once wandering in a
forest on a hunting spree. By chance he lost his way. He
had also no food with him. While wandering hither and
thither, he became very thirsty. At last he came across a
hut and asked the dweller for a glass of water. The man
provided water to the Caliph. When the Caliph held the
glass to drink the water, the man requested him to wait for
a moment. He addressed the Caliph, saying: What price
would you pay for this glass of water, if the water was not
available free of charge and your thirst had the same
severity? The Caliph said as it was the question of saving
life he would purchase it for the half of his Kingdom.
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Hearing this answer the man allowed the Caliph to drink
the water and the Caliph drank it. The man then asked
Caliph, saying: If the water you have drunk just now is
blocked up in your body and you become unable to urinate
what would you spend for its remedy? The Caliph replied
that the blockade of the urine was a more serious and fatal

malady. He would offer the remaining half of the
Kingdom to get rid of the malady. After hearing this reply
the man said: The price of one glass of water is your entire
Kingdom. Have you ever considered how many glasses of
water you drink from morning till evening and what a
great blessing is this water!

The command that you should drink water after
pronouncing the words k ^ (Bismillah) is to make you
realize this great blessing of Almighty Allah. In addition,
it is a form of worship deserving of a reward to pronounce
this sacred name ofAllah.

Cool water is a great blessing
Hazrat Haji Imdadullah Sahib u^iiisu^ once asked his

disciple, Hazrat Thanawi, saying: O Ashraf Ali, whenever
you feel thirsty, always drink cool water, so that every pore
of your body may feel grateful to Almighty Allah. When a
believer satisfies his thirst with cool water, he is sure to feel

grateful to Allah spontaneously. That is why cool water was
one ofthe favourite objects ofthe Holy Prophet #.

We do not find any narrative to show that the Holy
Prophet # had a special choice for any food. He # was,
however, fond of cool water. There was a well named
Ghars at a distance of two miles from Madinah which was

noted for its cool water. Arrangements were made to
provide water for the Holy Prophet 4& from that well. He
4fc had also left a will that after death the water of that
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well should be used for giving bath to his # sacred body.
The ruins of this well can still be seen, although it is now
a dry well. The Holy Prophet 4& was fond of cool water,
because it induces man to express gratitude to Allah.

Water should be drunk in three breaths

The Holy Prophet 4& has taught us in these Ahadith
the etiquettes of drinking water. One of them is that a man
should drink water in three breaths. The Ulama have

pointed out that drinking in three breaths is better and
nearer to the Sunnah, but it is also lawful to drink water in
two and four breaths. It is, however, not appropriate to
drink it in one breath. It is also injurious medically to do
so. Any way, the Holy Prophet # has forbidden to drink
water in this way. The Ulama, however, agree that it has
not been declared to be a sin to drink water in one breath;

it is only a violation ofthe Sunnah and it is undesirable.

The different capacities and positions
of the Holy Prophet #

In fact, the HolyProphet # has differe&t capacities and
positions in relation to his # Ummah. In his capacity as a
Messenger of Allah, he $$ was entrusted with conveying H>
the people the message of Allah - Islam. If he # has
forbidden something in his capacityas a Messenger that thing
will become unlawful (Haram). Another capacity of him is
that of a kind guide. If he # has forbidden his Ummah from
some action out of kindness and well-wishing, it only means
that the action is not good nor profitable; it does not mean that
it has been declared unlawful and a sin. If a man does an

action in violation ofsuch advice, he will not become a sinner.
It should be borne in mind that not only will a person who
bears in his heart some love for the Holy Prophet # give up.
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all that has been declared unlawful but he Ufa will also shun

those acts which the Prophet ofAllah # did not appreciate or
approve.

Drink water and earn recompense
I have clarified above that it is neither unlawful nor a

sin to drink water in one breath. It is, however, a fact that a

true lover of the Holy Prophet # will not go near such acts
which the Holy Prophet # did not like. It is, therefore, the
bounden duty of a Muslim not to do, as far as possible acts
which did not please the Holy Prophet #, even though such
acts may not be sins. Why should then a man drink water
only in one breath instead ofthe approved and desirable way
of drinking in three breaths? This way of drinking is a
Sunnah ofthe Holy Prophet # which will earn you spiritual
light and blessings and Allah's love. Why should you then
lose such invaluable gains which cost you nothing except a
little care and attention?

The Distinctive mark of a Muslim

Every religion and community has some distinctive
mark by which it is recognized. This way of drinking
water in three breaths is one of the distinctive marks of a

Muslim. In the past children were taught to drink water in
three breaths. However, the values have changed now.
The children are left unbridled to go the way they like.
They are not checked if found violating the rules of
Islamic etiquettes. Some lovers of the Holy Prophet #
have been seen drinking water in three breaths even if the
quantity ofthe water was hardly sufficient for one breath.
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While breathing, remove aside the
glass from the mouth

crA» 01 ^ ^j A*ip illJ^p ^J\ 01A^ ill^j 0*\£ j>\ j£

Hazrat Abu Qatadah ^ai^has narrated that
the Holy Prophet # has forbidden to breathe
into the pot.
This means that, if one has to breathe while drinking

water one should breathe after removing the pot or the
glass away from the mouth. It has been narrated in another
Hadith that a man called upon the Holy Prophet # and
complained to him # that while drinking water he had to
breathe many times. Then he asked how he should
breathe. The Holy Prophet # advised him that while
breathing, he should remove the glass away from his
mouth. It is against the Sunnah and out of etqiuette to
breathe into and blow over the glass, while drinking water.

Only one Sunnah act may earn the
reward of many acts ofSunnah

Hazrat Dr. Abdul Hai Sahib apiyj used to tell us that
to act upon the Sunnah carries reward so generously that
they may be compared to a windfall. If you make the
intention to comply with all the acts ofSunnah involved in a
single act, you shall reap the benefits of all these Sunnah
acts. For example, when going to drink water, make the
intention to drink it in three breaths, to remove the glass
away from your mouth on each breath and so on. Here you
reap the reward for two Sunnah acts only in one act, along
with the spiritual lights and blessigns attached therewith. By
acting upon the Sunnah a man becomes a beloved of Allah.
So you to shall receive this divine love. Why should one not
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earn such benefits and blessings by bestowing a little care
and attention on these easy acts ofthe Sunnah?

Distribute thigns from the right side

JJjJj Ji\ ^JL»j aJIp ill^Lp ill J^,j 01 «up ill^j ^1 jp

(AJ£> ill {e^Pj ^iy>) dj^d J&J ^'/' <^^<^ J&J 'S-Uj c.^

(k-jiyJb j?-i j+Si\ j\ tbrU *->b

The Holy Prophet # has mentioned in this Hadith
another important rule of etiquette which is a distinctive
feature of the Muslim Ummah. This rule is also being
widely ignored in our society. The rule has been stated in
the Hadith with reference to an event. A man brought to the
Holy Prophet # a mixture of milk and water. (This mixing
of water with the milk was not by way of adulteration. Milk
diluted with water-was considered among the Arabs more
nourishing and digestive). The Holy Prophet # drank some
portion of the milk and desired to distribute the rest among
those present there. On the Prophet's right side was a
bedouin and on his left side was Hazrat Abu Bakr A*k^.
The Holy Prophet # passed on the left-over milk to the
bedouin who was sitting on the right side, ignoring Hazrat
Abu Bakr <*k^>> He # at the same time said: jh*&#\ i.e.
distribution should begin from the right side.

The status of Hazrat Siddiq Akbar <*k^
The Holy Prophet 4& attached so much importance to

this order of distribution that he # ignored in this matter a
godly personality like Hazrat Siddiq Akbar *^k^j - the
highest and most honoured personality in the sight of Allah
on the surface of the earth, after the Prophets of Allah ^
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<*-j». Hazrat Mujaddid Alf Sani ^im*^ has given an idea of
the status of Hazrat Siddiq <*k^> by an example. He <Wj
up has said: If a Prophet of Allah stands before a mirror,
then the personality standing before the mirror is the
Propeht P*-ji a* and his image reflected inside the mirror is
the "Siddiq". Thus a "Siddiq" is a complete reflection and
copy of Prophethood. He ^k^j is a vicegerent of the
Prophet f*-j» u* in the true sense of the word. Hazrat Umar
Farooq ** k ^ once said about Hazrat Siddiq ** k ^: If
Hazrat Siddiq Akbar ^k^j exchanges with me all the good
deeds of my entire lifetime for one act of his of passing that
one night with the Holy Prophet # in the cave of "Saur",
while migrating to Madinah Munaw-warah, the bargain will
be cheap for him (i.e. Hazrat Umar Farooq **k^Jm
Notwithstanding this highly elevated station of Hazrat
Siddiq Akbar **k^>>, the HolyProphet# passedon the cup
of milk left-over to the bedouin sitting on the right side,
ignoring Hazrat Siddiq Akbar ^k^ju This was in
compliance with the principle, v^^r because at the time
of the distribution of something the man on the right has a
preference.

The right side contains blessings
The Holy Prophet # has taught us in this Hadith

that at the time of distributing something, e.g., food,
water, dates, etc., the distribution should be commenced
from the right side. The Arabic word %**" means the right
side and this word also means "blessed." Beginning work
from the right side brings blessings. That is why the Holy
Prophet # has commanded that we should eat, drink, put
on shoes with the right hand or from the right side. When
walking alongside a road, we should also take to the right
side. Followr g this principle the Holy Prophet # combed
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his hair from the right side, then from the left. To begin,
things from the right side is an act of Sunnah and a means
of earning blessings.

Importance of the right side
There is another Hadith dealing with the same topic.
Once some beverage was presented to the Holy

Prophet #. He # drank a portion of it, leaving the rest of
it. At that time a young boy was sitting on the right side of
the Holy Prophet #. On the left were people grown up in
age and senior in learning and experience. Feeling regard
for the people sitting on the left on account of their age
and accomplishments, the Holy Prophet # asked the
young boy to forgo his right to take the drink first in
favour of his seniors sitting on the left. The boy was
intelligent. He replied, saying: O Prophet ofAllah, if there
had been something else, I would surely have preferred
these respectable men to myself. Here the question is of
sharing a drink which has remained after your drinking.
So I request you to favour me with it, if it is my right. The
Holy Prophet #, therefore, handed over the drink to the
boy. This young boywas Hazrat Abdullah bin 'Abbas k^
<u* . (Muslim the Book of Drink, etc..)

Note the great importance the Holy Prophet #
attached to the right side by favouring a young boy with
the drink, although many elders and seniors were sitting
on the left side, and even the Prophet # himself desired
that the elder persons should be favoured with the gift of
the drink. He # however, did not violate the principle of
starting things from the right side. Everyday we find
occasions on which we have to distribute things, gifts,
e.g., food, sweets. On these occasions, if we follow the
principle of commencing distribution from the right side
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with the intention of complying with the Sunnah of the
Holy Prophet #, we shall soon realize the blessings and
lights emanating from this act of Sunnah.

Drinking water by mouth from a
big water-container

ill J*p ill Jj^»j ^j; Jtf <^£. ill ^?j ^j^bJl x^i ^j\ jP

^j^ij \4AljSl j~Sj J\ ^jju cAjL*i*£\ 6L^i jp JL*j aJIp

In this Hadith the Holy Prophet # has mentioned
another rule of etiquette regarding drinking water. Hazrat
Abu Saeed Khudri ^k^j has narrated: The Holy Prophet
# has prohibited drinking water by putting the mouth on
the openings of big water containers like pitchers and
water skin-bags, commonly in use in those days.

Two reasons for this prohibition
The learned men have mentioned two reaosns for

prohibiting this way of drinking. Firstly, such containers
hold large quantities of water. This water may possibly
contain something harmful and may have become
injurious for health. This happens when some animal (rats
etc) falls into such containers and renders the water
poisonous, orpolluted from the Shara'ee point.

Secondly, they have pointed out that when a man
drinks water direct by mouth from such a large water
containers quantity of the water may get down into his
stomach and damage his normal water absorption system
leading to serious repurcussions.
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The kindness of the Holy
Prophet # to his Ummah

As I have already mentioned, the prohibitions which
the Holy Prophet # has imposed on his Ummah are of
two kinds:

(i) Those which are unlawful and involve sin and
(ii) Those which are neither unlawful nor a sin, yet

they are indcedent and contrary to the rules of etiquette.
The Holy Prophet # has sometimes himself done

such things only to show that they are not sins, yet being
against the rules of etiquette, they should better be avoided.
Thus, it occurs in the Ahadith that on rare occasi9sn the
Holy Prophet # has himself drunk water by putting his
sacred mouth on the openings of skin water-bags. The
Ulama have explained that this prohibition applies to all big
water containers like skin-bags, large earthen pots and other
metallic cans. There may, of course, be some exceptions to
this rule which are dealt with in the next Hadith.

Drinking water with the mouth placed
on the opening of skin Water bags

tbrU ^l<aj^\ ^uT ^JL.^) 4s*kfl3 (IqJ ^J\ C~J& fUJli AJ&AA hj& ^J

Hazrat Kabshah, daughter of Hazrat Sabit and a
sister of Hazrat Hassan bin Sabit **a«^j has narrated,
saying: Once the Holy Prophet # called at our house. A
skin water-bag was hanging in the house and he # stood
up and drank water from it with his sacred mouth. By this
act he # showed that it was not unlawful to drink water
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by putting the mouth direct on to the water-bag. The
prohibition was imposed only as a matter of kindness and
advice. Hazrat Kabshah v^^j has narrated that after, the

Holy Prophet # had left her house, she cut off the part of
the bag on which he # had placed his mouth and
preserved that piece of skin as a sacred relic of the Holy
Prophet #.

How sacred becomes the spot that comes
in contact with the Prophet's sacred lips!

All his Companions ^ <Jj» ^ had a burning love for
the Holy Prophet #, ever ready to sacrifice their lives for
the beloved Prophet #. An example of this ardent love
and regard is in Hazrat Kabshah i** &\ ^ who took care to
preserve the piece of the skin-bag which the sacred lips of
the Holy Prophet # had touched. She cut off that rare
piece from the bag and preserved it in her house as an
invaluable relic from the Prophet ofAllah #.

This hair became sacred

Hazrat Abu Makhdoorah **in^j is a companion
whom the Holy Prophet # had appointed as a Muazzin in
the Holy city of Makkah. He embraced Islam at a very
tender age. The Holy Prophet # placed his sacred hand
on the boy's head, as people generally do with small boys
to show their affection. Hazrat Abu Makhdoorah ** k ^*>
said that he never in his lifetime shaved the hair on that

part of his head that had come in direct contact with the
sacred hand of the Holy Prophet #. He used to mention
proudly that the hair on that spot had become sacred by
coming in contact with the sacred hand of the Holy
Prophet #.
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The nature of sacred Relics

These incidents provide a proof that there is no
objection to preserving as sacred relics some thing
belonging or related to the Holy Prophet # or for that
mater, to a Companion **k^, Tabi een or Wall or a saint.
Nowadays people have become extremists about this
issue. Some men become irritated to see some relic and

regard this attitude as a form of shirk, while there are
others who regard these relics as everything. The truth lies
in between the two extremes. One should not place so
much faith in these relics as to touch the boundary of
shirk. Likewise, one should not disregard these sacred
relics, so as to become disrespectful to them. We should
realize that Allah showers down His mercy on relics that
come from His-beloved servants. You have just now seen
the regard of Hazrat Abu Kabshah ^fo^j for the piece of
the skin-bag touched by the sacred lips of the Holy
Prophet #.

The sacred Dirhams

Once the Holy Prophet # offered to Hazrat Jabir ^
**ii a few silver Dirhams. Hazrat Jabir ** k ^ did not

spend these Dirhams the whole of his lifetime, but
preserved them as precious and sacred relics from the
Prophet of Allah. He left a will for his successors and sons
asking them not to spend those Dirhams but preserve them
in the house as sacred relics of the Holy Prophet #. As
such, those Dirhams contained to be handed down from
generation to generation in his family for a long time.
They were however, lost during some disturbance.
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The sacred Sweat of the Holy Prophet #
Hazrat Umme Sulaim, if* in ^ a lady Companion,

has related that she once saw the Holy Prophet # sleeping
at a place during the severely hot summer of the Arab
land. Sweat was flowing down his sacred body. She,
therefore, collected and preserved some of the Prophet's
sweat in a phial. That sweat was, she admitted more
fragnant than musk and saffron. She preserved the phial of
the Prophet's sweat in her house and mixed a few drops of
it with the scent in her use.

The sacred Hair of the Holy Prophet #
A lady Companion i** in ^ got from somewhere a

hair of the Holy Prophet #. She said that she preserved
that hair by putting it in a phial filled with water.
Whenever anyone of her tribe fell sick, she would put a
drop of the water in the phial with her into some water and
give that water to the sick person as a medicne. By virtue
of the Prophet's hair Allah brought cure to the patient.

This is how the Noble Companions <** in ^ treated
with regard and respect the sacred relics of the Holy
Prophet #.

The Noble Companions ^in^j
and the sacred Relics

Hazrat Abdullah bin Umar^ii^ has said that there

are many places beteen Makkah Mukarramah and
Madinah Munawwarh at which the Holy Prophet # halted
during his journeys between these cities. Hazrat Abdullah
bin Umar **k^j used to get down at each of these places
to offer twoRak'ats ofNafl before proceeding ahead.

In this way the Noble Companions ^ii*^ took
great care in collecting and preserving the sacred relics of
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the Holy Prophet #. However, these Companions ^in^*,
were also well aware Of the reality of these relics. They
did not indulge in exaggeration nor were they extremists
in this regard. They did not regard these relics as a means
of working miracles, bringing cure or solving difficulties.
They never made these relics a cause of Shirk, as people
do now.

The origin of Idolation
Idolatry took its origin in Arabia as a result of

exaggeration in dealing with relics. The mother of Hazrat
Ismael f*-j»u*, Hazrat Hajirah ^u* stayed near the House
of Allah in Makkah Mukarramah. Thereafter there was a

battle between Bani Jarham and some other tribe. As a

result of this battle the other tribe expelled the people of
Bani Jarham from Makkah Mukarramah who were forced

to migrate from there. While leaving Makkah
Mukarramah, they took with them some soil, stone and the
like to serve as relics and some other memorials of the

House of Allah and the Holy city of Makkah. When they
settled at another place, they protected and preserved these
relics with great care and regard. With the passage of
time, when none remained to guide them to the right path
the later generations made out of these relics some idols
which they began to worship as their gods. It is from this
incident that Idol worship took its origin in Arabia.

Moderation is necessary in the matter
of sacred Relics

If moderation is not maintained in the respect and
regard paid to these relics, this gradually leads to shirk
(Idolatry). It is, therefore, imperative to be cautious in this
matter. We should neither treat them with so much regard
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as to touch the boundary of Shirk nor take them too lightly
and carelessly so as to slight and disgrace them.

The right course is that we should preserve them
with due regard for the sake of virtue and blessing which
they may contain, because they are related to some
spiritual guide or saint. Maulana Jami u*&\u*j ha said:

I have regard even for a dog belonging to the city of
Madinah Munaw-warah, because that dog is related to the
Propeht's city. All these emotions emanate from true love.
Anything having the slightest connection with the belief
attracts respect and regard. Allah grants recompense to him
who has respect for the connection that exists between a Wali
and Allah, provided he maintains the due limits and does not
transgress them. Despite all this people go to the extremes in
these matters and suffer from distress and inconvenience.

May Almighty Allah help us in maintaining
moderation. Aameenl

It is an act of sunnah to drink water while sitting

Ol ^ Aj\ pl^j aJp &\ JuP ^Jl jP A* k ^j ^1 jP

Hazrat Anas **k^> has narrated that the Holy
Prophet # has prohibited drinking water while standing.
The learned have advised in compliance with this Hadith
that as far as possible people should not drink water while
standing. It was the general practice of the Holy Prophet
# to drink water while sitting.

It is also lawful to drink water while standing
It should be borne in mind that when the Holy Prophet

# prohibited something, even though that is not a sin, he #
himself sometimes ignored that prohibition. This was to
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show that the act prohibited was not a sin. That is why there
were occasions on which he M drank water, while standing.
You have seen just now how the Holy Prophet # drank
water from the skin-bag of Hazrat Kabshah i** ^ ^, while
standing and with his sacred mouth placed on the opening
of the bag. The Ulama have, therefore, advised that there is
no objection to drinking water standing when one camiot
drink it while sitting. As demonstrated by the Holy Prophet
# himself, this is neither unlawful nor a sin. Hazrat Nizal
bin Sabrah ** k ^ has narrated that once Hazrat Ali ** k ^
went to the Rahbah Gate (o^jiv-*) in Kufah and there he
drank water while standing and said:

ci*3^Jy^i lj US' J*S JL-»j aJIp <&1 ^p <&1 Jj-*>j C~> 1j ^1

That is: I saw the Holy Prophet # doing the
same as you have seen me doing, that I drank
water standing. (Bukhari).
The Holy Prophet # has, by his own action, shown

that no sin is involved in this.

The excellence of drinking while sitting
The etiquette which the Holy Prophet # taught his

Ummah, emphasized it and which he # himself followed
the whole ofhis lifetime is that he drank water, while sitting
as far as possible. This way of drinking water thus became
one of the most important acts of his Sunnah. For the sake
of compensation and reward and its blessings every Muslim
should try to act upon it himself and teach others to do the
same. The children, in particular, should be instructed to
drink water while sitting, as there is no inconvenience in
following this Sunnah. In addition, it is a means of earning
divine reward and blessings. Why should we lose the
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virtues, lights and blessings ofthis Sunnah?

Form the habit of acting upon the Sunnah
Once Hazrat Dr. Abdul Hai Sahib unitou^ related the

following incident:
"Once I entered a mosque for prayer and was

feeling thirsty. I took out water in a pot from the
earthen jar provided in the mosque. According to my
habit I sat down to drink the weter. A man who was

standing nearby objected to this way of my drinking
and told me that I could have as well drunk the water

while standing. I told him that it was my habit to drink
while sitting. The man retorted, saying that it ws a
great virtue and honour to form the habit of something
which is a Sunnah of the Holy Prophet #. The man
was quite right. When a man is prone to form many
habits he should try to form habits which are acts of
the Sunnah and which are expected to earn for him
great rewards and blessings from Almighty Allah.

The Idea of doing a good Deed is a
"guest" from Allah

Hazrat Maulana Maseehullah Khan Sahib of

Jalalabad ^uiiiA^j has said when an idea is born in the heart

of doing some good deed, this idea in the terminology of
the mystics is called "Warid* meaning a spontaneous urge.
They say that the "idea" is in fact a guest sent by Allah
which should be welcomed and honoured. For example,
drinking of water while standing you are reminded
suddenly that you should follow the Sunnah of drinking
while sitting and then you sit down to drink. Now this
"Waridx or the "Idea" will come to you again and again
and urge you to follow many other acts of the Sunnah.
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Thus, you will go on increasing your good deeds. On the
other hand if you do not welcome this "divine guest" but
turn it away you shall be a loser. For example, you are
drinking water standing but you fail to correct yourself
when you are reminded that you should drink while
sitting, on the ground that thereby you are not commiting
a sin. This act of yours is tantamount to turning away the
"divine guest". When you repeat this apathy on your part
the "Divine Guest" will naturally forsake you. This will
result in the hardening of your heart. Instead of the "Idea"
to do good deeds, "Ideas" to do bad deeds and commit
sins will visit your heart.

The moral we draw from this discussion is that

whenever an urge occurs in the heart to act upon the
Sunnah the opportunity should be seized atonce and the
urge should be satisfied by immediate actions. A little
practice on this line will put you on the right tract of the
Sunnah.

How to drink Zamzam water?

^L»j aJp &\ J-p ^J\ c~Am> :JU U#& iil ^j ^Up j»\ jP

(^^UT^l^u^^) .^13 J&J <*Jj£J <^JAJ JA

Hazrat Abdullah bin Abbas **k^ has
narrated, saying: Once I offered Zamzam water
to the Holy Prophet # to drink. He # drank
the water, while standing.
Some Ulama think on the basis of this Hadith it is

better and more virtuous to drink Zamzam water standing
instead of sitting. It has, therefore, become a widely known
belief that there are two kinds of water which should be

drunk while standing - the Zamzam water and the water left
after performing ablution (Wudu). This is because it is
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"Mustahab" (desirable) to drink the water left after ablution.
There is, however, a class of Ulama who are of the opinion
that it is better to drink both these kinds of water while

sitting. They argue about the Hadith of Hazrat Abdullah bin
Abbas ** k ^ that the Holy Prophet # drank the Zamzam
water because the well being crowded with men and
surrounded with mire and mud on all sides, there was no

place for the Holy Prophet # in the vicinity to drink while,
sitting. Therefore, this Hadith does not make it a binding
that Zamzam water should be drunk while standing, and that
this way of drinking is better and more virtuous.

It is better and more virtuous to drink, while

sitting, Zamzam and Wudu (Ablution) water
On the basis of a research carried out by him my

respected father, Hazrat Maulana Mufti Muhammad Shafi
Sahib up in ;u^ came to the conclusion that it is better to

drink both Zamzam as well Wudu water, while sitting. It
is, however, lawful to drink these waters while standing
like any other kind of water, when there is some handicap
in drinking while sittting.

Taking food while standing

Ol ^ Ail ^j Aslp iil J~p ^Jl 01 AiP ill ^j ^1 jP

dAb :Jli ?Jf ^li :j*j*i UiB :odb£ JliiUfti ^J\ ^j^t

Hazrat Anas **k^j has narrated, saying: The Holy
Prophet # has forbidden to drink water, while standing.
Hazrat Qatadah ** k ^ said to Hazrat Anas ** k ^: What
about eating while standing ? The reply was : It is worse
and more hateful. (Sahih Muslim).

In other words, to eat while standing is more hateful
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than to drink standing.
On the basis of this Hadith some Ulama have said

that to drink while standing is only disgustful but to eat
while standing is prohibited in the Shari ah.

Avoid eating while standing
There are people who argue on the basis of a Hadith

ofHazrat Abdullah bin Umar **k^j that it is lawful to eat
while standing. Hazrat Abdullah bin Umar ** k ^ has said
in this Hadith that during the time of the Holy Prophet #
they ate while walking and drank water while standing.
The people, therefore, ask why they are being forbidden to
eat while standing when the Noble Companions <•** *h\ ^
were free to do so.

You have just now heard the Hadith of Hazrat
Abdullah bin Umar ** k ^, saying: that it is worse and
more hateful to eat while standing. In other words it is
unlawful to eat while standing. This Hadith refers to the
meals eaten regularly two, or three times daily. The other
Hadith of Hazrat Abdullah bin Umar ** k ^ refers to

small bits of eatables, like chocolates almonds and dates

etc., which can be eaten while standing and walking. As
for the regular meals dinners and lunches, it is totally
unlawful to eat them while standing and walking. The
system of eating while standing has become very popular
in the feasts arranged now. This must be condemned and
abolished, because this is not human. It is a beastly way of
eating. My respected father described this way ofeating as
a form of 'grazing' and not as human eating; snatching the
food from here and there. This is sheer incivility and also
insulting to the guests. For God's sake give up this way of
eating. Only a little care is needed to get rid of this beastly
system.
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Some people justify this by alleging that this ensures
economy in expenditure. Only a small space is needed and
the heavy cost of furniture is saved. This is meaningless.
What about the costly chairs arranged in the marriage hall
and the decorative costly lights? In addition, huge amounts
are wasted on useless customs, the preparation of video
films and so many other sinful practices. Where is the idea
jofeconomy? The fact remains that all this is due to the craze
ofa blind following offashion and nothing else.

Only a little resolution and courage are needed.
Resolve today that you shall entertain your guests with
food on dining chairs and tables or on the ground
furnished with clean sheets, irrespective of the costs
involved. Once you have taken a firm decision to do away
with this beastly way ofeating and entertaining, Allah will
help you in abolishing this inhuman style offeasting.

May Almighty Allah help us all in getting rid of this
bad custom. Aameenl
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ETIQUETTES OF INVITING
GUESTS TO A FEAST

$J*JJ <*~^£' J^JV JMJAJJ J OjAXL^Jj 4,'xJC^J j OXoPxJ it *U^dl

jaj 4J J^lo tA3 ill QX& ja tJUPt Ob jAjl~*ti\ jjjjii ja iiiu

j db^v do^j in vi Ji *t oi o^j j J <js\a ^ aju*

ill ^L^? Jj-*»JJ d*LP t*U^o U*^J LJ J U*tL*> J UU-*J tM*lg^Jj

\.j£\jt£ UJLj JL>j ^3jUj <obw>lj <dt ^Lp-j <l!p Juj

OjuUI

tit^j *uip ill JL<? ill Jj^»jJli Jl§ 4^P ill^pj djijb ^1 jP

pjiaJi \Jo£a Jlf Jlj J^flJld UJU> OlT Old v^Ji (^" ^ ^

All praise is for Allah. We praise Him and
seek His help and seek His forgiveness and
believe in Him and rely on Him. We seek
refuge with Him from the evils of our selves
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and from the vices of our deeds. There is none

to misguide him whom He guides and there is
none to guide him whom He lets go astray. I
bear witness that there is no god except Allah
the One who has no partner. I also bear
witness that our sire, our authority, our
Prophet and our Master, Muhammad # is His
servant and His Messenger. May Almighty
Allah have mercy on him, his household and
his Companions <** Jto ^ and bless them and
salute them all in great abundance.

It is the right of a Muslim to accept Invitation
Hazrat Abu Hurairah **k^j has narrated that th&.

Holy Prophet # said: When anyone of you is invited to a
feast, he should accept the invitation. If he is fasting he
should pray for the inviter by calling at his house. If he is
not fasting he should go and dine with him.

In this Hadith the Holy Prophet # has emphasized
that a Muslim's invitation should be accepted. He # has
enjoined that to accept an invitation is the right of a
Muslim. He # has said in another Hadith:

£+j\?r\ <̂ jJkUll c^-tj <V)LJbj (j~*>JL-Jl (JIp JL~Jt j^-

This means: A Muslim has five rights due to him by
another Muslim (i) to respond to P*- (salutation) (ii) to say
"^idu^" if anyone sneezes; (iii) to accept an invitation; (iv)
to accompany a funeral; and (v) to call on a sick person to
inquire after his health.

Thus the Holy Prophet # has granted a Muslim
these five rights due to him by another Muslim. The
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acceptance of an invitation is one of them. He # has,
therefore, emphasized that the invitation must be accepted.

The objective of accepting an invitation
An invitation should be accepted with the belief that

it is from a brother who has invited his brother with

affection. This affection should be acknowledged to
please the inviter. To accept an invitation is an act of the
Sunnah which carries recompense and reward from Allah.
It is very bad that the act of acceptance should depend on
the standard of the food which may be high or low. It
should be accepted at any rate because the exclusive
purpose is to please the inviting brother. The Holy Prophet
# has said in another Hadith:

This means: I shall accept an invitation even if
it is for eating a goat's leg.
In these days a feast of goat's trotter is regarded as a

very nice and attractive dish but in the Prophet's days it
was considered to be worthless. An invitation to a feast

must be accepted with the intention of pleasing a brother.
No distinction should be made between a rich and a poor
inviter. On the contrary, it is better and more virtuous to
accept the invitation of a poor man.

There is a spiritual light in a feast in which
only boiled rice with Dal (curry of cereals) is served

I have heard this story many times from my
respected father up <Jj» ^ about a grass-cutter of Deoband
(India) whp earned a living by cutting and selling grass.
He did not earn more than six pice a week. Being a single
person he spent two pice on his food, two pice on charity
and retained the remaining two pice as a saving. After
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every one or two months he entertained with this saving
some saintly professors ofthe Darul-Uloom (university) of
Deoband. The entertainment consisted only of boiled rice
and Dal. My father told me that at that time Hazrat
Maulana Muhammad Yaqoob Nanotawi Sahib ^^iu^
was the Rector of the University. He said that he
anxiously waited the whole month for the entertainment of
the grass-cutter. The reason was that the spiritual light and
satisfaction which he received from that simple food could
not be obtained from the best of rich dishes generally
served in rich banquets.

The reality of a feast lies in the
expression of "Affection"

The reality of inviting persons to a feast and of
accepting the invitation lies in the expression ofaffection.
It was the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet # that he # never
turned down an invitation, however poor and lowly the
inviter was. Sometimes he # walked miles to attend a

feast. So the reality of an invitation lies in the fact that it
should be issued with affection and sincerity and it should
be accepted with the same feelings of affection and
sincerity. Only then will a feast contain and radiate
spiritual light and fetch to both the parties reward and
recompense.

Invitation to feast or invitation to enmity
Today our feast and banquets are subjected to

useless customs and formalities. To accept or reject an
invitation to such feasts is a difficult matter. In either case,

there are suspicions and complaints. That is why Hazrat
Thanawi a* &\ ^ said that an invitation to a feast should

not lead to enmity. A feast should not be made a cause of
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inconvenience and distress. Some people issue invitations
and insist on its acceptance without considering the
difficulties and loss of time the acceptance and attendance
may entail. This is no feast; it is a source of distress. If
you are to gain someone's affection through arranging a
feast, you should first think about providing comfort to the
guest and avoiding inconvenience to him.

The best form of a Feast

Hakimul-Ummat, Hazrat Thanawi a* «ij» ^ used to

say that there are three categories of feasts-viz., the best,
the middle and the lowest. During the present conditions
of the society, the best form of feast is to present some
cash to the guest invited. This will cause no inconvenience
to him and he will be free to spend the amount according
to his need and choice. This way of arranging a feast is
more comfortable and beneficial to the guest and free from
any inconvenience to him.

The middle-category of a Feast
The seconed category of a feast consists in sending

the food to the invited guest at his house. In such a case
the guest has no alternative but to partake the food sent to
him. He has been thereby saved from all sorts of
inconveniences and discomforts as he was provided with
the food at his own house.

The lowest category of a Feast
The third and lowest category of a feast consists in

requesting the guest to call at your house to take the food.
This is very inconvenient and expensive too. Nowadays
people lead a busy life, live at long distances of thirty to
forty miles. The acceptance of invitation to such a feast
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means spending at least two hours and fifty rupees for
attending the feast. This is no feast, but an attempt to
cause inconvenience and financial loss to the guest. It
could be more convenient to the guest if cash was
presented to him or the food sent to him at his house.

A strange way of arranging a Feast
Hazrat Maulana Muhammad Idris Kandehlawi d\ u^j

up was one of my father's most intimate friends. He lived at
Lahore. Once when he came to Karachi he also came to the

Darul-Uloom Korangi, to see my respected father u*^ u^.
My father was highly pleased to see him. He visited the
Darul-Uloom at about 10 (ten) a.m. When asked about his
stay at Karachi, he said that he was staying at Agra colony
and was due to go back to Lahore the next day. After having
some conversation he was preparing to leave the
Darul-Uloom my father u^i^ expressed his wish to invite
him to a feast in his honour. At the same time my father said
to him that it would be very inconvenient and troublesome
for him to visit the Darul-Uloom again from such a long
distance for partaking of the feast, specially when he was
leaving for Lahore the next day. In lieu of the feast my
father <j* ^ u^ presented to the honourbale guest a 100-rupee
note an humble gift. Maulana Muhammad Idris Sahib 4lnu^
up placed that note on his head, saying: This is a great
blessing from you that I have been honoured by your feast
without undergoing any inconvenience and discomforts. He
then took leave to depart.

Affection demands that ease and comfort

should be provided
This is an example of avoiding undue formality and

providing comfort. If there had been some person other
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than the Mufti Sahib a* jn ^ he would have insisted on

the guest to visit the host's house again for the feast. If
there had been a guest other than Hazrat Maulana Idris
Sahib aJp Jnu^, he would have rejected the 100 rupee note,
saying: Am I hungry and a beggar that you are offering me
money to spend it on food?

Bear it in mind that the first demand of affection is

that ease and comfort should be provided for the person
loved, liked and invited instead of causing inconvenience
and distress. My elder brother Zaki Kaifi up4j>^j used to
compose very nice poetry. One of his beautiful couplets is
as follows:

^y c~ §3 ifj iix ^jf <L-X

This means: O my beloved! I forsake such faith
as may become a cause ot displeasing your
heart.

When my late brother recited this couplet I told him
that thereby, he had dismissed all forms of 'Bid ah'
(innovation). All innovations take rise from this tendency of
a man that he invents from his own mind new ways of
showing faith and loyalty. He hardly thinks that this way of
showing loyalty.only creates displeasure in the beloved's
heart.

It is an art to invite a guest to a feast
Any way, it is an art to arrange a feast and invite

guests to it. The aim should be to provide comfort and
ease, instead of inconvenience and distress. Secondly, the
main aim of arranging feasts is to express affection and to
meet the demands of this affection. This has nothing to do
with customs. For example, feast, are arranged on the
occasions of 'Aqiqa, or the third, tenth and fortieth days of
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someone's death. Remember, that these formal feasts have

nothing to do with the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet #.
Indeed a feast is that which is arranged with an open heart
without any condition and customs, whatsoever.

The foregoing observations are about arranging a
feast. As regards the matter of accepting the invitation to
a feast, the Holy Prophet # has said, that it is the right
of a Muslim to accept the invitation of the inviter.
However, the meaning of accepting an invitation is that
the man accepting the invitation should have love and
affection for the inviter. An invitation should not be

accepted for the reason that its non-acceptance will
cause dishonour and disgrace to him in his family circle.
Acceptance of an invitation with this idea is not in
compliance with the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet #. It
will be in conformity with the Sunnah only when an
invitation is accepted with a desire that the acceptance
will pelase the heart of the inviter.

The condition to accept an invitation to a Feast
The Shari ah has imposed a condition on accepting an

invitation to a feast. This acceptance will become an act of
Sunnah only when this does not involve the guest invited in
some sin. It is not an act of Sunnah to accept an invitation
where major sins are being committed as generally happens
in the functions held nowadays. It is written on the marriage
invitation cards 4>>~* «uJj (a feast according to the Sunnah).
The people know that it is an act of Sunnah to arrange a
Walimah (manage feast), but they do not know how to
make this feast according to the Sunnah. In such feasts there
is a violation of the purdah system. There are mixed
gatherings of both the sexes and major sins are freely
committed.
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How long shall you go on surrendering
yourself to this situation?

Why is all this happening ? It is happening, because
we are passively surrendering ourselves to the vices. This
has resulted in the spreading of the sins in the society e.g
disobedience, indulgence in prohibited acts and lewdness,
etc. If on the occasions of such feasts some members of

the family had refused to attend the feasts and gatherings
such vices would not have spread so fast. If the people are
advised not to participate in a mixed gathering of males
and females, they say in reply that by so doing they shall
be expelled from the family and the soceity. It is suggested
that it is much better that a man gets expelled from the
clan and the society for the sake of saving himself from
displeasing Allah. A man inviting should also abide by
your principles and preferences. If he does not do this it is
none ofyour respnsibility to accept his invitation.

The guests invited should take a strong stand in this
matter and tell the members of their families and their

relatives in clear cut words that they shall not attend a feast
in a mixed gathering of men and women. They shall attend
a feast where there is a separate arrangement for men and
women. They will find that after sometime the vice will be
stopped, as it has not yet gone beyond control. The
difficulty is that religious-minded people feel ashamed to
take this stand, that for the fear the people will dub them as
conservative, backwards, fundamentalists and extremists.

As against this, those who take the path of faithlessness and
unbridled freedom, invite the people without any hitch and
hesitation to shamelessness and lewdness. This vice has

gone so far that young girls have begun to dance before
men. Despite all this people are taking part in such marriage
parties. Think a bit for God sake how long will you drift in
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this flood and cooperate with the members of your family?
If this trend continues for sometime more, it is not unlikely
that the vices and curses of the western civilization will

overpower our society. There must be a limit at which you
must halt. It is, therefore, necessary that you should try to
stop this flood ofobscinity and absurdity. Therefore, resolve
just now that you shall not participate in a function in which
sins are committed and men and women sit and eat together.
If you resist this ugly situation with courage and
determination it is still possible to stop this flood of
ever-increasing custom ofshamelessness and lewdness.

The Purdah observing ladies become
untouchable, in such mixed gatherings

On hearing these comments some hosts say that only a
few purdah observing ladies attend these functions and
separate arrangements can be made for them. Do you want
to treat these ladies as utouchables? If a purdahless woman
sits away from the men what does she lose? On the other
hand, if a woman inpurdah is compelled to appear without
purdah before the male guests she spoils her religion. There
is no difficulty in making separate arrangements for men
and women. Only a little care and courage is needed to
achieve this goal and eradicate the evil.

The injunction of the Sharee ah to
accept an invitation

The Islamic Sharee ah enjoins that it is not lawful to
attend a feast when it is known that some of the major sins
will be committed there and there is a possibility that the
person invited shall also be involved in these sins. It is,
however, permissible to attend a feast in which there will
be sin, but the guest will manage shoehow to keep himself
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aloof from those sins. This permission is applicable to
persons belonging to the general public and not to those
important persons whom people raise their eyes for
guidance. This is an important principle of accepting an
invitation, that the guest does not beocme involved in a
sin by his acceptance of the invitation to the feast.

To abandon an optional fast for the sake of a Feast
The Holy Prophet # has also mentioned in the Hadith

quoted in the beginning that ifthe guest who has been invited
cannot partake of the food, because he is fasting he should
pray for the host. The Jurists in the light of certain Ahadith,
have gone to the extent that, if the man invited is observing an
optional fast he has permission to break his fast and accept the
invitation in order to please the host. He should compensate
for that fast later on. If he does not feel inclined to break the

fast, he should at least pray for the host.

An uninvited guest

ill J*p ^\ Jjtj \*s :Jli «up h ^>j <jj^ *j*~j> ^\ j*

i^Llt jL Uid tJ^-j *g«.-rt <4~~«> {j~«a\?~ aJ ajc+p >IaLJ JLij <u1p

&\j bib b\ cjl$> d\i UJ.iJLa d\ :pL*j *4* &J^ ^ J£
jarjj* ^\j <ju*w« ^ur <^bv £?%~fi) ill Jj*»>j k*J di\ Jj :Jli <£frj <

Hazrat Abu Masoodal-Badri **&„*, has narrated that
a man invited the Holy Prophet # to a feast along with
four other persons with him 4fc. Those were the days of
simplicity, so when a man invited the Holy Prophet 4& he
would permit him 4£ to take with him three or four
persons to share the feast. In the present case the host had
invited five persons, including the Holy Prophet 4&. When
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the Holy Prophet # was going to the feast a sixth person
joined these five. When the Holy Prophet # reached the
door of the host he # informed him that a sixth person
had followed him who had not been invited. If the host

permitted him he would enter the door, otherwise he
would go back. The host gladly allowed the uninvited
person to enter the house and partake of the food.

That man is a thief and a plunderer
In this Hadith the Holy Prophet # has taught us that

when we are going to attend a feast and by chance an
uninvited person follows us to the house of the host, it is
our duty to inform the host about this uninvited person. If
the host allows this uninvited person, only then he can
attend the feast. It occurs in a Hadith of the Holy Prophet
# that the person who attends a feast without invitation
enters the feast as a thief and leaves it as a plunderer.

Some rights of the Host
This teaching of the Holy Prophet # points out a

very important principle which we have forgotten. We
have impressed upon our minds that a guest has many
rights due to him by his host, e.g.,due respect, provision of
comfort and nice food, etc. In this Hadith the Holy
Prophet # has taught that just as there are rights due to a
guest by his host in the same way there are rights due to
the host by the guest. If the right due to a host that the
guest should not take with him uninvited persons to
burden the host, as is the habit of certain Pirs and Faqirs
who do not attend a feast unless there is a platoon of
disciples and attendants to accompany them to the venue
of the feast. At the sudden appearance of such a crowd the
host gets nervous and upset. How to accommodate so
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many unexpected arrivals? That is why the Holy Prophet
£fc has said that an uninvited person enters a feast as a
thief and gets out of it as a plunderer. There is, however,
an exception, when the guest and the host are on very
intimate and friendly terms the guest may take a few
common friends with him, feeling that the host will be
pleased with this addition. In case the addition is likely to
cause the slightest inconvenience to the host his prior
permission must be obtained.

The Host must be informed in advance

Likewise, it is a right due to the host that his guest
must give him advance information about his visit. The
guest should visit the host, so as to allow him sufficient
time to arrange for his food conveniently. If a guest visits
his host at an odd hour it will be difficult for the latter to

arrange for the lodging and fooding of the guest. This is a
right of the host.

A guest should not observe fast without the
permission of the host

May our lives be sacrificed for the Holy Prophet 4fc
that he # has mentioned in a Hadith that it is not lawful for

a guest to observe fast without telling his host that he is
fasting. This is becausae the host will arrange for the guest's
breakfast and dinner etc., and he does not know that the
guest is fasting, if the guest tells him at a late hour about his
fasting all this labour of the host will be lost, along with the
amounts spent on food, etc. By his behaviour the guest has
also caused him mental torture. Therefore, the guest as well
as the host have both their respective rights.
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The Guest must be present at the meal time
The host appoints a time for serving the food but a

guest is absent at this time and the host is searching for him.
He himself cannot take food alone without his guest. The
Islamic etiquettes demand that if a guest is not inclined to take
food or will be late for the meal time, he must inform the
guest ofhis intention and programme, so that the host may be
saved from the inconvenience ofsearching and waiting.

It is a major sin to cause distress to a host
Deen (Faith) is not confined only to prayers, fasting

and rehearsing the various sacred words. These rules of
etiquette also form part of Deen, which in the Islamic
ternfinology are called Mu ashrat(social living). It is seen
with regret that even great religious persons who are very
particular in the matter oftheir routine prayers, do not care
for these rules of 'Mu'ashrat. This carelessness involves
them in sins. If, by ignoring these rules, you cause distress
to your host, you incur the major sin of causing distress to
a Muslim. You must be careful about it.

My respected father Maulana Muhammad Shafi
Sahib aJp^u^j used to say that to cause distress to a
Muslim by one's words or acts is a major sin, like that of
drinking wine, committing theft or adultery. Thus, if by
any of his acts a guest causes distress to his host, he in
fact causes distress to a Muslim and commits a major sin.
All these points are included in the principle which the
Holy Prophet 4fc has very mercifully mentioned in the
Hadith referred to earlier.

May Almighty Allah help us all in complying with
these injunctions. Aameenl

j~JU)t <~>j ill *U*Jt 01 Ulj*ay-Tj
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All praise is for Allah. We praise Him and
seek His help and seek His forgiveness and
believe in Him and rely on Him. We seek
refuge with Him from the evils of our souls
and from the vices of our deeds. There is none

to misguide him whom He guides and there is
none to guide him whom He lets go astray. I
bear witness that there is no god except Allah,
the One and the only. He has no partner. I also
bear witness that our sire, ^d our authority
and our Prophet and our Master, Muhammad
# is His servant and His Messenger. May
Almighty Allah have mercy on hi:n, his
household and his Companions ^h^ and
may He bless them and salute them all in a
great deal.
That is: O children of Adam! We have revealed

to you raiment to conceal your shame and (have
also revealed) splendid vesture, but the raiment
ofrighteousness, that is better. (7:26)

Introduction

As I have already mentioned the Islamic teachigns
encompass within its orbit every branch of life. It is
concerned with every part of social living and social
activities without any exception. Dress is also an
important aspect of human life. That is why it finds a
detailedaccount in the Holy Qur'an andthe Sunnah.

The present day propaganda
Nowadays a propaganda campaign is being launched

that Dress is something which is related to the specific
conditions of every nation and community. It is, therefore, a
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matter of narrow-mindedness to involve the rules of the

Sharee' ah therein and apply them in cases in which men
prefer dresses in accordance with their choice and their
environment. People are frequently heard saying that these
Molvis have imposed conditions and restrictions on Deen
which is something very easy and simple. Almighty Allah
and His Prophet # did not prescribe these restrictions in
Deen. These mullahs have imposed self-styled restrictions.
Due to their short-sightedness they themselves have avoided
many restrictions and are involving others.

Every type of dress has its specific impact
Bear in mind that the question of dress is not so

simple, that a man may choose for him whatever style of
dress he prefers without being affected in his Deen, his
conduct and character, his life and his behaviour, by the
dress he adopts. It is a fact admitted not only by the
Sharee ah but by the scientists as well as the Psychologists
that the style of dress does have its impact on the
behaviour, conduct and character of man. The dress is not

only a few pieces of cloth sewn together. It is something
which deeply affects the thinking, mentality and
sentiments ofman.

The effect of his gown on Hazrat Umar ^a^

It has been narrated about Hazrat Umar ** *« ^j that
once when he came to the Prophet's mosque to deliver a
Khutbah(sermon) he was wearing a very magnificent gown.
After having delivered the Khutbah when he went back
home, he put off that gown with the resolution that he
would not wear it again, because it created in him a sense of
pride and superiority. The gown in itself was something
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neither prohibited nor unlawful. Those who have been
granted by Almighty Allah crystal-clear hearts are able to
realize the slightest ofvice in their inner selves. This may be
illustrated by the example of a piece of cloth full of dirty
spots. If one more spot is added to it, it will make no
noticeable difference. The example of our hearts is like the
example of the spotted cloth, full of countless spots of sins.
We do not, therefore, at all realize in our hearts the bad
effects of the sins we commit from time to time. Contrary to
this, the hearts of the righteous are like spotless cloth. If a
spot appears on it, it is clearly visible. The incident of
Hazrat Umar ***»„*, demonstrates that the dress-style ofman
does have an impact on his conduct, character and trend of
thought. One should, therefore, realize the importance of
dress and obey the injunctions ofthe Shareeah about it.

Another propaganda of the present day
Remember that the injunctions of Deen are

applicable equally to the soul and the body, the inside as
well as the outside. TheQur'an says:

This means: Forsake the outwardness of the

sin and the inwardness thereof. (6.120)

Almighty Allah has commanded His servants to give
up the open as well as the hidden sins. Mind well that it is
a deception of Satan to think that the inside of man is
quite sound, notwithstanding the unsoundness of his
outside. Remember that the outside becomes spoiled only
when the inside is spoiled. The soundness of the outside
depends on the soundness of the inside.
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A beautiful example
One of our saints used to give an example to

illustrate this point. When a fruit gets rotten in its inside
the effect of this rottenness appears on its outside in the
form of ugly spots. If the fruit is not rotten in its inside,
the outside remains sound and sightly. Similarly, if the
outside of a man is unsound, it is a sign that his inside is
also unsound to a certain degree. It is therefore, not
correct to claim that our inside is all right, no matter what
is the condition of the outside.

Attention is paid to the betterment of the
outside also in our worldly affairs

People take care to improve their inner as well as their
outer appearance in the matters of their worldly affairs. It is
a paradox to say that the btterment of the outside is not
needed in the matter of "Deen". Take an example. While
building a house, you have raised the structure with its
covered walls and then the walls are plastered. The walls as
well as its doors and windows and decorate them with

paints to render its external apperance attractive. Now when
the main structure which is the inside of the house is safe

and sound what is the use of decorating and beautifying its
exterior? In the matter ofyour house or your car you are not
satisfied with the soundness of its inside but spend large
amounts on decorating its outside. Why do you not apply
the same principle in the matter of Deen about which you
say that when its inside is safe and sound, there is nothing to
worry about its outside condition.

This is a Satanic deception
The notion that it is not necessary to take care of the

outside as long as the inside is all right is a Satanic
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deception. It is necessary to ameliorate the inside as well as
the outside. The outside requiring amelioration conists of
your "Dress", food, conduct and character in the society.
Their soundness has a bearing upon the soundness of the
inside which is the soul. Those who do not think on these

lines have really no real understanding of Deen. If matters
had been as these ignorant persons presume, the Holy
Prophet # would not have issued so many injunctions
about dress, as he fOfc has done. In principle he # has issued
his kind injunctions in matters in which people are likely to
go astray. It is, therefore, necessary to hear and obey these
valuable principles and teachings of the Holy Prophet #.

The Sharee ah has not specifically
prescribed any dress

The Islamic Sharee ah has been very moderate in the
matter of dress-style. It has not prescribed any specific
form and style to be adopted by all Muslims. It would be
against Islam to disregard the prescribed pattern of dress.
Being a Deen ofnature, Islam does recognise that styles of
dress worn by the people may differ from place to place,
according to the conditions, climates, seasons, customs
and the needs of different regions. Islam has, however,
prescribed only some basic principles of dress which must
be understood well and adhered to strictly.

Four basic principles of dress for Muslims
Mentioning the four basic principles of dress

Almighty Allahhassaidin theHoly Qur'an:

This means: O children of Adam! We have
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revealed to you raiment to conceal your shame
and (have also revealed) splendid vesture, but the
raiment of righteousness that is better. (726)
Almighty Allah has endowed these three sentences

with a world of meanings.

The first basic principle of dress
The first basic principle as revealed in the verse is

that the dress should conceal your hidden, private parts.
The Arabic word •»>- means that part of the body by
showing or talking about which a man feels a sense of
shame, (the concealable part) is meant here. Thus, the
basic aim of dress is to conceal this •»>- Allah has described

some parts of men and women as s^ that which must be
kept concealed from view. This concealable part in a man
is what lies between the navel and the knees. It is not

lawful to bare this part, except when it becomes
unavoidable to bare it before a physician for medical
treatment. As regards a woman her entire body is ^
(concealable), except the face and the hands up to the
wrists. It is not lawful to open any part of this concealable
part in a woman.

The basic aim of a dress is to cover the parts which
the Sharee 'ah has enjoined to be covered. A dress which
does not meet this requirement is not recognized by the
Sharee 'ah as a dress. Indeed it is no dress at all.

Three defects in a dress

There are three aspects in which a dress does not
fulfil the basic principle concerning "dress":-

i) It is so short that it leaves some of the concealable
parts bared.

ii) The dress is large enough to cover two
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concealable parts, yet it is so and thin that the concealed
parts are reflected throught it.

iii) The dress tight-fitting that the depressions and
projections of the body can be easily viewed. This also
violates the rules of covering the ^

It is, therefore, necessary to cover the body with
such thick cloth as does not reflect the concealed parts. It
should not be of tight-fitting but of loose-fitting to conceal
fully the internal parts. The same three principles are
applicable to the female dress also.

The present naked garments
The fashion of the present age has totally defeated

the aim of dress. Today such half-naked garments have
been introduced among men-and women as do not ensure
which parts of the body are covered and which are visible
to the eyes. Such funny garments are not recognized by
the Islamic Sharee 'ah as dress. There are women who
wear very fine and tight-fitting garments which reveal the
depressions and projections of their bodies to others. The
Holy Prophet # has said about such women :-

Those women will be naked even in their

garments. (Sahih Muslim)

By wearing such garments the basic aim will not be
fulfilled for which Almighty Allah has revealed dress.
This trend has spread among women of today like an
epidemic and shame and modesty have lost their meaning.
Garments and dresses have been designed by professional
designers which instead of concealing help to reeal the
body. We should for God's sake realize this and ban such
garments at least in our houses, as they violate these
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injuctions of the Holy Prophet M.
May Allah create, by His grace, this feeling among

all of us. Aameen.

Women should conceal these limbs

Hardly a Friday passed on which our respected Dr.
Abdul Hai Sahib unWj did not say something on this topic
to draw our attention to the importance of the matter. He
used to insist upon us to do some thing to stop this scourage
which has become a common fashion. Women are attending
public meetings and functions with their heads, arms, chests
and bellies bare to view. The injunctions about concealing
the body lay down that it is not lawful for a man to open his
concealable parts before another man. Similarly, it is
unlawful for a woman to open her concealable parts before
another woman. For example a woman cannot appear before
another woman with her chest, belly, arms, etc. bare, far less
her appearing in this?half-naked condition before men.
These limbs are among her concealable parts.

Harmful results of sins

Just attend a marriage party of these days and see for
yourself what is happening there. In these functions women
appear before men in half-naked dresses without any hitch,
hesitation or shame. This is only a way of inviting Allah's
curse and wrath by flagrantly flouting the commands of the
Holy Prophet f§g>. The disturbances, murders, thefts and
dacoities we see around us every day are due to these sins
andactsof disobedience. The Holy Qur'anhas said:

jj£ j& \jJJu j (»So»bl C...O U-J A.+jpOj* ja *S>jLp\ [aj

Whatever misfortune befalls you, it is due to
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what your (own) hands have earned. And He
forgives much. (42:30)
We, therefore, appeal to you earnestly to banish this

scourage and sin at least from your houses.

The state of women during the age near the
Day of Judgment

The Holy Prophet # has drawn in a Hadith such a
vivid picture of the contemporary societies that we would
have been at a loss to understand its meaning, if we had
not seen the conditions with our own eyes. In those olden
days it was not possible to visualise these conditions. The
Holy Prophet # said: During the age near the Day of
Judgment women will be naked, even though they will be
putting on garments. The hair on their heads will be like
camel humps. The modern fashion of our age has
corroborated the predictions of the Holy Prophet 4&. It
seems as though he # made this prediction after seeing
these women. (Sahih Muslim).

Next he # said:

Those women will attract others towards them

by their gait, decorations, make-up.
They will come riding on thrones and get down at the

doors ofthe mosques. The commentators ofAhadith were at
a loss to interpret this Hadith. The conditiosn obtaining in
our times have clarified the meaning of this Hadith that
women will move about sitting on cars. The situations we
are facing today are due to an open rebellion by the people
against the injunctions ofthe Holy Prophet #.
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Those who are committing sins openly
It should be noted that there are two kinds of sins. In

the first kind of sin man commits a sin secretly and not
openly. Sometimes he feels ashamed at his sins and repents
for them. In the second category man commits sins openly
above board and with pride. This is a very dangerous matter.
The Holy Prophet # has said in a Hadith:

It is hoped that all the sinners in my Ummah shall be
forgiven by the grace of Allah, either by repentance or by
Allah's own mercy.

There are those who commit sins openly, feel proud
of their sins and more than that regard their sins as good
deeds. They are ready to defend themselves by arguments.
They want to go with the age and do not want to displease
the society. There is no hope, God-forbid, of forgiveness
for such hardened sinners.

Relinqish the society
Just consider! Is it not a very good bargain that by

relinquishing your society, you straighten your relations
with Allah? How long will this society cooperate with you
and for what? Note that after entering the grave there will
be no companion except the good deeds you sent before
hand from your life in the world. Your society will leave
you alone at the grave. It will not come to your rescue in
the grave. At such a critical juncture there will be none
except your deeds to save you from the troment of Allah.
About the horrors of that time Allah has said:

This means:.... and you have not, beside
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Allah, any friend or helper. (2:107)
In other words on that hectic day there will be none

to save you except Almighty Allah.

An event that is full of morals

In surah 37-Saffat of the Holy Qur an there is an event
relating to a person whom Allah will, by His mercy admit into
Paradise and bestow upon him all the blessingsofParadise. At
such an auspicious time he will remember a friend ofhim who
used to incite him in the world to sins and bad deeds. He used to

delude him by describing the conditions and demands of the
society. This inmate ofParadise desired to see and find out the
fate of his ill-advised friend. He, therefore, began to peep into
the Hell to search for the latter. The Holy Qur an says:

These verses mean:

Then he looked down and saw him in the depth of
the Hell. He said: By Allah you had indeed almost ruined
me. and had it not been for the favour of my Lord I too
would have been among those brought forth (to doom). (37.
55-57).

Anyway, the affairs of this society appear to be very
pleasant and attractive to those who have no Eeman
(Faith) but those who have Eeman in Allah, the Last Day
and the Day of Judgment should not be beguiled by the
charms of the society. If you firmly beleive that one day
you have to appear before your creater Allah, and render
your accounts to Him, then you must turn to the
commands ofAllah and His Prophet 4& and put up, with a
smiling face, with the taunts and jeerings of this society.
Do not mind at all if the society dubs you as backward,
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outmoded and an extremists. So, take up courage and tell
this society frankly that you are as the society describes
you, yet you do not care at all for this errant and
bewildered society and that under no circumstances you
are prepared to take the path to Hell.

These taunts are a blessing for the Muslims
The Prophets of Allah ^^ had also been

subjected by the infidels to taunts. A man who wants to
take the path of Deen has to tolerate these taunts.
However, rememebr that you cannot succeed unless you
declare these taunts to be a matter of pride for yourself.
The Holy Prophet # has said in a narrative:

Indulge in Allah's remembrance so intensely
that the people may take for a madman.
Do not follow the society blindly, but take the

opposite direction and try to change the direction of the
society's current. It is seen that people dub him as a
madman who is honest and trustworthy in his work. They
say that the man is crazy. Thus, those who refrain from
taking or giving bribe, avoid interest-bearing transactions'
and unlawful acts and obey the injunctions of Allah in the
matter of dress deserve these taunting remarks. Note that
such degrading titles from the society are glad tidings for
you from the Holy Prophet # and a cause of pride too.
This is the title which he # has himself conferred on you.
You should, therefore, offer two Rak 'ats of thanksgiving
prayers to Allah and express joy on the day these titles are
directed to you. Allah has in this way elevated you on this
day to the high position which his Prophet ^ has
appointed for a Mu min (believer). So, there is nothing to
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fear and worry about. How nicely Maulana Zafar Ali Khan
upaIji^j has expressed this idea in a couplet:

^ J* ut J^ ij* S c- * y -t>y

Tauheed (Monotheism) is that on the Day
Ressurrection Allah Himself declares. Look!

This servant was angry with the two worlds
for "My sake!"
If by turning your eyes from the entire world you

establish firmly your relations with Allah it is not a bad
and cheap bargain. This worldly life is too shortlived. The
day you pass away from this transitory life to the
everlasting life of the next world, you shall be given a
warm reception. You shall see that on the Day of
Judgment those who used to taunt and jeer at you in the
world are weeping. How long will you go on cooperating
with, and surrendering yourself to this society? How long
will you follow it blindly? Just take courage and resolute
firmly to eradicate nakedness and nudity from the society.
May Allah help us all in this matter. Aameenl

Allah has mentioned the first principle concerning
dress which is to conceal ^(concealable parts of the
body). A dress that does not meet this requirement is no
dress; it is a form of nudity.

The second principle concerning dress
Almighty Allah has mentioned the second principle

of dress by using the word uo (vesture), a sort of
decoration and decency for you. A man's beauty lies in his
dress. A dress should, therefore, be well designed and
sewn so that the man wearing it should feel ease and
happiness. It should not be ill-designed nor ill-fitting to
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disgust the people. It should be decent and attractive in
some degree.

To wear costly dresses to pleasae one's heart
Sometimes a man finds himself in a state of doubt

about the dress he should put on. If he wears a costly dress
it may be prodigality. Ifhe chooses an ordinary dress, how
ordinary should it be ? The learned saint Hazrat Thanawi
aJp 4ii» ^ has advised us about a dress that it should fully
cover the ^ (concealable parts) and should at the same
time provide some comfort to the body. There is no harm
in wearing such dress. For example it is quite lawful to put
on a dress made of thin cloth for the sake of comfort. In

the same way a man purchasaes a garment at the rate ofRs
15/- per yard instead of Rs 10/- per yard, because the cost
is within his means and he thinks that in addition to being
comfortable it also pleases his heart. This comes neither
within the definition of prodigality nor is it a sin. It is
quite lawful to wear such dress.

A rich man should wear a decent dress

It is not good for a wealthy man to wear a very lowly
and third-grade dress. It occurs in a Hadith that a man
called on the Holy Prophet # who was in a very shabby
wornout and unsightly dress. He # asked him, saying:

Have you got some property ? He replied: Yes. The
Holy Prophet # asked him : What kind of property is it?
He replied: Allah has granted me all sorts ofproperties out
of camels, goats, horses and slaves. The Holy Prophet #
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said: When Allah has granted you property, the effect of
this grant should appear from your dress also.

In other words, it should not happen that a man
enjoying Allah's gifts should appear as a pauper and
beggar. In a way, it is showing ingratitude towards the
favours of Allah. Thus, it is no sin, but quite lawful to
purchase a dress out ofAllah's grant which should provide
comfort and pelase the heart of the person wearing it.

Sometimes the Holy Prophet #
has worn costly dresses

The Holy Prophet # is generally called by the
common people "the Prophet # with the black blanket" and
the poets have in their poems given great publicity to this
attribute. It is quite true that he # for the most part of his
sacred life preferred simple living. It is narrated about him
# that he # used to put on generally garments of coarse
cloth and wore thick sheets. Likewise, it is also narrated

about him # that once he # put on a gown which valued
about two thousand Dinars. As every act of the Holy
Prophet # was going to become a Sunnah and a part of the
Sharee ah for the Ummah his advice for weaker people like
us is that it is quite lawful to put on costly dress for one's
comfort and for the expression of decency. One is quite free
to do so.

Ostentation and shov\ are not lawful

It may be the intention by acquiring and putting on a
costly dress to display to the people that the man is putting
on such a costly dress and he is a very rich man and is
superior to others. He may do this to impose his greatness
and superiority on others. All these trends come within the
definition of f ostentation and show" and are totally
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forbidden and are unlawful.

A Sheikh (spiritual guide) is needed
There is a very imperceptible difference between the

two points, viz., whether costly dress has been put on to
pelase one's own heart or to make a show of superiority to
others. Who should decide on this very fine difference. It is
not everybody's job. A reformer and guide is needed here.
He will tell whether the costly dress has been put on really
to please one's heart or it is a deception of Satan. It is the
spiritual guide (Pir) who will guide correctly on such
occasions of doubts and suspicions. This point is involved
not only in the matter of dress but in all other personal
matters, like food, shoes, houses, etc. Hazrat Thanawi jbuu^,
uphas given us a golden formula to find out the difference.

Refrain from prodigality and pride
The Holy Prophet # has mentioned a very fine

principle in this behalf in the following Hadith:

This means: Eat and wear whatever you like but
refrain from two acts: prodigality and pride.
In other words, the intention is to say that

prodigality comes in the picture when a man dresses
himself with the intention of making a show of his dress.
So, one should refrain from putting on a garment that
creates pride. However, a spiritual guide is needed to say
which dress leads to prodigality and which to pride.

We are discussing the second principle of dress
which is decency and decoration. Decency and decoration
have their limits. Remaining within these limits decorate
yourself as you like. Keeping that decency and decoration
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beyond the prescribed limits are unlawful (Haram).

Do not run after fashion

People have formed a strange habit of going after
the fasion of the day, irrespective of that the garment in
fashions suits or does not suit their own choice and

convenience. The criterion before them is to accept what
is in fahsion and discard what goes out of fashion. For
example, once long and flowing shirts had become a
fashion with the result that not only did everyone wear it
but also began to praise its many qualities. When shorter
shirts came into fashion, it displaced the longer shirts and
people accepted it as something unique, forgetting their
fancy for the longer shirts previously in fahsion. It is not
right to decide upon the suitability or unsuitabifity of
something on the basis of fashion. Subject to the
permission of the Sharee'ah you are free to wear whatever
pleases you and suits your fancy and convenience.

Eat and wear whatever you like
There is a popular saying in Hindi:
It means that you should eat what you like, but wear

what the world (the general public) likes.
The Islamic Sharee 'ah does not recognize this

principle. Instead, it enjoins upon you to eat what you
like and wear what you like. The Islamic Sharee ah has
allowed you to eat and wear what you like, keeping
within the limits prescribed by the Holy Prophet #. It is
not at all lawful to wear a dress which has become a

fashion and which is intended to be shown to others. It

is totally forbidden {Haram).
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Women and love of fashion

The mentality of our women is particularly in need
of reform and guidance. They think that the garment is not
for them, but it is for others to see and appreciate, so that
they may declare it to be in accordance with the latest
fashion and realize that the woman wearing it belongs to a
rich family. As a result in their own houses they are
generally seen ill-dressed before their near and dear ones
and their husbands. However, when they have to go out to
attend a function, they take every care to ensure that the
dress should be attractive and according to the ruling
fashion and design and that the people may believe that
they are ladies of the privileged class. For each function
they have a different suit of clothes. They will not wear in
another function the suit which they have worn in an
earlier. The love of show and display and not thier own
choice or preference is the root-cause. This spree of
exhibtion is unlawful and a sin. there is no sin if a woman

changes her suits from day to day not for show but to
please her ego.

Hazrat Iman Malik upA^j and a new

suit of clothes

Some of our own saints are known to be fond of fine

dresses. Hazrat Imam Malik *j*&\utj is one ofthem. He lived

at Madinah Munawwarah and was known as the Imam of

Darul-Hijrah. It is related about him that he used to put on a
new suit every day. This means that every year three
hudnred and sixty suits were prepared for him, as after
having put on a suit once he did not wear again. Someone
objected to this, saying that it was prodigality on his part.
The Imam up^^ replied to this objection as follows:

I am unable to avoid this. At the commencement of
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every year a friend of mine brings me three hundred and
sixty suits, requesting me that I should put on a new suit
every day. If I do not accept his gift, this will displease
him, and if I do not put on a suit every day this will be
defeating the purpose of the gift. So I change my clothes
every day and hand over the cast off suit to a poor man.
Thus, many poor men receive benefit from this practice."

Anyway, this act of Hazrat Imam Malik u^»^j was
to please his own heart and the heart of the donor and not
to show and display his richness and finery.

An event of Hazrat Thanawi u^tu^

It is an event full of morals which I heard from my
respected father u* *iu u^>, Hazrat Thanawi a*&^j had two
wives, one being senior and the other junior. The senior
wife being an old-timer wanted to serve and please her
husband to the best of her ability. The Eid festival was near
at hand. She thought of presenting the Maulana a gown
made of fine cloth as an Eid gift. She got from the market a
piece of costly cloth of bright colour and began to sew the
gown. She did not inform the Maulana beforehand with the
idea that it would be more pelasing to present the gift as an
Eid surprise. After hard labour when the gown was ready, it
was sent to the Maulana on the night before Eid, she
advised him to proceed to the prayer-ground with that gown
on his person. The gown, made of a piece of bright colour,
was far from being to the liking ofthe Maulana a*^^. The
Maulana was indeed in a fix. What to do? He wanted to

please his wife who had put in so much toil during the
whole of Ramazan in the preparation of that gown. He,
therefore, put on that gown and conducted the Eid prayer
with the gown on his body. At the end of the prayer a man
came to the Maulana and told him that the gown did not suit
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him. The Maulana accepted is remark then putting off the
gown gifted it to that man.

To please the hearts of others
Hazrat Thanawi upiiuu^ related this event to my

father Mufti Muhammad Shafi Sahib u*^^ and told him

tht while going to the prayer-ground in that gown his heart
was Undergoing great torture, as he had never in his life
worn garments of bright colours. I took upon myself this
torture and some tautns too, only to please the heart of my
wife who had taken so much pains in preparing that gown
with her own hands.

There is no sin if a man puts on best dresses to
please his own heart and the hearts of his near and dear
ones in the family including the heart of the donor of a
gift. It is, however, a cause of punishment and totally
forbidden to put on costly dresses with the intention of
show and display of his richness and superiority to the
people.

The third principle concerning dress
The third principle mentioned by the Islamic Sharee ah

concerning dress is that it should not resemble the dresses of
other nations and communities. This practice has been called
in the Sharee ah ^ (imitation). It is a great sin to put on a
dress with the intention of imitating the member of another
nation, irrespective of that the dress put on is good on bad,
likeable or unlikeable. The Holy Prophet # has expressed in a
Hadith a great warning on those who put on a dress for the
only purpose ofimitating some other community:

It means that a man who puts on the dress of
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another community with the express intention
of mimicking that community is one of them,
as if he is not from among the Muslim
community, (chap: Garments, Abu Dawood).
This act of imitating another community in dress

etc. is an indirect way of expressing love for it. Such a
man will be raised up in the Hereafter with the community
he imitated. How terrible ! May Allah save us all from
ihisl Aameen.

The reality of v^ (Imitation)
It should be understood well when this (Imitaion)

comes into play and when it is forbidden. Firstly imitation
is forbidden (Haram) in an act which is in itself a vice and
against the principles of the Sharee ah. Secondly, the act
in itself is not unlawful, but it is permissible. A man is,
however, doing that act with the intention of imitating the
member of that alien community and to appear as one of
them. In a situation like this even permissible act becomes-
unlawful.

To put a Zunnar round the neck
The Hindus wear a Zunnar (a sacred thread) round

their necks. If a Muslim also wears a Zunar only by
chance, it is not unlawful but it is only permissible for
him. If he wears a zunnar with the intention of imitating a
Hindu, it becomes unlawful and forbidden (Haram), as it
comes within the meaning of **u (imitation)

To put on mark made
by Hindus on the forehead

Hindu women put on a red mark on their foreheads. If
the Hindu women did not do this and a Muslim women puts
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this mark on her forehead as a mark ofdecoration this practice
is in itselfpermissible, it is neither unlawful nor forbidden. On
the other hand if a Msulim woman puts on her forehead a red
mark only to mimic the practice of the Hindus and to
resemble them, this becomes unlawful and forbidden. We are

given to understand that this fashion of putting on Qashqah
(Mark) has started in Pakistan also. If so, our women are
doing so to imitate the Hindu women. This is unlawful. If an
act is in itself lawful and permissible, but it is done to mimic a
non-Muslim community it comes within the definition of ^-
(imitation) and becomes unlawful and forbidden.

It is not lawful to imitate other nations

On the basis of this principle it can be said that it is
unlawful and prohibited to adopt and imitate the dress of a
nation which has beocme the specific mark and a
distinction of that nation by which it is recognized and
distinguished from other nations. For example, nowadays
it has become a common fashion among men to wear
trousers and jackets. Some aspects of this dress are
unlawful, irrespective of that this dress may or may not
involve (imitation). One defect in it is that it is worn
below the ankles. No dress which covers the ankles is

lawful for men. Another drawback is that if the trousers

are of tight-fittings it does not provide the ^ (cover)
which is the basic purpose of a dress, because the
depressions and projections of the body are quite visible.
For these two drawbacks, it is not lawful to put on
trousers and jackets. However, if anyone takes care that
the trousers reach up to the ankles and are loose enough
not to show the contours of the body, then in itself it is
permissibel to put on this dress.
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To wear Trousers

If anyone puts on trousers to imitate the English and
to become like them, then it is unlawful to adopt this
dress, because it comes within the definition of *^-

(imitation). If imitation is not intended and care is also
taken to see that it does not cover the ankles and is also

loose enough, then in such a situation it has not been
declared borbidden to wear it. Even so, it is not good to
wear it, as it is not free from being disgustful. Why is it
so? Try to understand this point carefully.

The difference between ^ (imitation)
and c^u- (resemblance)

These are two different acts quite distinct from each
other. A,* (imitation) means that a man intentionally tries to
imitate some other community to become like them. This is
entirely forbidden. As for c*ll. (resemblance) the act of
resemblance is not deliberate but it takes place spontaneously.
This is not forbidden. The Holy Prophet # has however,
advised against (resemblance) when it is not at all necessary.
He # has advised his Ummah to keep themselves
distinguished from the other nations, as far as possible. There
should be a distinctive mark of the Muslim nation so that

there may be no doubt in recognizing a Muslim from a
non-Muslim. It is not permissible to change one's identity so
that it may become difficult to recognize whether the person is
a Muslim or a non-Muslim and whether to bid him the Islamic

(salute) or not.

The Holy Prophet # took care to
refrian from o#u- (resemblance)

It is a matter of great virtue to fast onthe 'Ashoorah
Day (the 10th of the month of Muharram). When the Holy
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Prophet # migrated to Madinah Munawwarah, in the
beginning fasting on the ' Ashoorah Day was obligatory.
By that time the Ramazan fasting had not been prescribed
as an obligatory duty. When the Ramazan fasting was
made obligatory, the obligatory nature of'Ashoorah
fasting was cancelled. After this cancellation it became
optional and permisisble only. When the Holy Prophet #
came to know that the Jews also fasted on the 'Ashoorah
Day, he # said that if he 4fc remained alive, the next year
he would add another day to 'Ashoorah for fasting, i.e. he
# would fast also either on the ninth or the eleventh day
of Muharram, so as to fast two days to avoid imitation of
the JeWS. (Musnad Ahamd vol. 1, P. 236)

See how the Holy Prohet # did not like the
(resemblance) with the Jews even in a worship like
fasting. That is why he # asked his Ummah to add to the
'Ashoorah either the nineth or the eleventh day of
Muharram to make the fasting days two instead of one to
avoide resemblance with the Jews. Thus,^- (imitation) is
quite unlawful, but (resemblance) too is not desirbale. The
Holy Prophet # has advised us to avoid it as far as
possible.

Oppose the Musiirikeen (polytheists)
The Holy Prophet # has said in a Hadith:

Oppose the polytheists in all matters as far as
possible and create for you your own modes of
life as distinguished from those of the
Mushrikeen.

He # has said in another Hadith:-

W^UJl ^UT Jjb y\) ^^1 .£& pJU*Jl jSjJ^J\ J*JJ \~J U{}jB
(I . VA jt+J £***• ^UjJH J
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That is our putting on caps under our turbans
makes us distinguished from the polytheists, <
because they do not wear caps under their
turbans.

That is why we have been asked to put on caps under
our turbans in opposing the polytheists. It is not an unlawful
act to put on turbans without caps, but the advice to put on
caps is only to avoid resemblance to the polytheists. It is not
desirable to make ourselves resemble other non-Muslim

communities. It is better to refrain from this act as far as

possible. The Noble Companions ^ &\ ^j took great care
not to resemble the non-Muslim communities.

The Muslims are a distinguished nation

You should know that Almighty Allah has created
you as a separate nation and included you in His Own
Party under the name of k^^ (Allah's party). You stand in
isolation quite distinct from the entire world. The Holy
Qur'an has said thatbasically there are only two groups in
the entire world:

(Y ijiVfcHijP) JAJA pjsloj J^ J*^** °^y-
Allah has created you in two groups, one of
you being disbelievers and the other being
believers. (64:2)

The group of the believers should, therefore, never mix
up with that of the disbeleivers. The beleivers should stand
distinguished from the disbelievers, by their dress, their
behaviour and life in general. Everything concerning the
believers should have an Islamic stamp on it. This purpose is
defeated ifthe Muslims adopt the ways ofother commnities.

Just see for yourself how everyone, Muslim or
non-Muslim, is putting on the same dress. If you go to an
assembly of men it will be very difficult for you to know
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either from their dress or from their behaviour and conduct

who is a Muslim and who is a non-Muslim It is difficult to

decide whether to bid them the Islamic Salam or not, and on

what topic one should talk to them. To forestall these vices
the Holy Prophet # has advised us to avoid ^ (imitation),
because it is totally un- lawful and also c^ls* (resemblance)
which is neither likeable nor desirable.

It is shamelessness

How shameless it is that you should wear the dress
of a nation that enslaved you for long, tyrannized, you in
different ways, conspired against you and killed you in
great numbers. It left no limit in torturing and disgracing
you. How shameless it is indeed that you are adopting the
dress and ways of such a tyrant nation?

The narrow-mindedness of the English
People say that it is narrow-mindedness to stop them

from using the dress of the disbeleiving English people.
Do you not know or have you forgotten the
narrow-mindedness of this English community when they
occupied India ? They made the flowing gowns, Shalwars
and turbans of the Mughal, a uniform for their menial
servants, like gate-keepers, peons, butlers and waiters.
Why did they do so ? They did so only to disgrace the
Muslims and to show them that they attired their
low-grade servants in the dress of the Muslim Kings. As
against all this the broad-mindedness of we Muslims is
that we are putting on the dress of these tyrants with great
gusto and pride. What a shame! If anyone tells them that it
is against honour and self-respect to put on such dress
they retort by saying: "This is narrow-mindedness".
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On account of the miraculous beauty of the
beloved madness has been named wisdom and

wisdom madness.

In this attitude lies the worst kind of shamelessness,

in addition to the fact that it is undesirable in the light of
the Sharee ah.

May you change all your ways, yet !
Note it very carefully that, however, much you'may

change your ways by wearing their dress and adopting
their life-style, yet you cannot find for you any respect in
their eyes. The Holy Qur an has clearly stated:

And the Jews will not be pleased with you, nor
will the Christians, till you follow their creed.
(2:120)

The Jews and Christians will not be pleased with
you, however, much you may adopt their dress and take to
their life-style, unless you accept their creed. You have
changed yourselves from head to foot on the pattern of
their living, yet they have always hated you and tried to
ruin you. You have seen this attitude on their part and are
seeing it now more vividly. They will never accord you
any honour and resepct for your putting on their dress.

Dr Iqhal's comments on the Western civilization
Late Dr. Iqbal has sometimes said very sensible and

wise things in his poetry. While commenting on the
Western dress and life-style he has said:
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U.j ! i.Jfcjl ^ w/ ^y

V? 4_ c^j iA;j <L

J,j Jli ^ u f> <L

Jy C? ;' 1_ «ju ji/j -L

Dr. Iqbal elaborates further:

The idea expressed in these couplets may be
summarised as follows:

The power of the west does not lie in music, nor in
the dance of their unveiled daughters, nor in the atraction
of the tulip-faced beauties nor in the naked legs and short
hair-locks on their heads.

Iqbal goes on to say further:
The secret of the power and supremacy of the west

lie in their hard work in the field of art and science. Their

advancement, progress and superiority all are due to their
devoted research and experiment.

In the end he has said:

^ *M /i 3 f •ix
Wisdom, art and science do not depend on any

particular style of dress. The eastern dress consisting of
the gown and the turban too is not the cause of
backwardness. It is nothing but hard work in the field of
knowledge and science is needed.

You did not acquire from the west what would have
really helped you viz. knowledge and technology, but you
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relied on imitating their dress, life-style. In this way you
disgraced yourself.The worldhonoursand respectsthose who
have regard and love for their own way of life. So the world
shall accord no credit to you for this habit of mimicking
others.

Refrain from j (imitation)
and *-&> (resemblance) both

I have already mentioned the injunction of the
Sharee ah that j (imitation) is unlawful and a sin, because it
is practised deliberately. As regards c^u- (resemblance), if
this intention is not involved, but some similarity occurs
spontaneously without intention and attempt. It is neither a
sin nor unlawful, yet it is not free from disgust and
repulsion. However, it is totally against honour and
self-respect. Therefore, it is necessaryto avoid both as far as
possible.

The fourth principle regarding dress
It is unlawful to put on a dress by which a feeling of

pride and superiority is born, even if that dress may have
been prepared from jute-cloth. For example, a man wears
such rough and coarse dress with the intention that such a
dress will make him look in the sight of the people like a
great saint and Sufi, then this may create a sense of
greatness and superiority and lead him to look down upon
others. In this condition that jute-cloth dress also becomes
a cuase of pride and arrogance and is, therefore, unlawful.
Hazrat Sufyan Sauri upaIuju^ has said that pride is not
created by a dress; it is born by looking down upon others.
Sometimes a man thinks that he is putting on an humble
and ordinary dress, yet his heart is full ofpride.
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It is not lawful to cover the ankles

Hazrat Abdullah bin Umar.**k^ has narrated that

the Holy Prophet £& said: Almighty Allah will not look at
a man with an eye of mercy on the Day of Judgment who
drags down his garment on the ground with pride. (Sahih
Bukhari....Hadith No: 5791)

In another Hadith the Holy Prophet # has said that
the portion of a man's lower garment (trousers, etc) which
covers and goes below the ankles will enter Hell.

This shows that it is not lawful for men to wear a

dress (trousers, sheet, etc) which covers and goes down
the ankles. The Holy Prophet # has mentioned two
warnings for this. Firstly, the portion of the dress that
covers and reaches beyond the ankles will be in Hell.
Secondly, on the Day of Judgment Allah will not cast a
glance of mercy on this sinner. Now see that it is a very
simple matter to let your lower garment remain above the
ankles. What harm is there if one wears his trousers, etc.
so as to remain an inch or so above the ankles? On the

other hand, you will save yourself from the displeasure of
Allah and attract His glance of mercy. This is a tasteless
sin in which the entire nation is involved and none cares

about it.

It is a sign of pride to cover the ankles
The Holy Prophet 4fe was sent to the world with his

mission as a Prophet during the Days of ignoraftce. In
those days it was a common fashion to cover the ankles
and let the lower dress reach beyond them. It was even
considered better if the dress dragged on the ground while
walking. A book ofArbaic peotry (Hamasah) <u.u* is taught
in the Arabic schools to students of the famous

Dars-e-Nizami course. It contains poetry composed during
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the Days of ignorance. In this book a poet expresses his
thoughts with pride:

<Jjj»a Ja^ Uujl C*?tJa^l U1^1

When after drinking four, glasses of wine I
go out in the morning, my lower dress gets
dragged along, drawing lineson the ground.

Now see how this poet has described this action of
his as a proud performance. When the Holy Prophet #
came with his mission, he abolished this custom as he
abolished many other customs of the Days of ignorance.
He # commanded that the lower dress should be worn
above the ankles as it gives rise to pride and feelings of
superiority to let down the dress to cover the ankles.

This also refutes the propaganda which is being
spread widely nowadays that the Holy Prophet 45 adopted
many of the customs, dresses and styles which were
common among the Quraish. What is the harm, they ask,
if they adopt some of the modes and customs which are in
vogue in our times?

Bear in mind that the Holy Prophet ^ never adopted
the modes and styles which were common during his days.
On the other hand, he # declared them to be unlawful and
amended them to conform to the Islamic ways. Not only
are the people nowadays committing this sin but they raise
objection and ask what is the harm in it. They shoufd
know that the harm lies in the fact that this practice invites
Allah's wrath and shall take the sinner to Hell.

At the bidding of the English man they have
bared their knees too

A saintly person late Hazrat Maulana Ihtishamul Haq
Thanawi ^^u^j once said in a lecture that when the Holy
Prophet # has asked us to keep the ankles open as it is not
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lawful to conceal them, we are not prepared to obey the
Prophet 4& in this matter. On the other hand, when the
English asked us to open the knees we at once obeyd them
by putting on knickers. How shameless it is! If we have any
love for the Holy Prophet 4fe, that love has a claim on us.
How is it possible for a Muslim to appreciate something
which the Holy Propeht # has disapproved?

An event relating to Hazrat Usman Ghani ^k^
On the occasion of the treaty of Hudaibiah Hazrat

Usman Ghani ** k ^ was going to Makkah to negotiate
terms with the disbelievers. His cousin who was

accompanying him pointed out to him that his trousers
were above the ankles and the dignitaries of Makkah with
whom you are going to negotiate look down upon a man
whose trousers remain above the ankles. He, therefore,

advised Hazrat Usman Ghani to cover his ankles by
lowering his trousers. Hazrat Usman Ghani **k^j replied:

JLij <uip 4il ^J^p 411 Jj--j l~?-U> 3jj l tJCSU <H
"I cannot do this as the trousers of my master
were like this I have nothing to worry about
what these infidels think of me. I must follow

the ways ofthe Holy Prophet 4fc".
These are our ancestors who compelled the world to

bow before them, while we are afraid of the world and are
feeling ashamed to follow the ways of Islam and the
Sunnah of the Holy Prophet #. We are simply hankering
after fashion. Kindly for God's sake reform your ways and
inculcate in your heart an enthusiasm to act upon the
Sunnah ofthe Holy Prophet #.
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Is it permissible to cover the ankles, if there
is no involvement of pride?

Some people think that the Holy Prophet # had
commanded not to cover the ankles to forestall pride and
arrogance. There should be no harm in covering the
ankles, if no pride is invovled. They support their claim
with the Hadith regarding Hazrat Abu Bakr **k**j.

Once Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddiq 4*41^*, complained to
the Holy Prophet # that his trousers frequently slipped
down the ankles. What should he do ? The Holy Prophet
# replied: The slipping down of your trousers is not due
to pride but it is due to disability. You are, therefore, not
among them. (Abu Dawood Hadith No: 4085).

On the basis of this Hadith people say that they too
do not lower their trousers on account of pride, so this
should be lawful for them. Now who is going to decide
whether you are covering the ankles with or without
pride? Just think who can be more away from pride than
the Holy Prophet # , and yet he never covered his ankles
at any time in his lifetime?

The permission given to Hazrat Siddiq Akbar ^k^j
was due to some disability in his body in the presence of
which trousers slipped down his ankles oft and on. Is there
any disability with you also? As regards the question of
pride, no proud person ever thinks that he is proud. The
Islamic Sharee ah has issued its injunctions in the light of
the indications and symptoms. In this particular case the
injunction does not say that if there is pride keep the
trousers above the ankles, otherwise keep them down.
Despite the command of the Holy Prophet 4& to keep the
trousers above the ankles, you are lowering them down.
This means that you are doing so on account of pride.
This practice is unlawful in all circumstances.
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The correct decision of the Research Scholars

There are learned men who have said that if the

trousers are lowered to cover the ankles on account of

pride, the act is unlawful. If it is not due to pride then the
act is repulsive and abominable. Research Scholars,
however, agree that lower the trousers to cover the ankles
is unlawful in all circumstances. It is not an easy job to
find out the presence of pride in each and every case. The
only way to save oneself from this sin is to keep the
trousers above the ankles and eradicate pride from its very
roots.

May Allah help us, by His mercy, to act upon these
injunction. Aameen.

Anyway, these are the four principles of "Dress":
(i) It should cover the entire coverable parts ofthe body
(ii) It should be a means of decorating the body,

within the limits of the Sharee ah.

(iii) It should not resemble the dress ofa non-Muslim.
(iv) It should not indicate pride and arrogance.
Now we mention below a few Ahadith of the Holy

Prophet # about "Dress" in general.

White Dresses are desirable

:Jli fL-j 4-1* ill J^> ^\ jp u#* JUJ ill ^pj ^Lp j>\ j*
pf \jja 1{J \y£ j €^£j Lj j*- jaIgili <Jp\J\ p£j\Jt Ja\j~J\

Hazrat Abdullah bin Abbas u^Jji^j has narrated that
the Holy Prophet # said: Wear white dresses as they are
better and shroud your dead therewith. It appears from this
Hadith that the Holy Prophet # has approved white
dresses for men, although it is neither unlawful nor
forbidden to wear dresses of other colours. It is proved
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that the Holy Prophet £fc has himself worn sometimes
dresses of other colours. Generally he 4& wore white
dresses. If a man puts on white dress with the intention
that the Holy Prophet £& generally wore white dresses and
he £& approved them for others he will earn reward for
acting upon the Sunnah. It is allowed for men with certain
conditions to put on dresses of other colours. It is not
unlawful to do so.

The Holy Prophet 4& has put on
red striped garments

aJp <&! ^p 4)1 Jj~*j olT :Jli At* <&l ^j «->jl* j> t\ym j*

Ala j^^\ Jai \Z*J* CjIjU iSy*** 1\p~ ^J 4sj1 j JLdj t\&y>jA (%JL»j

Hazrat Barrau bin Azib **k^> has narrated, saying:
Once I saw the Holy Prophet # putting on a red dress and
then I did not see a more beautiful person than he. It is
probably Hazrat Jabir bin Sumrah **k^> who has
narrated: Once on a fourteenth moon-lit night the Holy
Prophet 4& was sitting with a red garment on his body. At
that time I sometimes looked at the full moon and

sometimes at the Holy Prophet 4&. At last I decided that
the Holy Prophet # looked far more beautiful than the
moon.

These Ahadith prove that the Holy Prophet # has
put on red garments also.

Dresses of pure red colour are not lawful for men
It should be noted that the dress was not totally red

in colour. In the light of other Ahadith, the Ulama have
said that in those days red striped sheets came from
Yemen. They were not fully red. Those sheets were
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regarded as very valuable and of high class. The Holy
Prophet # is reported to have put on a suit made of these
sheets of Yemen. The Holy Prophet # put on that suit to
show to the Ummah that it was quite lawful to put on
dresses of that type and colour. It is not lawful for men to
wear dresses totally red in colour. Similarly, it is not
lawful for men to put on dresses which are specifically
meant for women, to avoid ^ (imitation) with women, as
it is not lawful.

The Holy Prophet # has also put
on dresses of green colour

<u!p ill ^p ill Jj-jj cjIj :Jli «up ill ^>j ^5*-^ **lij j*

Hazrat Rifa'ah Taimi ^k^^ has narrated that he saw
the Holy Prophet # wearing two garmetns of green
colour.

It appears from this Hadith that the Holy Prophet #
has sometimes put on a green suit. Thus by wearing
garments of other colours, he # has shown that it is quite
lawful to do so. However, the Prophet's favourite wear
was white garments.

The colours of the Turbans of the

Holy Prophet #

fIP J>0 ^JL>J *Js> ill J^p ill Jj^j 01 cAjS> ill ^Pjf\p; jPj

j+j >Lja*- <(»JUjJi J ^b<^-UJi v^ ojby}) *bj-*> 4-al*P 4-JIPj 2&j> *cJl}\

Hazrat Jabir ** k ^j has narrated that when in the
year of the victory ofMakkah the Holy Prophet 4£ entered
Makkah, he # had a black Turban on his head. It is
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proved from various narratives that the Holy Prophet #
has worn white, black and sometimes green Turbans also.

How long should be the sleeves?

Jj-rfj <j£~JS +£ OlT :cJli I^p ill ^?j Jbjj> cuj *lwi jPj

This means: The sleeve of the shirt of the Holy
Prophet # reached up to the wrists. It is, therefore, an act
of Sunnah for men to keep their sleeves up to the wrists.
Sleeves shorter than this are also lawful but not according
to the Sunnah. It is by no means lawful for women to keep
the parts above the wrists open; it is totally forbidden
(Haram). So far as women are concerned the entire wrist
above the palm forms part c. ^(concealable). This is
totally unlawful to keep if open. It has now become a
fashion among women to wear half-sleeve garments and
sometimes the entire arms are bare. Once the Holy
Prophet # called his wife's sister Hazrat Asma \**k^j and
told her that when a girl comes of age, no part of her body
should remain open except the palms of the hands and the
face. If the sleeves are short, it means that the portion to
be covered ^ has been left bare on a permanent basis, and
such women are committing the sin of opening their ^
(concealable parts). Women should save themselves from
this sin. It is also the duty of men to guide their women on
the right path of the Sunnah.

May Almighty Allah help us tc earnestly follow the
path of the Sunnah ofthe Holy Prophet #. Aameen.

^-JUJl c-Jj it JUsxll 01 UljPi y-Tj




